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DISSOLVING A MUDDLE IN ECONOMICS,
or 3R.MARX MEETS LORD RUSSELL"

There are techniques sf wathelaatical logic which are web
suited to analysis and clarification of the concept of economic value. This essay reviews some important prior discussions
of such value, exhibiting a confusion therein. Wethods adapted
from Bertrand Russekl's analysis 06 the eokacept of numbel*a w
used in this pagsrr t o lay down a sound definition of economic
value,
The result is a definitlsn which is (I)objective, 128 quantit2t h e , (3) not open t o the cslticlsms that cripple previous proposals, and (41 offers a conceptt~aiclad~ifica~;ion
for e c o n ~ m i ~ s ~

I. Value
In her preface t o the second edi'cion of A% Essay 0% Ma~xian
Economics, Joan Robinson writes
. in spite of the offence which it has given, I cannot witlldrsew the rsmark a t the end of Chapter 111,The concept of vdae seems to me t o be a
remarkabie example of haw a metapkfsieh;'a notion can inspke ori@nal
thought, though in itself it is quite devoid sf operzsioraal meaning, (@.
ciE., p. xi, emphasis in ori@nai.)

*The "iheory expounded here p e w out sf extensive diseussiosb with
Professor Newman
Dr. Victor Elconin (West Coast Unix~ersiQ)
Fisher iSan Francisco State University). Warm thanks go to Professor
Vqalamns. Jacobs (@a@.State Uwiv., Los Angeles) for helping to christen
Barss, Thermos and PAegethos. 1 wish also to thank Professor J, R o g ~ r
Lee (Cslif. State Univ,, Los Angeies) who, began nag@ng me b write,
and s:~ksequentlyimprove, this peyer.
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The offending statement appears on p. 22 of Robinson's Essay;
. . .no point of substance in Marx's a r ~ m e n depends
t
on the labour
theory of vdue. Voltake remaked that it is possible to kill a flock sf
sheep by witchera& if you give them plenty of arsenic at the same time.
The sheep, in this figure, may well stand for the complacent apoloasts of
capitaEsm; Marx's penetrating insight and bitter hatred supply the
arsenic, while the labour theory of value provides the incantation,

To emphashe her claim about the metaphysical (i.e,, 1take it,
the meaningless) character of the concept, Robinson puts the
suspect term in italics in most of her bwk, and in particular in
those places where: as she believes, the uselessness or actual
disutdity of the concept is most mangest (e.g,, op.cit.
pp. 26-28].
Robinson's fire is directed expEcitly at Karl Marx9sd w t r b e
of value. According to Marx, on p, 37 of Ca@tal, the exchange
of commodities is " . . an act characterked by a total abstraction from" the properties that make them useful, make them,
as Marx puts it, use-values. He says, loc. cit.
".

A given commodity, e . g . , a quarter of wheat is exchanged for x blacking,
y silk, or z gold, k c . . .in the most dsferent proportions. . .But since x
blacking, y silk or z gold, &em,each represent the exchange-value of one
quarter of wheat, [they] must, as exchange-valuesbe replacerzble by each
other, or equal to each other. Therefore, first: the valid exchange-values
of a given commodity express something equal; secondly, exchangevalue. . .is only the mode of expression, the phenomenal form, of something contained in it.

Farther on, discussing an exchange of two commoditiess Marx
writes that in the two dsferent things

. . ..there exists in equal quantities something common to both. The
two. . .must therefore be equal to a third, which in itself is neither the
one nor the other. Each of them. . .must therefore be reducible to this
third.
. . .the exchange-values of commodities must be capable of being expressed in terms of something common to them aB.
T h e "something" common to all commodities, Marx finds, is
t h e labor expended in production. He says, ibidck.,
p. 38, that
after abstracting from the useful propel-;kies of goods and from
t h e distinctions among the various kinds of labor employed,

. . .there is nothing left but what is common to them an; all are reduced
t o one and the same sort of labour, human labour in the abstract.
Let us now consider the residue of each of these products; it consists of
t h e same unsubstantial reality in each, a mere eongelation of homogene-
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ous human labour. . .all that these now teH us is, that human labourpower has been expended in their production, that human labour is embodied in them. When lmked at as crystals of this social substance,
common to them all, they are--Values.

So, according t o Marx, the value of a commodity is the same
as the amount of ""hman labour in the abstract" expended in
producing it. How then, are amounts of vaXne t o be measured?
Marx says, Sbid.,
Plainly, by the quantity of the value-creating substance, the labour, eontained in this aadcicle. The quantity of labour, however, is measured by
its duration, and labour-time in its turn finds it standard in weeks. days,
and hours.

The last two quotations may be taken as Marx's theory of vaBue, summarked in his aphorism, ""As values, aU csmmsdii%ies
are only definite masses sf congealed labour-time" (ibid,, p.
40).
It is no news that Marx's theory is an elaboration oft but no
essential ad.dance on, the views of the so-called classical
economists such as Adam Smith (see e.g,, Bk. I, Ch. V of AR
Inqzeiq i ~ t the
o Pheature a& Causes of the Wedth ofpdations),
It is also no news that Robinson is not the first to reject the
theory. For example, B e r t r ~ n dRgseUBwriting i~ 1896, said
of Marx's theory,
Marx's proof is fallacious in method; we can never be sure, by mere
abstraction of differences, that we have hit on the on& common quaEty
of ra. number of things, or that the q a i l l ~ ywe have hit on is the relevant
one. His psmf is fallacious in substatxe, for commodities have also
another common quabty, u t z t y namely, or the power of satiseing some
need. (Geman Social Democ~cacy,p. 17, emphasis in oriffinal.)

Critics of the Marxist view have picked a t it on many
pounds. For instance, Eugen Bohm vcsn Bawerk, in Kap.8
M a ~ and
z the Close of his System, presents what he takes t o
be a conclusive, destructive study of the labor theory, ampE$ing and completing the analysis "ma had made earlier in his
Capital a d Interest. One of the principal charges is that the
labor theory is circular: it is proposed as an explanation of how
commodities come to be exchanged in the proportionss that
they do, e.g., in the market, yet it is the exchan~gevalue that
is used to determhe the labor value in commodities, Indeed, it
is argued, the Marxist qua%3icatiomthat value i s t o be measured by the "socially necessary" labor expended, ""congealed'"
and ""eystalfiaed" in commodities, reduces stal farther the
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posaibgig,y o i giving independent content t o the l.abor theory
apsr? from. the caneephf exchange value, This even though
the former is supposed 10 provide an expJication of the latter
!we, e,g., Robert Nazick7 Amrehg, State a d
pp.
253-621,Agais, critics hold that the conception of ""human labsr in the abstract'', or of ""homogeneous human labor", is unhappily vague and terribly confused, incapable sf unarsabimoes explsnation or spec3ieation.
Much of Bohan-$awerk9sCaptkE a12d d~terestis a thorough
criticism of a variety af competing theories sf value, and not
that of M a ~ xalone. These are all, he finds, unsatisfactory, for
khe same scar%.sof reasons brought to bear against the labor
theory: Eogical mcoherenee, lack of empkical content, being
n~isleadingar positively erroneous is expGcating concrete
ccczaomic phenomena, &c. To repah the deficiency, Bohm~ ~ w e adopts
sk
the so-called ""s~bjectivetheory" of value, He
gives a succinct formuEatisw in The Positive T h e o of
~ Cwitd:
7

~

~

-

formally defined, value is the impoflance which a good or complex d
goods possesses with respect to the weubeiwg of a smb~ect . goods can
o d y have an effective impontience for human wellbeing in one way, v b .
by b e k g the :r~dd~pensabke
condition, the s i ~ eq
w %on, of some one ut%t y which subserves it we shag define [value], unambiguously and
exactly, as : That imps&ance which goods or complexes of gmds
zcqulre, as the recombed condition of a ut~gjtywhich makes for the weB1being of a sabject.$,and would not be obtained without them. (@. eit.,
p. "56.)
Moreover, he writes (dbid,pp. 135-6):
AU goods have usefulness, but all goods have not value. For the ernergence of value there musk be scarety raldivsre to the demand for the
partrcnllrr class of goods . goods acquire value when the whole svanable
stock of the^^ is n d sufficient to coven. the wants depending on them for
satasfaction, or when t h e stock would not be sufficient -aiQhougjtthese
particular goods,

The subjec~ivetI12or-yis a major doctrine of the so-called
"Aastrian sehooi" of e~onomists,of which Bdhm-Bawerk was a
prominent early member, The theory seems to escape most of
t h e criticisms specifically directed at Marx9slabor theory, as
well as those aimed a t other extant ""objective9'theories. No
doubt this explains in part, at least, why the subjective theory
cornfaended itself to the Austrian economists.
Unhappily fm eeas~nomists"peace of mind, the subjective
theory is in its t u x nest without difEculties of its own. This is
e%idsnt fsom a cossldsration af Ludwig voa Mises' exposition:
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If in accordance with an objective theory of value the possib2itr of an
okqeceive concept of eommodrty-vsines is accepted, and exchange is regarded as the reciprocal surrender of equivalent goods, then ibe csrcluslon necessargy follows that eexhaaage ~ransactionsmust he preceded by
measurement of the quarrtity of valve contained in each of the objects
that are to be emhanged.
But modern value theory has a different starting point. It conceives sf
value as the signsicance attributed to indiviauai corna~~ad~ty
uaits by a
human being who wishes to consume or otherwise dispose of vsrxsus
commodities to the best advantage. (Lawon Mises, The Theoat o f ~ l f o n e ~
aed C ~ e d i tp.
, 38.)

The subjective theory does not try to make quknaidatice estimates of value. Aceording to V O Mises:
~
dbid., p. 89,
But subjective -raIuation, which is the pivot of aU economk acifivicy, only
arranges commodities in order of their sigst3icanee; it does no!# meaurs
this significance.

Prom the subjective view, says voa Mises @bid- pp. 46-41),
Value can rightly be spoken of only with regard to speerf~cacts of apgrwisal, It exists in such connexions only; there is no 7ialue o ~ t s i d ethe process of valuation. There is no such thing as zbstract valae.

The proper notion of value, for the Anstrian sekool, is "subjective use-vahre", and this, all parties seem to agree, is no:
suscep"cibhe to objective mea*sursment, Tiberefore, von TvTises
writes (ibdd., pa. 45), ""Ilit is impossible to measure saabjectivs
use-value, it follows directly that r t is impracticable to asmibe
"uanti"pgP' to it,"
This subjective doetrine is open t o the charge of circgiarity
just as the classical theory is, For, what more is discovered
about value in exchange, on this view, other than that traders
exchange c~jmmodltiesin various r a t i s s w h e e i ~ e u l ~ i beety
comes more patent upon recalEng that what people do is n&
always what, in any reasonable sense of the term, t h y want
to do. After all, people often act eompullsively, impulsively,
under duress, etc. Thus, the Austrian sehsol must coneed.: that
many exchanges occur in ways that do grot necessarBy refleet
the subjective valuation of the principals, unless the tsrrn~
""sbbg'ctive vaBuation'7s being persuasively redefined as fie
notion it purportedly helps explain,
So, both the classical and the Austrian schools propose to
explain the economic conception of value in seE-sta1tzgingand
unfortunately specea9atPse ways. In part, this deL-ivesfrom a

6
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confusion, avoided in the theory expounded below, bekween
myhat a quantity is and what may be causally or functionally
related to some concrete situations being appropriately characterized by determinate values of that quantity, This may be
seen more clearly by analom with a simfiar situation that
might be imagined arising about the notion of volume.

11, Confusion
Imagine the savant Barss annouaeing the results of his cogitations. ""'doltame is a sub%ation,"he announces. ""Iis the reciprocal negation of that which is the agent of esmpressicsn, as is
evident from my experiments, Thus, volume really is nothing
but pressure expressed in an outward phenomenal form of
inversion; it is pressure.'"
At once Baros is challenged,
""You have neglected the intensity of the P%lol@stication,not
t o say anything of its accumulation. In fact, volume is a direct
mangestation of h motvice de feu. For as one fires up a gas,
t h a t gas exerts itseE to gd all space, and inversely as one
damps "%he fire, the gas retreats and cogs in upon itself, In a
word then, volume is n s t h h g more or less than temperature,
t h a h n l y , and dkectly." This from Thernos,
Impatient, scornfuE, Megethos interrupts, ""BahI" says he,
6Youhave both been misled, deceived by the epiphenomena.
You fight over the shadows and meanwhfie the horse has run
away--to my stable. MereBy consider, my learned friends, that
as you increase or decrease the amount of matter, the gas
obediently increases or decreases its extension. Ergo, volume
is nothing else than mass."
I venture that my three sages are disputing with only a EtMe
more silliness than the economists a r p i n g about what value
is. i t is not hard to resolve the perplexity h which
Baros, Thermos and hfegethos find themselves. It suffices to
point out that since everything is what it is and not another
thing, then volume in particular is--volume, and not anything
else. Volume is a geometrical magnitude. This or that influence - pressure, temperature, quantity sf matter, or what
have you - may be causally or functionally related to the volume of a physical thing, as in the ideal gas Haw, But that ought
not, and I am sure usually does not, lead anyone to think QOLume is any one or any combination of those other things.
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Analogously, it seems to me, the economists9 a r p m e n t
whether value is really congealed labor, or subjective mar@nal
utility, or objective usefulness, or whatnot, is equally fu'utze. It
is tempting to say, as G.E. Moore migM have, that value is
value, and that is all there is to it. Indeed, I think itiis t r u e
that value is value, but I also bebeve these is just a bit more t o
say about it,

111. Abstraction
My thesis is a simple one: The economic value of a thing is
just what it will fetch in the market. Since the idea is so simple
it may essay be misunderstood. So I here improve the opportunity to arnpl2y and complicate.
To prepare the way, I review Bertrand RusselYs celebrated
definition of natural number (see Pm'aeipks; of MathemLics,
Ch. IXj, What, for example, is the number of justices on t h e
Supreme Court? Well, it is the number of players in the starting lineup of the $%.Louis Browns or the Jersey City Giants. It
is also the nunzher of major planets in this solar system, the
number of eggs left from a dozen after making a three-egg
omelet, the number of chapters in any book sf Plotinus9
Enzrzeds, the number of syllables needed to complete a haiku
after eight have been set down, &c, All the sets mentioned
just now have the same number. The metaphysical question
that arises is, what is that number that all these sets ""have"?
What sort of thing is it? What realm of being does it inhabit?
Russeu, feauowring Frege, noted that, whatever else may be
"cue of the several sets that ""have"the same number, a necessary condition for two sets t o have the same number is that
the elements of the sets can be matched in a one-to-one correspondence. For instance, the set of fingers on a chi8d9shand is
put in one-to-one correspondence with the set of pigs in the
nursery game that begns " h e little pig^ went t o market. . . '"
Given any set of individuals, then, there are iaadefhmaitely many
other sets with which the given set is in one-to-one correspondence. It is said that such sets are s i m i b ~to one another. On
RusseU9sview, all the sets simfiar to one another in the sense
just prescribed form a class of sets, a subclass of the class of all
sets of individuals. Thus, there is a class among the members
of which are the set of Erisejes, the set of principals in a
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a frois, tm set o$ instrumenis needed to play tPe
Ghoss" Fn"o. and so forthh,Such a ~ i a s s%san equi.ejde~xeec h ~ s
with respect to the aslal$on of sia12al-ity, same: (1) every set is
similar to itsdf, EB) K one set is s8mils.r t o another, then t l ~ t
other 1s similar to the one, and i3.l if one set is sirdar to a
second, and the second to o third, ehan the first is similar t o
t h e tkrrd. In isthea. wordsg ~ i n ~ i l a r i is
t y r e f l e x l - ~sj7rametric
~
and transitive, i,e., it is an equi-dalenee relation Gertalnly one
menage

thing the sets helorlging t o o?e sf thsse equivalence t~lasses
have in common is that they el! belong to the same club. Moreover, melmberahi~in such a club is determined by whax
appears t o be oasenbial arid prirniti-ve us the mtisn 0%"having
t h e same number'".
Rr;sseHis prsposal, t%~ess,
was to construe $he numlber a set
has" a's gxst that eqilivaleaee class to 1s-hick it belongs, The
number tlrree, for instance, is the equivaience class sf which
",ha
set of Eriayes is a typical men~ber,and the number nine is
the squhalence class of which the set 09' Supreme Court JEJtaces is e member, and so on, To complete the cale, Russell
I hen construed %heterm "number" as referring to the elass of
aIX such equivahe3ce clesses.
37rom the Russexian standpoint, rasr~~k~era
have been shown
to be dei-inable as IspjcaI eons'e~nctisssfrom less problematic
rstities, and the speeezlstioss of ~netaphysaeiansand numerologists are seen t o be beside the poht for the purposes of math-

erfiatrcs and its applications,
Russell's method may be ehsraete.-.:zed in general. He forms
B~2 e ~ t i t i o
01~the svel-alli elass (for the case of ntamber, the
d a s s of sets sf individuals) into subclasses whirh (1)are jointly
exhaustive of the overall class, (2)are mukalaUly disjoin&,and
13) are egni-veiencs cldsses witla repecl ", on appropriate
equivalence relation ( ~ the
n ease of nea-mbs;, that relation ss
sirfi3%rityj,Me Ihen defines any specific entit? of $he requked
sort (e.g., "b,
~ A L . A l ~ s ~ three)
b e r as an appropriate one of those
e ~ ~ i v d e n classes,
ee
and ~nterpretsthe general concept ( e . g , ,
number) as the class of all such equkalenee classes, ThaQgeaera1 concept and its spxifie instances, then, are a b s t ~ w t i o n s
from the more concrete entities that go to form the equivaience clgssea
I?
lhis method of abst,aacs,ion is sf quite genera: appjication in
ana~herf;akies,The proced~lrehas bee11 adzqted, ior example,
to e:.;plirate the esncepa sf physical $nantity, e,g., Sen@-&h,dur9
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a-cfoas, temperature, Qc,, as that concept is emplsyed in the
natural sciex~ces(see Chapter Six of my dissertation, Spme,
Time azd Ideasflrs: A Studg Ti"% the ADhikspkJyof David R ~ r a e ) .
Here 1 propose t o apply the same point of view to aneEyeis s f
the C O I I C ~ Pof
~ economic value,

IV, Exchange
That one quarter of wheat exchangedp at a g v e n time, for x
liilackh-igor g silk or z gold, &c., was taken by Marx to show
that those quaatities af those cornmodkiees Bere of equal value.
Had he stopped these and t h o u g h h bit Marx might well have
avoided the metaphysical muddle embodied in the notions oi
""hmn Iabsr in the abstract" and "mrystallized human labor'"
and the rest,
Suppose that a pint of mik, a pound of bananas, 0,0001
ounce of gold,. . . , are commodities that on Marx's view hasre
the same value. Thus, they belong t o the same equivdeazce
ch8s s i t h raspeet t o the rehtisn ofezchmgeability, Simaarhy,
e tiebet to a concert, a copy of 8 best-se8Elag novel, an eyejangling sport shirt,. . . , may be equally exchangeable, belongi ~ tog another equivalence class with respect to exckangeabiEt y , Again, an automobile of a certain laake, an elaborate recording sound system, an ahline ticket around the world, a se&
of tools, an acre of desert land,. . . , may also be exehangeabis,
all falling into yet another equivalence class. In general, at any
time, the class of commodities i s partitioned h t o subclasses
such that all the members of any one such subclass are exchangeable, even-stephen, one with another, For the purposes
&sfeconhsmics, the exchange relation is a equivalence relation,
For, (1)any comnnodity Is exchangeable for sorne commodity
or sther, (2) i% one commodity 6s exchangeable with another
then that other is exchangaable with the one, and (3) 8 one
commodity is exchangeable with a second and that second
with a third, then the first is exchangeable with the third,
From these conditions it followsi by aa, simple exercise in quantifieatioi-aallogic, that exchangesabiElg7 is reflexive, symmetric,
and tra~~sitive,
and hence that it is an equivalence relation, It
is not unreasonable, therefore, to define the vdue of a cornmodity as that ezchan,ge equivabnee elms to which it bebngs,
an6 to define the class of values in general as the chss of at2
such eqccddenee chsses.

10
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Since economists have always known that commodities that
exchange evenly, Bike Marm's quarter of wheat, x blacking, y
silk, a gold, &c., are of equal value, it is by no means a surprise
t o discover that that is what value amounts to, No farther
elaboration, with tales of labor expended, subjective wants
expressed, actual utilities, or whatnot, either need or should
have been told in order do understand what vaiue isc
Value so construed is a quantitative concept, for it is easy to
define addition, subtraction, negation, muItip%icationand division by real numbers, and the rest. To iflustrate, if A is one
value and 3EB another, then A B is the value of the composite
commodity composed of any one element of A together with
any one element sf B. An example may be useful: let A be the
value of a quart of m i k and B the value of a dozen eggs; then A
B is the value of the composite commodity one-quart-ofmilk-with-one doaen-eggs, which is, perhaps, the same as the
value of one pound of hamburger. Again, if A is the value of a
gallon of gasoline, then 1.5 A is the value of a gallon and a half
of gasoline, which may be the same as the value of a pair of
socks. It is even possible t o introduce the notion of negative
values. Thus in order to ""exchange'k load of trash or garbage,
the person who wants t o dispose of it may have t o give some
other commodity, money for instance, t o have it taken away.
The present proposal also helps to undersbnd money, The
pint of milk, pound of bananas and 8.0001 ounce of gold with
w"rrch I began were all supposed to worth $ 2 5 . In the days
before clad coins and unbacked paper eunency, gold and silver
counted as money. But gold and silver are commodities, like
any others, useful for some purposes, Bike fj4fing teeth or making jewelry, and esteemed by some or scorned by others just
a s chocolate bars or racing cars may be. The precious metals,
however, have certain virtues over other commodities, bawanas say, for business purposes, They don't spoil, they are easily handled, and they are nearly universally acceptable in
trade for other commodities. I t is therefore convenient t o use
standard quantities of them as representative of the various
equivalence classes into which those standard quantities
would fall. So the $.2%which 1took to be the price of a pound
of bananas would be, in the days of real money, a definite
quantity of gold or silver or else a maranteed certsicate attesting a vafid claim to such a quantity of gold or silver, Money
therefore, is no more nor less than a standard commodity m i -

+

+
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versauy recognized as exchangeable in approprfate amounts
for other commodities. In more abstract mathematical terms,
a sum of money is a standard representative of the equivalence
class to which it belongs.
In more detail, the various denominations of money may be
regarded as providing units in which to measure values, just
as the various multiples and submulitipkes af the meter, inch,
or what you will, 8U0w expressing the measure of other
ken@hs relative to those selected len@hs. For hstance, the
measure of foot .ininches is a pure number, 12; the measure of
the ckcumference of the Earth in ~ l e iss approximately
25,000; &c, Simgar3iyqthe measure of the value of a p o u d of
b a m m in cents is 25,according to my example; the ' ~ B Z ~ M U T ~
of the reta.ik value of a gaaElon of g m o l k e in dollars is, say,
8.689; &c, This choice of money (i.e., gold or saver or wampum or clam sheus or whatever) to provide units of measure
is, however, purely a matter of convenience, and sometimes
other commodities provide more useful measures. Thus, quite
frequently h The Wealth ofNa%ionsAdam S ~ t uses
h standard quantitites of p a i n (he calls it ""calm") to provide a measure for comparison of economic vdues at different times and
places. OMen another commodity, working time, is used t o
c
For example, in the San Fernando
measure e c o n o ~ values,
Valdey edition of the Los Angeles Times for 6th September
1975 there is an advertisement urdng readers to buy a u t o m ~ biles. The persuasion iseludes the following:
8. The cost sfa new car wow takes less from t d a y ' s payebeck than it did
10 years ago. Then it took the median wage earner 5.1 months to earn
the price of a base four-door ear. Today, he can earn a four-door ear in
4.4 months.

That is to say, accordkg to the advertisement, in 1995 the
number 4.4 is the meauye of the vdae of a bme $ O ' ~ L T - ~ L ~cw
QT
with respect to the workhg month as unit. (For some amusing
examples, see Ch, XXXIII, ""SHth Century Political Ecsnomy", in A Conneetiat YaaEkee at KiaEg p b ~ t h u ~Court
k
by
Mark Twain,)
This admittedly sketchy account may be summarized as
recommending that the class of e e o n s ~ values
c
be thought of
as a semantical interpretation of the abstract theory of eontinuous quantity, that is, of what the physicists call '%sca%ars9',
The class of economic values is a scalar class, i.e., a eontinuous, o r d e ~ e ddditiwe
~
A beiian group with mturetli % u m b e r eo-
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ejj5ciea."s, Fwr which a elass of mewt:pe 0~a?rat00'~^8
is~movhrjh:
c: 3-r, eke r e d n%?nlaersi s defined. (Afull aecouflt of that theory,
;aar%dings development of the theory of real numbers mag be
d
;i",
ip: the aforementioned Chapter Six of ~ n ydissertation.)

i 22a~esbeady answered %heobjections that the present pro
m s a i ignores the essence, the very meaning, of eeonodc val52, that it evades or denies what ir the last analysis value aslti;;.,,~.',eiyis. That ansasver, again, is that what others nominate
Ium the office mdy for all T know be causally or functiocally
dated to vane as 1 have defiiled it, but: they are not the same
2s s;alus, airalike the aai81rercandidates, such as sasqective mar:,;:lal ul,ility or the laboa theory, this account defines value
1~jee"c;velyaei:ordinag Lo the actuaEties of economic exhange;
'-; rs nat open to Joan Rsbirssom's charge of being either "meta;bhysicsl"' or devoid oh what she calls ""operational meaning";
326 15 separates the question of what value is from the quesLfi
+he+
r:On t\f -$hat causes a g>--a*-%--2;6-,
Bill b
5 J l B d l d I U l d l b J 1- IS&&*
doe: icompare my parable about gas volume, above Ssc.11).
Anot3er pos~ibEeobjection is that on this account the value
os a comnlesdity may well vary from one time to another or
:ro;n on2 place t o another, and this, it may be thought, is not
caapaf ible with the notion of an object's havhg value, Once
w7a)re1 reply with an ana?loa, Eera@h, for example?, is a geometrical magnitude, and the class of len@hs is a scalar class,
mmely, the elass of sets of c o n p u e a ~ line
t
sements. That is
what ien@h is, for ail purposes of mathematics, natural science and engineering, That is in pa5 way inconsistent with the
k t that %heien@i&hof some physical object may be a function
sf ather variables, srach as temperature or mechanical stress.
A{ any time, for instance, a rubber band has some len@-&hor
oitlaer, bgt if it is: sbretehed its l e n a h changes, in aceordance
with Hooke's Law perhaps. Similarly, at any time the value of
a commodizy i s what it is, namely, the exchange equivalence
class t o which i t belongs. That is in no way inconsistent with
the fzcl that a t some other time, for God knows what reasons,
that commodity may well be placed in a dzferent exchange
5qn:valence class.
'2hs e;ampldint sf von ?tlises, quoted above in See. I, that on
Glrr okjeetive theory such as this "
exchange transactions
db

-$,

Y

i % J &-TI
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must be preceded by the measurement of value e ~ ~ d a i n cind
each of t h e objects . . t o be exchanged," is easily met, There :s
no need for such a prior measurement, for the csn~wmmation
of the ezehange i s the squired ope~ationof "meaadregne?&t'
That is, the exci~awgeitsekf is what puts Ihe c o x r ~ ~ ~jr:o ~ i t
their several equivalence classes,
Another objection is tka"c8ferenat qrnanl~tiesof ~Y he ssarna "
commodity do not always exchailge in direct t o propertron ep
those quantities. For instance, mi& bought in a half-grllo~2
container costs, say, $,68, while two quarts cost 6-35 each, i,e
%.TO for the same quantity of mi&. The reply is simply that TIE
commodity being bought 4s not merely a physical q l ~ a a c i tof
~
milk. In the first case the commodity is a hdf-gdbn .3frniSk ir
a hay-gal;kwa container, whereas in the second case the cammeadity (a composite one) is a ha&f-,$-gaZon
of -$milkpackaged :?s
two one-quart contai~ers.There is no obvious season why
these two different esmanodities must fall into the same exchange equivale~aceclass, i.e., have rRe same value, Shrn-iga~1.s.
the exchange value of a dank-truck load of gasoline is cot simple multiple of the retaia value of a single gallon of the st cii
nos does any theory I know of require that it be,
Again, the value 01 a commodity may differ at differeni
dirrses. In CaEfornia, the value of a gin-and-trnic dispensed in a
bar ma,y be $1.25, before the 2 AM legai closing hour, k u i
after 2 AM, the price may be--weH, who knows? Fn sther
words, the value of a commodity a t a3y time or place i~ what it
is, the exchange eggiiivalence elass into which it falls, a:tlrodg;that value may easily be a function of such variak~Jesas timn
place, legal conditions, relative searcity, labor expertded, &e: ,
&e,

VI, Virtues
The account J have given restores the ~errm""value"to a
decent modieram of respectaebiEty for the purjloses of econocaies. It is not open to Robinson's charge that it is a mecaphpstea'l
coacegat, except insohr as the quibbles abs~atthe anotion of
class by nominaGsts like Quine are taken seriously. It is 81963
not open to her charge that the concept is "&void of operational meaning9".1construe her use of the word "operatinl~ai"
to mean ""Eaving sigahzicant comstentw~nLiadon the pi-esegt
accwdnt the term "-t~a6~ae"
does have significance,
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But the principal virtue of this story is that it is trivial. The
present theory provides an opportunity for conceptual clarzication, which, once achieved, makes the theory look Eke what
it is: a careful statement sf what should be obvious.
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James M. Brachanan

Virgin&P02y technic Ins t. & State University
Bkcks burg, V i ~ g i ~ i a
Introduction
The centrsl question examined in this paper may be stated
at the outset. What are the boundaries or limits on changes in
the distribution or assignment of rights among persons in a
society that may be ""explained" on p o u n d s of col~tinuing
social contract? I do not provide more than a few suggestions
toward a see of answers. E should argue, nonetheless, that the
quesdioii is of vital importance in the 1970s. We witness everywhere what must be described as an erosion in the rights sf
individuals, rights that were previously acknowledged. As
social scientists, we are under some sbGgationa to "explain"
what is happening, and we must keep in mind Ghat simplest of
principles; diagnosis precedes prescription for cure.

"This paper was presented at the Symposium on Propei.ty Rights,
University of San Francisco, San Franeiscs, California, 17-20 January
1953.
**The central arwments of this paper were initiauy presented in a
seminar on Anarchy at Blacksburg, Vkginia in the Spring of 1952. This
earlier presernlation, under the title, ""Before Publie C h o i ~ e "appears
~
in
the volume of essays, Expbratio~din the Theooay o f A m ~ c h yedited
,
by
Gordon TuBock (Center for Study of Publie Choice, Virginia Poly"cchnie
Institute and State University, E$acBsburg, Virdnia, 19413).
The general position expressed in this paper is developed more fully in
my book, The Limits of Liberty: Between Aqm~chyand Leviathan
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975).
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The Social Function ogC Social Coa.c~-act
A contrae"t$heorg sf the State is relatively easy to derive on
%bebasis of plausibly acceptable assumptions abou"kind6vidual
evaluations, and carehi use of this theory cage yield major
explanat9x.y resu9ts. To an extent at least, a ""science" exists
far the purpose sf providing psycholo~"lca%%y
satishing explanations of what men can commonly ohserx7e about them. Presumab%y,we ""feel better" when we possess some explanatory
framework or model that allows us ts classify and interpret
disparate sense perceptions, This imposition sf order on the
univese is a "goods' in the strict economic sense of this term;
men
iusvest money, time, and effort in acquiring it. The
contract theory of the State, in all of its manifestations, can be
defended on such pounds. It is important for sociopo8itieai
order and &rar,quiGtythat ordinary men expldn to themselves
the working of governmental process in models that conceptually take their bases in cooperative rather than in nonc~operative behaviar. Admittedly and ua-eabashedly, the coa%"eract
theory serves, In this sense, a rationalhation purpose or
obg'ectve, We need a ""lgic of law'*, a a B ~ a l c ~ofJ uconsenttP,
s
a
""logic of collective actaons9,to use the titles of three books that
embody modern-day contract theory foundations
Can the contract theory of the State serve other objectives,
~xhetherthese be normative or positive in e8aaraeter"aan
instit~~tions
which find no eoncegivable logical derivation in
contract among cooperating parties be condemned on other
than st~ict'nypersonal pounds? Call alleged improvements in
social arrangements be evaluated on anything other than
eontractasian precepts, or, to Hapse into economists' jargon. on
anything other than Paretian criteria? But, even here, are
these er-iteria any more legtimate than any other?
In earlier works91have tended to ignore or at Beast to slight
these fundamental questions, 1"wave been content to work out.
a t varying levels of sophistication, the contractarias bases for
governmental action, either that which we caw commonly
observe or "at which negbt be suggested as reforms. To me,
this effort seemed re!evan& and signzicaat, ""Political economy" or "'public choice9"--theseseemed to be labels assignable
to work that rrequked little 01"no methodological just2ication.
It \vas only when I tried to outline a summary treatment of my
whole approach to socbopoHiti~a8structure that I was stopped
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short. I came lo realize that the very basis of the csntractarian
position must be examined n~djrethoroughly.
We know that, factually and "nstoricallg, the ""sciaE
conlract" is mytlao%o@cal,at %eastin snang of it"&sparticulars.
Individuals did not come together in some oridnal position
and wantuauy a p e e on the rules sf social intercourse, And
even had they done so at some time h history, their decisions
could hardly be considered to be contractually binding on all of
us who have come behind, We cannd start anew. We can
either accept the poEtical universe, or we can try to change it,
The question reduces to one of determining the crjileria for
change,
When and if we fully recognize that the contract 8's a nlgrth
designed in part t o rationalize existing institutional structures of society, can we simultaneously use the contractual
derivations to develop criteria for evaluating changes or rnodifieations in these structures? % have previously answered this
question affkmatively, but without proper argument. "khe
klellech~aI quality as wen as the passionate conviction sf
those who answer the question negatively suggest that more
careful consideration is requked,
How can we derive a criterion for determining whether or
not a change in law, or, if you wid, a change in the e a s s i ~ m e a i
of rights is or is not justified? To most social scientists, the
only answer is ssEpsist. Change becomes deskable if ""%%e
it," even though many prefer t o dress 'this UP in fanciful "socia1
welfare fuaetion'hr ""pbBic interest" semantics, To me, this
seems to be pure escapism; it represents r e t r e d into empty
arkvments about personal vaHues which spells the end of
rational discourse, Perhaps saaxne of sus cotleames do possess
Gsd-like quaEties, or at least they think they do, but annt2 and
unless their godEness is accepted, we are BeR with no basis for
discourse. My purpose is do see how far we can rationally discuss criteria for social change on the presumption that no
man" s~aluesare better than any other man's,
WickseUian Contract, Constitutionalism, and Rsbwlsian Justice

Is agrea?me?zf the only t e s t u s the WickselEan-contractarian-Paretian answer the only legtimate one here? If so, we
are wiQdingto accept its coronaries? Its fill%i;mp"licatioas? Are
we waling to forestau an social change that does not
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command unanimous or quasi-unanimmrous consent?
ProvisionaXly, let us say that we do so. We can move a step
beyond, whde at the same time rationafiahg much of what we
see, by resorting to "mnstitutionaGsm199the science of rules.
We can say that particular proposals for social change need
not command mniversa%assent provided only that such assent
holds for the legal structure within which particular propos J s
are enacted or chosen, This seems to advance the arwment;
we seem to be part of the way out of the d2emma. But note
that this provides us with no means at all for evaluating
particular proposds as ""gossl" or ""bad". We can generate
many outcomes or results under nonunanimity rules. This
explains my initial response to the Arrow impossibiEiiy
theorem, and to the subsequent discussion. My response was,
and is, one of nsn-surprise at the alleged inconsistency in a
social decision process that embodies 51 itself no criteria for
consistency, This also explains my unwillingness t o be
trapped, save on rare and s e ~ e k t e doccasions, into positions
of commitment on particu1ar measures of policy on the famdiar
efficiency grounds. We casl offer n s pelicy advise on n a ~ t i ~ u r""
Bas legslative proposals. As political economists, we examine
public choices; we can make institutional predictions. We can
analyze alternative political-social-economic structures,
But what about constitutional change itse9E Can we say
nothing, or nakast we say that, at this level, the contradasizm
(WickseUian, Paretian) norm must apply? Once again, observation hardly supports us here. Changes are made, changes
that would be acknowledged to be genuinely 6'mnstitutiona1v99
withoat anything remotely approaching unanimous consent.
Must we reject all such changes out of hand, or can we beHn
t o adduce criteria on some other basis?
Resort to the choice of rules for ordinary parlor games may
seem to offer assistance. Influenced ~ e a t l yby the emphasis
on such choices by Rutledge Vining, 1 once considered this to
be the key to genuinely innovative appfication of the contractarian criteria, If we could, somehow, t"wnk of individual participants in a setting of complete uncertainty about their own
positions over subsequent rounds of play, we might think of
thek reaching genuine apeemen%on a set of rules. The idea of
a "fair game9' does have reall meaning, and this idea can be
transferred to sociopoEticaJ hstitutisns. But how far can we
go with this? We may, in this process, be@n to rationalhe

""
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certain inslit,akiitns that cannot r5adiJy be brought within t h e
standard VfiekseUian frarnewot-k But can we do morewean
we, r,s Jobn Bawks seems to want to do In his A Theo~yof
Justice,2 "think ~-etrselVes~~
in to a position of o r i ~ n a eontract
i
and then ideabze our thoupht processes into norms that
."
b'sh~u8~2'i
be imposed bs ~riternafor institutional change? Note
that this is, "i me, quite different irom saying that we derive a
possi%s!e ratbsanaiiza&ion,To ratioaalize, to explain, is not t o
propose, and RawBs s e e a s to miss this quite critical distirmeL L O ~it
. is one thing to say that, er;nceptuaHy, men in sitme genuheiy cons%itutionalstage of deEberation. operating behind
the xrelP of ignorance, ~ g b have
t
apeed to rules something
akin kc those thal we adunlly ~Pserve,but it is quite another
tBlavkg to ssy that men, in the here and OW, should be forced to
abide by speczic ruies that we imeslagjne by transporting ourselves into some mental-mo~alequivalent of an oridnai contract s e t t h g where men are genuh~e"moral equals".
Unless we do so, however. we m42st always accept whatever
strsctrsre of rules that e m t a and seek constitutional changes
only t3rougk ageement, through consensus. It is this
inabaity to say anything about rules changes, this inabiGty to
play God, ;his inabsty tea raise himself aabisve the masses, that
the social pti!ospher earlnot abide, H e has an hpained prejudice against the status qas, however this may be defhed,
understanda,bly so, since Iris very role, as he interprets it, is
one that finds itself only in social reform. [Perlnags this role
conception resects the moral inversion that Michael Polanyi
and Craig Rcberts note; the shift of rno~alprecepts away from
personal behavior aimed at peasonal salvation and toward
moral evalua"iion sf ins"stutions. i
1'

Hobbes and the 1\"3a%~ral
Distriburcfom
Zust whas, are men saying when they propose nonspeed
changes in the basic structure of rights? Are they saying anything more than "".&his is what P want and since I think the
State has the power to impose it, I support the State as the
agency to enforce the change"? We m;ky be able to get some
handles on ibis very messy subject by going back to Hobbes.
We need to examine the initial leap out of the Hobbesian
jungle. How can apeement en~erge?And what are the problems of enforcems;s,t?

-
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We may represent the reaction equaibrium in the Hobbesian jungle at the oridn in the diagammalics of F i e r e 1.
FIGURE I

B's Law-Abiding
Behavior
(A's '"godd")

I

/

Ig

/ "

N ! .---.....-

M

A's Law-Abiding Behavior
(Es'"md")

If we measure "'B's law abiding behaviour9' on the ordinate,
and "A's law abiding behavior'* on the abscissa, it is evident
that neither man secures advantage from ""lawful" behavior
individuaUy and independently of the other man's behavior,
(Think of ""Bw abiding9'here as "not steabng".) Note that the
situation here is quite dzferent from the usual pqsubc-goods
model in which at Ieast some of the ""gdV9will tend to be produced by owe or a11 of the common or joint Consumers even
under wholZy independent adjustment. With law-abiding as
%he"good", however, the individual cannot, through his own
behavioarr, produce so as to increase his own utgity. He can do
nothhg other than provide a ""pre" external economy; all
benefits accrue to the other pasties. Hence, the independent
adjustment position involves a corner solution at the origh in
our two-person dianam. But gains-from-trade elearly exist in
this Hobbesian jungle, despite the absence of uniliateral action.
It is easy enough to depict the Pareto redon that bounds
potential positions of mutual gains by drawing the appropriate
indifference contours through the o r i m as is done in Figure I.
These contours indicate the internal or subjective rates of
tradeoff as between earn and other law-abiding. lit seems
plausible to suggest that the standard convexity properties
would apply. The anaysis remains largely emptyS.,however,
until we &wow something, or at least postulate something,
about the descriptive characteristics of the initial position
itself. And the important and relevant point in this repect is
that individuals aye not equal, or at least need not be equal, in
such a setting, either in thek relative abdities or in their final
command over csnsurnables.3 To assume symmetry among
persons here amounts to conveding a desked norma"eive state,
that of equality among men, into a faUacious positive proposition. (This is, of course, a pervasive error, and one that is not
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only made by smial philosophers. It has had signigcant and
pernicious effects on judicial thhking in the twentieth century*)If we drop the equality or symmetry assumption, however, we can say something about the relative values or tradeoffs as between the relative ""hves9' and "have-nots" in t h e
Bobbesian or natural adjustment equaibrium. For dlustrative
purposes here, think of the "natural distribution" in our twoperson model as characterized by A's enjoyment of ten units of
L6gmds9,
and B's enjoyment sf only two units. Both persons
expend effort, a ""bd" in generating and in maintainhg this
natural distibution. It is this effort that can be reduced o r
eliminated through trade, through ageement on laws or rules
of respect for property. In this way, both parties can secure
more ""gds". The post-trade euqjlibrium must reflect improvement for both parties over the natural distribution o r
pretrade outcome. There are prospects for Pareto-efficient o r
Pareto-superior moves from the initial no-rights position to
any one of many possible post-trade or positive-rights distribution,
Let us suppose that ageement is reached; each person
a p e e s to an assignment of property rights and, furthermore,
each
do respects"&chrights as are assignede Let
us suppose, for lustrat ti on, that the net distribution of
"goods" under the assimment is fzteen units for A and seven
units for B. Hence, there is a symmetrical sharhg of the total
gains-from-trade secured from the assipanent of rights. Even
under such symmetrical shariaag, however, note that the relative position of B has improved more than the relative position
of A. In our example, A's income hereases by one-half, but B's
income increases more than twofold. This suggests that the
person who fares relatively worse in the natural distribution
may well stand to gain relatively more from an initial a s s i e ment of rights than the person who fares relatively better in
the pretrade state of the world.

The Dilemma in Maintaining Contract
Agseement is attahed; both parties enjoy more utiEty than
before, But a g a b the prisoner's dilemma setting must be
emphasized. Each of the two persons ean anticipate gains by
sueessfull undateral default on the ageement. In Figrrre 1, 3
E depicts the position of ageement, A can always g a h Bay a
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shift to tsi4' if this can be aa7~omplishBd;sirilnrly, B can gain by
a shift to M, There may, however, be an asymmetry present
in prospective gains from unaateual default for the person who
remains relatively Iess favored la the natural distribution, In
one sense, the "vein of oreP9that he caw mine by departing
from the rules through criminal activity i s richer than the similar vein would be for the ~ t h e rparty. The productivity of
criminal effort it likesly to be higher fer the man who can steal
from his rich neighbor than for the man lsrhs has only poor
neighbors,
This may be alustrated in the matrix of Figure 2, where the
initial pretrade or natural distribution is shown in Cell IV, and
t h e post-trade or pasiti~aerights dlstr.ibu$ion is shctvrs in Cell 1,

,

I

FIGURE 2
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Note that, as depicted, the eman who is rslatively ""poor" in ithe
natural equilibrium, person B in the ex9~mpIc~
stands t o gain
relati\~elymore by departing unaaterally from Cell I than person A, Person B could, by such a move, increase his quantity
of 6 h g ~ o dfrom
~ ' 9 seven to twelve. whereas person A could only
increase his from fsteeam t o seventeen. This example suggests
that the relatively ""nch5"erson will necessarily be more interested in policing the activities of the ""pr" man. as such, %tian
vice versa. This is of course, wideky accepted. Bert the construction and analysis hew can be employed for a rns,"$ cCBn1plex and difficult issue that has not. been treated adequately,
Dynamics and the Atrophy sf Rights.
Assume that apeement has been attained; both parties
abide by the lam; both enjoy the benefits. Time passes. The
""rich" man becomes lazy and lethare", The '*poor'' man increases his strewah* This modzie? the natural distribution.
L e t us say that the na~uraldistribution changes to 6:6.The
rich" man now has an over~whedminglymore signZicaa9t inter4'
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est in the maintenance of the legal status quo than the ""poor'"
man, who is ma longer "pmrY9h natural ab3ity terms. The
initial symmetry in the sharing of gains as between the notrade and the trade position no longer holds. With the new
natural distribution, the "rich" man secures almost all of t h e
net gains.
The example must be made more specgic. Assume that the
situation is analogous to the one exa&ned by Winston Bush.
The initial problem is how is manna which drops from Heaven
to be divided among the two persons, The initial natural distribution is in the ratio 1 0 ~ 2as noted. Recognizing this, d o n g
with their own abifities, A and B a p e e that by assigning
rights, they can attain a 15:9 ratio, as noted. Time passes, and
B increases in relatipre stren@.th, but the ""goods" are still
shared in the 15.9 ratio. The initial set of property rights
a p e e d to on the foundations of the initial natural distribution
rao longer reflects or mkrors the exisitkg natural distribution.
Under these changed conditions, a lapse back into the natural
equilibrium will harm B relatively little whereas A will be
severely damaged. The ""pox9' man nova has relatively EttBe
interest in adherence to law. If this trend continues, and the
natural distributiora changes further En the direction indicated,
the ""por" man may find self able to s e a r e even net
advantages from a lapse back h t o the Hsbbesian jungle.
The model may be described in something Eke the terms of
modern game theory. If the hnsitial natural distribution remains unaltered, the apeed-on assignment of rights possesses quaKties like the core in an n-person game. It is to the
advantage of no coalition to depart from this assignment or
imputation if the remaining snembers of the group are waEng
to enforce or to block the imputation. No eoaGtisn can do better on its own, s r in this model, in the natural distribution,
than it does in the assignment. These core-l&e properties of
the assigned distribution under law may, however, begin to
lose dominance features as the potential natural distribution
shsts around ""underneathq9the existing structure of rights, so
to speak. The foundations of the existing rights structure may
be said t o have shifted in the process.
This analysis opens up interesting new implications for net
redistribution of wealth and for changes in property rights
over time. Observed changes in claims to wealth take place
without apparent consent. These may be interpreted simply
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as the use of the enforcement power of the State by certain
coaEtions of persons to break the contract. They are overtly
sh2ting k o m a Cell 1 into a CeEI 11 or Cell 111 outeorne in the
d i a g a m of Figure 2. It is not, of course, dzficulh to explain
why these coalitions arise, I t w
ill alvrrays be the interest of a
person, or a g ~ o u pof persons, to depart from the 8peed-on
assignment of claims or rights, provided that he or they can do
so unilaterally and without offsetting reactive behavior on the
part of the remaining members of the social pobap. The quasi
equf8ibrium in CsU l is inherently unstable. The equilibriun~
does qualzyr as a position on the core of the game, but we must
keep in mind that the core anaijrtics presumes the immediate
formation of bblmking cusaiitioas, In order FdUy t o explain
oloser-red departures from status q160 we must also explain the
behavfour of the absence of the potential blocking coalitions.
-Why do the remaining members of the csmmunity fad to
enforce the initial assignment of rights?

Enforcement Breakdown
The analysis here suggests that If there has been a sufficiently large shiR in the underlying natural distriban"eon, the
powers of esafepreing adherence on the prospective violators of
contract may not exise, or, if they exist, these poxrers may be
demo~stralalyweakened. In our numbericai exanple, B fares
almost as well under the new natural distribution as he does in
t h e continuing assignment of legal rights, hence, A has lost
almost all of his blockhg power; he can scarcely influence B by
threats t o pl~lngethe community into Bsbbesian anareby,
even if A himseE should be wBbing to do so. And it should also
be recognized that "'wiBEngnessn to enforce the contract (the
structure of legal rules, the exisitkg set of claims to property)
is as important as the objective abSiEty to do so. Even if A
should be physicaily able to enforce B to return to the status
quo a ~ t eafter some attempted departure, he may be unwilling to suffer the personal loss that might be required to make
his threat of enforcement credible? The lava-abiding members
of the community may find themselves in a genuine dilemma,
The may simply be unable to block the unilateral violation of
t h e social contract.
In this perspective, norma$ive arguments based on "justice'q
in distribution may sig191 acquiescence in modification in the
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existing structure of claims, Just as the idea of contract, itself,
has been used to rationalbe existing structure, the idea of
""jstice" may be used to rationaKze coerced departures from
contract. In the process those who advance such a r p m e n t s
and those who are convhced may "feel better" while their
claims are whittled away. This does, E think, explain much
at&6r,udinalbehavior toward redistribution policy by speczie
social groups. Gordoez Tullock has, in part, explained the pret.aiGng attitudes of many academicians and intellectuals? The
explanation developed here applies more directly to the redistributionist attitudes sf the scions of the rich, e.g., the Rockefellers and Kennedys. Joseph Kennedy was less redistributive
than his sons; John D. Rmkefeller was less redistributive than
his pandsons. We do nor, need to eajlk on the psychologtsts
since our model provides an explanation in the concept of a
chandng natural distribution. The scions of the wealthy are
far less secure in their roles of custodians of wealtuhan were
their forebears. They reaEze perhaps that their own natural
"Lalents simply do not match up, even remotely, to the share sf
national wedth that they now conlmand, Their apparent passions for the poor may be nothing more than surface reflections
of attempts to ot"kn ten~porarysecurity.
rnL- --...I---:-I-*L-A *L
a u e aararysnb anso b u g g e b ~ b~niea.meire is
major behavioral
dzference fostered between the iatergeneratiod transmission of nonhuman and human capital. Within limits, there is an
important finkage between hunkan captial and capacity to supvive in a aaaatral or Hobbesian environment, There seems to
be no such kinkage between nonhuman capital and survival in
the jungle, From this it follows that the man who possesses
human capital is likely to be far Hess concerned about the "injustice" of his own position, Pess concerened about temporking
measures designed to shore up apparent Beaks in the social
system than his counterpart who possesses nonhuman capital,
If we postulate that the acutal Income-asset distribution
departs significantly from the proportionate distribution in
the underlying and exisitng natural equiEbrium, the system of
claims must be acknowledged to Ire notnriously unstable. The
idle rich, possessed of nonhuman capital, will tend to form
eoaKtions with the poor that are designed primarily to ward
off retreat toward the Hobbesian jungle. This coaBtion can
take tho form of the rich acquiescing in and providing defense
for overt criminal activity on the part sf the poor, or the more
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explicit form of political exploitation sf the "silent majority",
the constituency "cat possesses largely human rather than
non-human capital,
This description has some empirical content in 19496,Brat
what can the exploited groups do about i t N a n the middle
classes form a coalition with the rich, especially when the latt e r are themselves so insecure? Or can they form, instead,
another coalition with the poor, accepting a promise of strict
adherence to law in exchange for goodies provided by the
explicit confiscation of the nonhuman capital of the rich? (Politically, this would take the form of confiscatory inheritance
taxation,) The mythology of the American dream probably
precludes this route from being taken. The self-made, the
nsuveau 'gciche, seek to provide their chddren with fortunes
that the latter will accept only with guilt,
All of this suggests that a law-abidiazg impartation becomes
increasingly difficult to sustain as its structure departs from
what participants conceive t o be the natural or Bush-Hobbes
imputation, defined in some proportlomate sense, If the
observed imputation, or set of bounded imputations that are
possible under existing legal-constitutiond rubes, seems to
bear no relationship a t all to the natural imputation that men
accept, breakdown in legal standards is predictable.
W e Start From an Ambigous "Here"
Where does this leave us in trying to discuss criteria for
""improvement" in rules, in assignments of rights, the initial
question that was posed in this paper? I have a r m e d that the
contractarian or Paretian norm is relevant on the simple principle that "we start from here", But ""her9',the stat168 quo, is
t h e existing set of legal institutions and rules. Hence, how can
we possibly distinguish genuine contractual changes in "law"
from those which take place under the motivations discussed
above? Can we really say which changes are defensible ""exchanges'*from an existing status quo position? This is what I
was trying to answer, without full staccess, in my paper- in response to Warren J. Samuels~discussionof the Milkr et d.v.
Schoene case? There I tried to argue that, to the extent that
existing rights are held t o be subject to continous redefinition
by the State, no one has an incentive t o organize and to
:tiate trades or apeements. This amounts to saying that
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once the body poLtie b e ~ a to
s get overly concerned about t h e
distribution of the pie ucder exisking property-rights asdgnments and legal rules, once we begin t o think either about the
personal gains from law-breaking, privately or publicly, o r
about the disparities between existing imputations and those
estimated to be forthcoming under some ideaEzed anarchy, we
are necessarily precluding and forestalling the achievement of
potential structural changes that might increase the size sf the
pie for az,Too much concern for 6rj~s%ieef'
acts to insure that
"powth" will not take place, and for reasons muck more basic
than the famziar eeonamic incentives arguments,
In this respect, the early 19W0'sseemed a century, not a
mere decade, away from the early 1968's when, if you recall,
h the newfound concern about
the rage was a4 for ~ o w t and
distrihu",on had not yet been invented. At issue here, of
course, i s the whole conception of the State, or of coUeetive
action. 1 am far less sanmixae than 1 oxsee was concerning the
possible acceptance of a reasonably well-defined constitutional-legal framework. If put to it, could any of us accurately
describe the real or efketive eowsitution of the United States
in 89766"Can we explain much sf what we see in terms of continumg change in this effective eons~itutionwh2e we continue
to pay Lip service to nominai eonsititutioaral forms.'
The basic structure of property rights is now threa-teared
mare seriously than at any period in &hetwo-century history
of the United States. In the paper, 'TThe Samaritan's Ddemma," noted above, I advanced the hypothesis that we have
witnessed a general loss sf strategic courage, brought on in
part by economic affluence, As I think more about a2 this,
however, I realhe that there is more to it. We may be witnessing the disintepation 06 our effective constitutiowaB
rights, regardless of the prattle about ' t h e constitution9ks
seen by our judicial tyrants from their own visions of the
entrails of their sacrgicial beasts. I do not know what might be
done about all this, even by those who recognke what is happening. We seem to be left with the question posed at the outset. Row do rights re-emerge and come to command respect?
Mow do ""Hws'keme~getksahearry with them general respect
for their ""lgitirnacy'"?
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FACTS AND VALUES:
IS THERE A NATURALISTIC FALLACY?
Mashe Mroy

La T ~ o b eUniversity, Melbourne
I. Context
In answer to those philosphers who claim that no relation can be established between ultimate ends or values and the facts of reality, let me
stress that the fact that livhg entities exist and function necessitates the
existence of values and of an ultimate value which for any given living
entity is its own Be. Thus the validation of value j u d m e n t s is to be
achieved by reference to the facts of reality. The fact that a living entity
is, determines what it oxlght to do. So much for the issue of the relation
h & . w e ~"is7'
~ lzd " ~ ~ g h t " . '

In makhg this statement, Ayn Rand has chdlenged a Iong
established philosophical tradition, a tradition that was started with David HumeZ9~ e i n f ~ r c by
e d Kant3, stressed by British
Analytic philosphy as the prohibition of armments from factual premises to normative conclusions4
alistie fallacy), promoted by Eo@cal positivism as the thesis sf
ennativism, namely that ""pure9' normative statements have no
""egnitive" but only "emotive" meaning" a d . adhered Lo even
by an apparent non-conformist Kke Popper6 in his "criticd
dualism of facts and norms". Clearly, the fact that Rand is
opposed to the whole tradition of the donaha& academic philosphy concerning a fundsmmental issue of armeta-ethics7does not
show that she is mong. As it wjilI be clear shortly3I will a r e e
in detaa that she is perfectly right. But it is worth stressing
that the fact just anuded to explains to a considerable deg-ree
the resistance of the b u k of academic philosophers to grant
Objectivism a serious consideration. Many of them find it
sufficient to claim that Objectivist ethics is "naive'bsinee it
commits the ""naturahstic fdlaeyVsand $0 concEude from that
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that it deserves no further scru%bly.
Since the issue sf the relation between facts and values, or
the alternative (equivalent)issue of the existence ornsn-existence of lodcal entailment relations between factud statements and so caned ""normative" statements, ha%
not been
discussed in an elaborate manner by either Rand or other
Objectivist phgosphess, the fundamental disageemeat on this
matter between Objectivists and most academic phdosphers
creates a communication barrier. This communicakion barrier
is dzferent in nature from those which arise due to the highly
emotionalg?,
dmost hystwica4 response of some academic planosphers to "egoism"', The latter kind sf response indicates that
no communication is ws~~thwhi~e--since
a person tvho does not
cannot be
accept that ""emotions are not tools of
communicated with. But someone who %m.oldsthat Rand's
that
ethics is fistaken in principle, since it violates .;%.ha%
individual considers to be a lo@ca%prhciple, may be shcerely
mistaken, Beace this paper.

The purpose of the present paper is to examine the claim
that Objectivism commits the "naturalistic fallacy" by reflecting on this alleged falazacy itself, and by analyzing, from the
poirat of view of the phzosopby of lanmage, the locutisnary
function of so called ""normative expressions" and 'hormative
statements.'Th2e the inteuectual framework for the discussion is perfectly consistent with Objectivist epistemo%oa(and
can be dkectly embedded in it), it does not depend on it, academically. Rather, I will use, to a Barge extent, the pknossphy
of language of an academic philosopher, Yehoshua Bar-HiMel,
I will use, though, only those aspects of his phgosophy of
language which are consistent with Objectivism,

HII. Inference and Context
$my Emistic actjO--bethat a written or spoken utterance-is always performed in a specific context.
This fact may seem perfectly trivial, But it is not. Its importance emerges from the consideration of the fouowing additional points, Any human act, including li8nmistic acts, i s pur-
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posefu&PIB,"The purpose of a linguistic act, is to affect a Iisterner
in a specific mhazlnner.j2
Any eonnmunicstion process (isnvolk7ing speech acts by both
interlocutors) is, therefore, determined by the purposes of
both interlocutors, one with repeet to the other. The purposes
may vary--1 may wish to inform you about something, obtain
your a ~ e e m e n make
t ~ you cooperate with me, or even antagonize you. But whatever are my purposes, if 1 use l a n a a g e t o
reach them, I have t o communicate some information t o you!3
Now, whenever I communciate kformation to you, by
means of language, I do not state expEcit8y all of it, by means
of fully spelled out formulations, Rather, 1rely on the fact that
our; commurnication takes place in a s p e c ~ i ceontest, in order
50 make my communication as short as possi$le.'"
Indeed, If I tell you "
h
a
mh u n g ~ y "1 do not provide you a
fully explicit message. Who is h u n g y ? When is he h u n ~ y ?
What business of -mine is it? You are to answer these questions, usually for yourseK, not on the basis of my stated
seaatenee but on the basis of the cmtezt. The context tells you
(by Xookhg at me and identifying me) who is h u n p y , what
"erne it is (by looking a t a watch) and why you are supposed to
care (say, because YOU have just invited me to a swirr?, and I
indicated that a visit to a restaurant beforehand may be
advisable).
Thus, the coHaA;extualityof lanpage use implies that when a
fact of reality is identzied by sonleone via language, the Enguistic formulation is not always (rather, usuauy not) fully
explicit, Rather it relies, to a large d e p e e , on the coaztezt.
More specifteauy, certain locutions (suela as 'TI",""now" and
many others) serve to direct the attention of the Gstener to
the relevant conterrhual features which have to be taken into
account in order to complete the reconstruction of the fact you
identi$.
The fact that certain Banpistic locutions are i d e z i c d - namely that they serve as means of referring to the context as
a source of specific kinds of relevant imformation--is crucial for
the understanding of normative formulations. For 1 will
establish Hater that aD so eaUed ""normative locutions" are
indexical, and hence that whenever one makes a complete,
fully explicit paraphrase of sentences expressed by their
means, they are eliminated in terms of fully descriptive
locutions. But before reaching this point let us observe that
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this faet aifeets very seriously the issue of hference relations
between sente~lces.
#I. I am h u n p y .
Hence, E am h u n g y ,

#2. Moshe Kroy is Biungy at 2 a.m. 28/13/75.
Hence, 1 am hungpy.

At first inspection, you will accept #I as valiti, #2 as hvagd.
But this is due to Back of sufficient attention, AetudIy, if the
premise of #I is ~ a d before
e
dinner, by John Doe, and its
conclusion is uttered after dinner, the agument is no longer
valid. On the other hand, if #2 is uttered by me, Moshe Kroy,
at 2 2%.m.28/8/75, #2 is perfectly valid. Clearly, under these
eheumstances, the premise of #I idsntifjes a different faet
from the one identified by its conclusion, while both premise
and conclusion sf 882 identify the same fact.
Thus, the use sfhdsxical expressions (such as ""I' and ""am9'
--w-hich refers to stake of existence at the present tkxg, the
time of utterance, that is) impGes that the issue of the vaEdity
or jinvalidrity sf a r w ~ x e n tcannot
s
be decided just by reference
to the seneieaces they involve. An arg-kamentis vaKd only7 if its
premises identify the same facts of reality as its conclusion,
But the indentzication of a fact of reality by a use of sentences
in utterances is always eon textual^ Hence, the evaluation of
validity or invafidi~yof arguments stated in EngEsh (or any
other natural laneage) requires taking colatext into account.
This fact, in itself, suffices to cast considerable doubt on the
position sf those who hold the doctrhe that '~"nsrmativestatements" cannot be inferred from '"descriptive statements". The
point 6s that the demarcation between "normative9' and ""descriptive" statements is drawn by reference to a linguhtic
criteria. Normative statements are those which hvolve, in
"ought",
formulation, limutions such 8s "valuev9,
""permitted", etc., and descriptive statements are those which
do not. But since entagmentit, or won-entailment, depends not
on sentences as suck but on the facts which these sentences
serve to identify, and these facts are always identzied by
sentences in specsic eontesto, it fs11ows that it is impos&ble to
say anythisag in general about entailment, or non-entailment,
bet~veensentences as such, w i t h a t reference to the specsic
contex"iin which they are used. Even ad%, which seems to "xd ean
obvious ease of an immediately valid hference, is not always
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valid. I t is valid only when both premise and conclusion are
uttered by the same speaker, and when the speaker did not
eat between the act of uttering the premise and the act of
uttering the conclusion,
Thus, whoever claims that no arwment with factual
premises and normative conclusions is vaEd tries to do the
impossible: to make a general claim about hference relations
between sentences, without takhg into account the e m t e z t s
in which they are used. Hence such a position is stronly
suspect to begin with, and its advocate is faced with the task
sf justifying it. As a martLer of historical fact, there has mot
been a single armment in favor of the claim that normative
statements do not follow kom descriptive statements. This
cEah has always been maintained dopatically--as if it were
self-evident, which it obviously is not, So even without a
detaned analysis of the use of normative expressions, the
rather f r a p e n t a r y discussion of phdosophy of language provided thus far invalidates the position of those upholding the
naturalistic fallacy to a considerable deqee. But only a
complete analysis of these expressions wdl suffice to show it
completely wrong,
IV. Normative E ~ u t i o n s

Consider diillooe 83,
Cb9. John: I am very tired.

Mother: You should go t o sleep.

This is a perfectly natural, perfectly everyday life kind of
didowe. It exhibits the use sf the "normative 1mution9'
shouu. What is the context for this use?
The context, clearly, is established in p a d by Johpa9sprior
utterance and, also, by a knowledge basis common to both
John and Mother. John inrforms Mother he is tired. Mother
assumes she and John agyee that no one w m t s to be tked.
Hence she suggests to him the relevant meam to achieve his
impfied end--the end of becoming, once again, fresh and
widely awake: sleep.
Observe that John could reply with #4,
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#4. 1enjoy being tked--and I enjoy it all the more so the more tired I am.

#4 is odd--since it is either a joke, or a reflection of some
k h d of aberration on the side of John. But it cancels the relevance of Mother's reply. Mother, if she really respects John's
individuaGty, would t h e reply with something like #6.
#6. So don't go to sleep. Stay awake. Want some strong coffee? (Or, if
she i s a paternalistic authoritarian, would say #B.)

#6. You should go to sleep all the same since I want that you will be refreshed.

In either case, the purpose of ""should9' is to indicate a relevant means to some end. The end is usually not speczied: it is
@en (or assumed to be $iven) by context, When the assumed
end is explicityly withdrawn, or denied, the ""sould" statement loses all its force.
Thus, in the context where person A assumes person B to
desire the end E, and where A takes M to be a relevant means
to E (or better, the best means for achieving E, or sometimes
the only means avanable for brindng about E), A may
communicate this assumption to B by sayiwg: ""You should do
M"--abbreviating thereby the much longer "You want to
achieve end E, and M is the only (or best ) means to realbe EN.
The word ""shou19*is then an hdexical word. It is used in
order to refer to a speczie feature of contextually shared
knowledge: the aim (or aims) of the person to whom one add(who may be oneself).
resses the ""shou%d"
Accordingly a ""sosuB9' statement is true provided both the
hllowing conditions are satisfied:
i. The person to whom the "should9' statement is addressed
wants to achieve the end which the speaker assumes that
person wants to achieve.
ii0 The arelion which is recommended by the use of ""sould" is
the only means, or best means, to achieve this end,
Thus one can object to a ""skould" statement on either of two
grounds:
a. One dms not have the aim the other assumes one has.
b, One knows of better means of achievhg it--or has reason to
suspect the recommended means t o be irrelevant, or even
damaang from the point of view of one's own aims,
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Observe, nEoresxjer,that in view of i, and ii, the fouowing
a r p m e a t is valid, provided that its premises and conelusion
;rare stated by the same speaker, eon~eeuti%~ely,
87. You. want to become Presidenz sf the U.S. The only way to beconle
President of tlre U,S, is to promise t o the voters reduction of "cxalion and giivernment spending. Hence, yon should promise to your
voters reduction o i taxa~ionand governsneiat expenses.

#$, however, violates sipfctures subscribed t o by those who
uphoBd the ""naturalistie fauaey" claim. It infers a ""soula%"cona:lusion from factual p r e ~ ~ s eTherefore
s.
it is b~vaKdaccording
to their doctrine. Bnt obviously it is valid, And the fact of its
%ral%di"cy
refutes the doctrine,
Now, on what grgauds can someone ascribe a g v e n goal to
another? This isslae, of the greatest importance to m s r d philosophy, is totally krelevant in the present context. Rand holds
that one person1 can address "shssrlds" to another on the basis
of the principle %sf %on-cor~t~diefz'on~
as sppEed to &hat person's system of goals. None can consistently hold a godsystem which hcludes one's own death--since one's death will
make the realbation of that person's other goals impossible.
This, however, has no relevanee here, even admitting its
~
truth fully, since .a-hat I wish to show is that " " s ~ u l d ' statemnents are inderaieal, that they refer to ran assumed god; I do
not aam here t o get hvoHved in the moral issue of the p o u n d s
on which one is entitled to attribute to another goals (or even
to recomnhend goals lo another),
The analysis of ""shoufd" statements, however, is not
restricted to these particular brand of "normative statements"'. Consider d8.
#8* John: I have promised Aunt Bertha to visit her today.
Mother: So you ought to go and visit her.

This discussion, when its context is brought fully to light,
dlnminates the nature of "oughtv' statements. An "ought"
statement is true if it follows a p a m i s e (or more strongly a
contractual csmsaitment), By promising, you mnake your
intention to act in a speesic manner (usuauy deskable from
the poilgt of view of your kterlmutor) known t o your interlocutor. The concept of ""ougM"'--which expresses an obkigation--isusable in a context sf suck a prsn~ise,Each and every
" o u g h t ' ~ e r i v e sfrom a promise, To say $0A that he ought to
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do something is to refer to a past promise he made.
This, h itself, has nothing to do with the Objectivist analysis of the reasons why one shsuM keep promises. These
reasons, which pertain to one" own Me as an ultimate god
(one which is requked by the principle of non-contradietiorn)
and relate to one's speczic nature as a rational animal with a
volitional ~onsciousness'~,
point out that keephg promises is a
means requked by this goal. But even 8, per impossible, these
reasons would not exist, it would still be true that what one
ought to do is what one promised to do--simply due to the eontextual nature and meanhg of the word "ought"--which refers
to an act of promising. But such ""thought ezrperhents'kan~ot
reaUy be made--they assume something requking demonstsation, namely the andytic-synthetic diehstomy.16
Consider now #9.
X tried to kill me, pretending that he was my defender.
George: It is totany permissible for you to take severe retaEatory
actions against Mr. X.

W9. John: Mr.

Clearly, the "permissible" here is, as the ""slaaldd"and "ought"
before, contextual. I t means, when explicitly elaborated, that
_
Lne action considered is consistent with the totality of John's
goals (values). Thus you can oppose a ""prmissibility" claim by
bdicathg a goal of yours which w2l be viobted by carrying
out the ""germis~ible'~action. But in any ease, the issue is
faetud. Both "permissible" and "ought", just as ""soulald",
refute the doctrine of the naturaEstic faUacy. It is not fdlacbus to a r m e as in either BO or in 11:
LL

W10. I p r o d s e d John to visit him tdw.
Hence, I ought to visit him today.

# l a . I do not mind whether the eat will Eve or not.
Hence, it is perdssible for me to kill the cat, provMed P have w t h ing better to do.

Both $dB0and #I1 commit the "naturaEstic fallacy9". Their vdidity shows, therefore, that it is not a fallacy.
Consider, finally, the most Irmportant word--that of value.
#12. A good ear is a great value.

Under what conditions can #I2 be assegted to true? Clearly,
when the person to whom you t a k is assumed to wish to be
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capable of easy, convenient, and swZt locomotion, and that it
is very important for his further aims to possess one. Thus,
the concept of vabe serves as an hdexical concept to refer to
what a person wants. The preference of one value over
another is the preference of one wish or deske over another.
The objectivity of the Objectivist ethics folllows from the fact
that it managed to formulate consistency criteria to demarcate
consistent from inconsistent value systems. But this success
depends on the previous seaKzation that a vdue is what somebody wants to achieve and/or mahtain!'
So, sentences formulated by means of locutions such as
""sould", "ought", ""prmitted'99 "value" identgy facts. They
dgfer from more stdghtforward "factual" formuBations only in
the fact that they involve idexicad ezmessioazs--expressions
which refer directly to the context of communication: to the
purposes of one's interlocuter, to that person's prior actions,
etc, But this dzference is not fundamental: any sentence
which involves personal pronouns, tenses, etc., presupposes
context in the same fashion, and to the same depee. Consequentlygr,
the truth or faEsty of "normative" hrmulations, as
t h a h f any other formulation, depends on nothharg else but the
facts. SpecSicaUy on the fact that human beings act for a purpose, and that their actions are directed by their knowledge of
the means required by the achievement of @ven purposes-and on the additional fact that one cannot act in order to
achieve inconsistent goals and be successful, since contradictions do not exist.'$
V. Summary

A c a d e ~ philosophers,
c
by and large, hold the principle that
"ought" statements do not follow from ""is ""statements, They
labell inferences from ""dscriptive premises'2o "normative
conclusions" cases of the 'haturaKstic fallacys9.
This conception foPBows from ignoring the fact that entailment relhions never hold between sentences as suck but between sentences as used in spec* contexts--in v a u e of the
fact that all use of lanmage is contextual.
Therefore, it is impossible to state either principles of hference as principles of won-hference by reference to the I h a i s tic structure of sentences alone.
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Moreover, a3 '6n~ol.malive
lwu&iorms""--specifi~a1l.~
6'sho~~jd''9
L~ermissi$he"
and ""va"beae9'--heres-xaaained (the resr,
being Heft as an exercise readers might want to carry out)
were found to be i?dezicaL erpressi~ns.They all serve to
direct the a"Gtenticon sf the hearer to some eontextua%infor~ia#tion--which completes the hformatio11 explicitly copkkah~edin
the sentence--in order to identify the fact to which the uzteranee of the sentence refers,
So, the only way in which one can use rationaUg normative
bcutions (namely, either assert statements by means sf them
or deny statements thus asserted) is by p a h t i ~ gO U relevant
~
fmks. It is not only permissible to derive ""ought" from "is",
There is no lather way,
'Ayn Rand, me E e u e of Selkhness {New York: Signet* I%$),p, 3.72The usual source given by Emistorians of ghnnsophy is David Hurne* A
Reatise 0fHum.n Natur~e(Guden City, N,"% .:Dolphin Books, 9961), p. 423.
FOPone speczic relierenee to Rume as the source of this tradition see J.
Hint&ka, Modekfor MoWities (Dor-rdrecht:Hihrzd: '6). Reidel, 1%9), p, 21%
"his in Rant is reflected in his stress that "theoretied reason" and "'practical reason" a a s t o t d y sepmate, and in his stress that apapl, from '"hypothetical imperatives'%hieh are means-end imperatives, there is a ""eal;gsrical
imperative" which states n "&odd'" which has no ulterior purpose, as well ss
in his metaphysicd separation of reality into two wor1ds:seen but unreal
(phenomena) and unseen but r e d (noumenaj, where Bcts concern phe~omersa
but imperatives concern man as a "noumerna" since they assume that man is
free while as a phenomena be isUobvicsusBy"d e t e a ~ n i s t i e .Cf., I, Kant, C d i que of P ~ w t i c dR e a m (Indianapolis, Ind.: Lihseral Arts Press, 99561,
e;Pou&~iiork of the d"vi~iapkg~ks
orJrXwr& (New York: Harper Torchbmks,
19&i0

Tf.,
A. 6 . Graham, Eke P ~ o b k mof V ' u e (London: Butchison University Press, l%l),especidly pp, 15-19.
5Cf., Charles L. Stevenson, "The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms" in
A. J. Ayer (eel.) Logii@dPo&pivGm (New York: The Free Press, 1959), pp.
264-281.
6KarI Popper, The Ope%S o k i y and i t s Enemf#s (%ondon".outledge i%
Regan Paul, 19451, Vol. I, pp. 60-61, 234-5, Chapter 5, Sec. HII, pmsirn.
The term "'meta-ethics" ususally refers to the study of tho meaning, function, and logical relations of etlaical statements--as against the study of actual
principles of ethics. Objectivism does not accept this dichotomy (which
reflects the analfiic-synthetic dichotomy, actudiy, althotlgh 1 will not here
demonstrate this). 1 m&e use of the term since academic phnosophess by
and large assume that meta-ethics precedes ethics arrd the Objectivism is to
be ruled out an preii&ary, "aneta-ethicaj" grounds.
8Ayn Rand, For the New I n t e g e c t d (New York: Signet, I96%),pa 55.
9 ~ Bar-HiUei,
.
Aspects of Langmge (Jerusalem: Magxless press, 194%)),
esp., Chapters 5,7,IO, 16, 4$,21,24,
m d 3%*
and my "Bar-Eaei, Generative
Semantics and Generative Prapnatics" Letgiqt~ti:et AW"yzel 65-66 (19741, p.
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3-60. 1 no longer fully adhere to the views expressed in this paper, having
written it prior to my understmding of Objectivism.
'OThe term isti tic act" or "speech act" is from the J. L. Austin tradition
and has been stressed particulaly by 9.Searle in "'What is a Speech Act?" in
J. Searle (ed.) The Phibsaphy ofLangzkage (New Uork: Oxford University
Press, 1971), Chapter TII.
l 'This obviously excludes pure reflex action which is iffrelevant here.
12Cf., H. P. Grice, 'Weaning" in D. D. Steinberg & E. A. Jakobovits (eds.)
Semantics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), pp. 53-60.
13Cf., my "Logic, Language and Formaihation" Logigue e t A d y z e 67-68
('1974).Again, I no longer adhere to most of the points made in this paper.
146f., note 13,
15Cf., Ayn Rand, Atlas Shmgged (New York: Signet, 119571, p. 939.
16For a discussion of the invalidity of this philosophical idea see Leonard
Pe&off, "'The Analytic-Synthetic Dichotomy" The 0bjectic.iSt Val, 6 (1967),
Nos. 5-9.
170p. cit., Rand, The Vi&ue of Selfishness, Chapter 1.
1 8 0 ~ sit.,
.
Rand, A t h Shmgged, p. 315.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE GOVERNED
Douglas J. Den Uyl

Law rewe& i t s e y as smething seg-contratEictow, OR the one
it
chims t o be somethbg e s s e n t d y good or rzobk: it b the kt0 that s a w s
the cities and everything e k e . h,the other h a d , the law pre$ers,i.s itself
as the c o m o n op'azioaz or d e ~ s i o nof the city, i e . , of the m.u&tifw$eof
citizens. A s such it is by no m e w e s s e . n t ~ i ggood or noblee It 7aay ?)e?y
wekl be the w o ~ kof folly a d bageness. There ,is certaiipidy no .i-emwra to
erssume that the m k e m of h w s are as a mle wiser tbaa "go'ar. and P"$
why, then, 8houM "gou and P" submit to the& decisions? The mere jacd
that t h e s m e laws which were sokmnky e w t e d b y the city are repeded
by the same city w'th e g d eokrn~iaitywoved seem to show the do?~bt&iP
charmter of the wbdom that went into their making. The questio??,,
then, is whether the claim of the law to be something good or noble can
be simply dismissed dldi dtogether unfouazded or whether it eontais aa
e b m e n t of truth. (Leo Slrauss, Natgrd Right and Histoq, p, BQL.)

There is a gsoup of men and women on the political scene
today who are generally characterked as a g o u p which
bdieves in a more (or less absolute adherenee to human righbs
%rid(perhaps therefore) to Bberty. Our purpose here will not
be to speU out the meaning of ""rights" or "liberty" but merely
to b e ~ by
n a s s u ~ n gthat whatever such terms mean these
two concepts constitute the basic political ends for this group
of political thinkers: Those who adhere t o this position and
who beEeve in the necessity of government (some do not)
found their political science in the concept of a, "Emmited government", It is with this psfitical s c i e ~ c ethat we shall pseseatly be concerned.
In t h e following consideration we shall seek t o indicate
reasons for the following t v ~ positbsns:
s
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I. That a p~sitionwhich dictates absolute adherence to human rights,
liberty, and limited gover~nmentis rnot inherently committed to any particular form of limited governmerit. A c o m ~ t m e nto
t a "'limited government" means a c o m ~ t m e n " c oa government whose powers are enumerated and in which such enuaneration is corssrstxent with or seeks to secure
human rights and which does not violate these rights. This meaning of
government, however, does not dictate any particualr form of government.
11. That it is not inconsistenad -+vitha position s e e k i ~ gto secure con~plete
social liberty by the mai?stenance of human rights to argue that mela
need, in some sense, to be governed where being governed means
something distinct from haking an instiiulion which merely establishes
rights, judges violations of rights, and in which the citiens enjoy rights.

To my knowledge, this new p o u p of political thinkers (some
of whom call themselves "Eber&arians9')have never taken up a
principled discussion of questions dictated by the nature of the
discipline of political science This is a serious defect in their
position, but it is probably a defect which stems from a general confusion about the nature of government and of poEtical
science? Thus, part of our purpose here is t o offer some indication as to what some of the issues are which might have
been ignored with respect to the purpose, nature and fuwctioning of government,
In indicating reasons for the validity of the two positions
above. we shall be utiEzing a somewhat unorthodox methodology. Instead of directly a r ~ i n gfor the two positions we
shall provide a summary of a debate by a certain group of men
who argued about government. We shall conc8ude by indieating what in the summarized debate of these men points ts the
validity of our two positions. The debate we shall be summarizing (on some issues only) was the debate carried on by our
Founding Fathers in the constitutional convention and with
the Anti-federaEsts.4 Even though the debate took place in
the past, the inkerpretation of that debate t o be offered here is
abstracted to such a level that one might view the issues discussed in the debate in an a-historical way. In other words,
the purpose of summarking the debate a t all is to a t least
implicitly claim that the kinds of questions the Founding
Fathers raised are the kinds of questions we must also raise
when thinking about government, I believe the consitukional
debate indicates the kind of dialectic which ought to be
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engaged in when considering questions of the form of
government. In our discussion below we shall assume (as is
largely conceded) that, BBe "ie libertarians sf today, the
prime purpose or end of those libertarians of the past (the
Founding Fathers) was t o secure rights and promote liberty:

During the constitutioaaal debates the dialogde among the
Founding Fathers centered around the three branches of the
government they were designing. We shall thus b e g n by discussing some relevant issues which were raised in connection
with each branch.
The first branch with which we shall be concerned is the
legislative branch. There viere basically two key questions
which concerned the founders in this area: 1.) how democratic
should the legislature be, and 2.)as a corouary, what should
the mode of represenbation be like.
Numerous views were expressed on both of these points.
James Wgson. for example. takes a general position which is
indicative of the kind of view a large state representative
might have and which is also indicative sf a more democratic
bias a s opposed to a more aristocratic position. Wason makes
these three points: 1.)at least part of the l e ~ s l a t u r eshould be
immediately gounded in the people, 2.)government ought to
rise t o a fairly high peak, and 3,) popular election is the best
way to reduce the influence of the states? The small states, of
course, Jvere for havhg the states determine who the representatives were and in such a manner that the large states
would not have an advantage over them. Thus the Vhgnia
Plan, which opted for proportional representation, was being
combatted by small states who recognhed that this form of
representation would ,give the large states a majority in
Con~ess.
Yet the issue which concerns us here is not the large state/
small state controversy as suck but rather the meaning behind
the various forms of representation. The Vir@nia Plan, for
example, proposed two houses the first sf which was to be
elected by the people and the second to be elected by the first.
Those who wanted the first house elected by the people felt it
was necessary nn order t s give the government durabaity.
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Without concurrence in and respect for gove~nmentby t h e
people, dnasabgity could not be maintained? On the other
hand, there were those like Gerry who feared the excesses of
democracy and thought the people easdy duped by ""pretended
patriots"? More aristocratic measures were thus needed.
There were still others who felt that a t least the Iower house
should be very close and representative of the whole people.
Despite these differences, most eventuahly did a p e e that t h e
first house should be popularly elected. The house of representatives, the, became a Iargefy democratic body, 1.) for
reasons of durability, and 2.) because it was felt that t h e
government's purpose was to serve the people. The Founding
Fathers felt that the people must certainly have some assurance that their rights and liberty will not be abused by those
in power which could only be secured by a democratic branch
of the legislature.
Yet: the debate over how democratic the house should be
continued when the question of tenure of the office holder was
taken up. Some felt that the term should be only one year and
reasoned that if this were not the case then the representatives
would be too far removed from the people. Bthers wanted
longer terms because they feared that if the representad-ivas
were too close to the poeple they would be subject t o the
passions of the people and lose their ability for detached and
objective judgement? Without detachment of some sort the
mere will of the people could be exerted eo the detriment sf
the country and ultimately to liberty itself. A two year t e r m
was finally settled upon as a mean between these two views
and in order to incorporate the validity of both views.
The debate over the extent to which democratic principle
should be employed became particularly acute with respect t o
the senate. Randolph felt that the senate must be exempt
from the "passionate proceedings to which numerous assemblies are liable". He sums up his position by saying:

. . .The general object was to provide a cure for the evils under whieh
the U.S. labored; that in tracing these evils to their origins every man
had found it in the turbulence and follies of democracy: that some cheek
therefore was to be sought against this tendency of our Governments;
and that a gmd Senate seemed most &elg to answer the purpose."
But Randolph's plan (the Vkginia Plan) called for having the
senate ejected by the house. As such it xvas recognhed by
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Mason and Sherman that this second branch would be dependent on the first and thus no real check at all." It is clear from
reading the debates that whde there were disapeements as to
how t o secure the senate's independence, most did a p e e that
the senate should be a body which would check the excesses of
democracy.
Checking the excesses of democracy was not merely a matter of rnslking the senate an independent body but also the
Founding Fathers were concerned with the kind of men that
were to compose the senate. There were roughliy two views on
this matter which might be termed the Madisonian view and
the Aristocratic view. The latter view hald that in order to
check the excesses of demoesacy (spec8ically with regard to a
violation of property rights by the poor) what was needed in
the senate were men of merit and property because such men
would have an inherent interest in checking the popular passion of envy, The way ts secure this would be by long terms
and election of senators by other than popular means, i.e.,
m e m s likely to assure that s~zchmen would get in office. The
Madisonian view is somewhat different:' Madison a r p e s that
as t h e country grows there will be competition for Bmited
resources and thereby factions, The problem of republican
government is that the poor can rather easily gain pofitical
power and with a majority use it to thwart rights (again primar2y property rights). Madison's solution was basically to
utilize large districts rather than small, all of which would be
interrelated by a universally applicable system of law. This
was Madison's notion of an "extended republic" which generally was in con-c~astt o the more or less locaBsti6: attitudes of
the time. In the case of the Rouse, large districts would insure
that representatives would be elected who are not the pawns
of special interests or causes. This would be so because a large
district is unl&ely tto contain a special i n t e r e s h r view and
that such a district will. contain a crsss-section of status and
belief. In the case of the senate, an extended republic would
insure that whether the senators were elected by the national
or state legislatures the outcome is likely to be that men of
meriL property, and reputation would be chosen. Only such
men have the means and ability to distinguish themselves to a.
point where they are likely to be considered for senatorial
pros it ion^.'^ It should be noted, however, that Madison also
recognkes the vaBdity of some aspects of the Aristocratic
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position but asserts that we cannot d e p e d upon a searpch for
vktuoeas men per se.
In -&is very brief diseussion we have seen that the deba,ees
over the IegPisliative branch concerned finding a way in ~ i h i c h
the best elements of democracy could be instHtaated while at
the same time checking the defects of democracy. As Wilson's
second point indicates, it was felt that by raising government
to ""peaks" the best checks against the excesses of democracy
eould be estabfished.
Generally the Founding Fathers saw the need for an executive t o be threefold: Ljto have some focal point of ieesponsibaity in executing the laws, 2.) to have a leader of the people,
and 3.) to have a symbol of the nation parlieularly with respect
to foreign pcs~ers.~?t was also Pelt by many of the founders
tha"ithe executive must be a strong one for two reasons, 1,j in
a large republic execution of the laws means that the executive's influence and abi%ity t o command respect requkes a
good deal of power, and 2 . ) no foreigrl nation will respect the
word or office of a nation which does not have a elearly recognkable and iauthgsrative leader (Banl-xailton emphasized this
position the most).
The first concern Q$ the F e u n d i ~ gFathers was to consider
whether an executive was consistent with the ""gnius of the
peopleys,brat this question did no"Ldetain them Bong. The basic
issue of the debate consisted in answering the question of how
close or far away should the executive be from monarchy,
Some, such as Sherman, felt that %heexecutive should do no
more than carry out the will of the people as expressed by the
l e ~ s l a t u r e Others,
.
like Hamaton, wanted a very strong and
independent executive. Most sf the Founding Fathers fell
somewhere in between the Hamgton and Sherman position
though leaned more t o the Barnilton side. Yet all feared to
some extent the possibifity that the office of the executive
might be a vehicle t o tyrany. Thus Randolph, for example,
proposed having a three man executive. However, it was also
felt that unity in the executive was necessary for efficiency
and responsibility, A three maw executive would be subject to
disputes and disharmoni5and was therefore rejected. Most of
the discussion on the executive, though, did not center around
these questions. Instead, the debates centered around the
mode of election of the executive.
In order to secure the right kired of exerdtive, i,e., a man oE
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merit capable of gaining the confidence of the people, it was
felt that the mode of election was important. Some a r g e d
that state legislatures should choose the executive while other
felt that the national legistlaeure (either house or senate)
should do so, Eventually these views were rejected on the
g ~ o u n d that
s the executive must be a separate branch and not
dependent on any other or the states. Another alternative,
proposed by Wilson, was to have the executive elected by the
people. Yet some argued with Gerry that, ""Le people are
uninformed, and would be misled by a few designing men'?'
The kind of man needed as a leader of the country was a man
of t h e best quality, The people are likely to elect a man who
appeals to their passions or are likely t o pick the wrong man
because of their inabiHn'ty to secure adequate or complete
information, Moreover, it was felt that the executive must be
free from all political obligations in order that his i n t e p i t y be
assured. None of the methods thus far could really assure this
last point.
T h e above account points to two essential problems the
founders mere faced with: I.) since the executive was to be a
leader of the people and needed their confidence, his election
must in some way be tied t o the people, and 2.) but in order to
assure i n t e a i t y in the office of the executive that office must
be free from the promotion of demagoguery and the dispensing
oh" political favors stemming from pohtical obEgations, The
final solution to these problems was the electoral college." We
the eompHexities of the electoral college
cannot go into a%%
here. We can, however, point out the following: since each
state was independently in charge of selecting the electors to
the college, the Founding Fathers brought the executive close
to t h e people without sacrificing the intep-sity of the office.
Moreover, by having the electoral college convene only for the
purpose of electing the president and by not allowing the
electors to be political office holders, the presidency was
virtually free of psfitical obligations, And furthermore, by
relying on electors rather than the people themselves, it was
more likely that men of character would be put in office. In
short, the Founding Fathers wanted the institutional symbol
of America to be as unsoiled as possible.
There was one other major matter the founders considered
in their debate over the executive -- the matter of in some
sense cornbizling the executive and judiciary:8Ba8ance of pow-
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e r was a key corncern here as was competent law making.
Mtidissn felt that the executive was naturdky weak in a
r e p ~ b l i ~Indeed,
,
it is almost impossible to make another
branchor combination of won-legslative branches as powerful
(and therefore a fuU check to) the le~slatarre. Moreover,
Madison thought that by using the judiciary as a kind of
council the wisdom of the judges would insure good laws and
add weight rend respectibaity to the executive. Separdion
would be ma,intained, according to Madison, by enumerating
exactly how the executive m d judiciary would come together.
The: opponents of this proposal, such as Gerry and Martin,
argued that, 1.)to expand "ie executive with the judiciary
wocld only weaken judicial stren@h and reputation, 2,) it
seemed t o Gerry and Martin that whaal. Madison wanted (i.e.,
competent law making) could be best accomplished by
separation, and 3.) there is saga necessary reason to belleve
that the judge's wisdosz?,is any g e a t e r than the le@slature9s.
Martin SCHIS this up welg when he states:
A howledge of manEnd .cannot be presumed to belong in a h k h e ? ~
degree to the Jlrdgps than to the Ledslstnre. As to the ConstitutionaEty
of laws, that point will coaa~ebefore Judges in their proper official chasactel-, In this character they; have a negative on: the laws. Join them with
the Executive in the Revision and they will, have s doubHe negative. It is
gecessary that the Supreme Judiciary should have the confidence of the
people, This wLLt amn be lost, if they are employed in the task of remonstrzt;sig against poprrlar measurss of the L e g ~ l a t u r e . ' ~

As it turs~edout, the basic MartiniGerry view was upheld,
and E
l seems to me fortunate that it was. The impartidity and
objectivity of the judges would have been much harder to
secure if h1adison9sposition bad beeat estabEshed. Gerry was
right) it seems to me, to fear the making of "udges into statesmen' Furthermore, as Strong puts it, '%he power of making
ought to be kept distinct from that of expounding. the laws,
No naaxim was better established. The Judges in exercising
the function of wpositors might be influenced by the par$ they
had taken, in framing the
Other than the preceeding questions concerning the judges,
&he Founding Fathers spent little time on the Supreme Court
relatisre to the time spent on the other bran~hes.~'Yet the
Supreme Court remains on of the most fascinating and imporLaat branches of the United States government. As such,
some aceeunt of ~tmust be dlrew, ha this connection 1 espee-
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iaUy 1ik.e Eidelberg's interpretation '* and that which follows
\ d l be an exposition of some of Eidelberg's
As we learned in part from the above, the Founding Fathers
finally estabfished that there must be a distinction between
those who make the laws and those who judge them, i.e.,
those who ~ n a k elaws ought not to be the final judge of their
constieationality, i4nothe~distinction also arises in this context and that is the dist%nction b e h e e n rejection of laws
because of their ccowstita-ztionality and rejection because the
laws are unwise. Since the first distinction above was maintained, the former part sf this last diskkction was generally
sought. Despite this, it is unEkely, according to Eidelberg,
that a plainly unjust law would be ineri~utedbecause the
Goua-t would interpret the constitutio~ain a way which would
reject the unjust law.
If the judiciary is not combined w i ~ hthe executive, it will be
more difffcult for judges to stop the operation of improper
Haws- Moreover, separation from the executive meant that the
court would be reHata.-.ely the weakest branch of. government,
.*
fFL."- - , . - - A
d-L + 4-L,
+,.,,,
,,7r\r.lra
-A+
181J5 I I L E ~ I E
b ~
i l a ~e l l a LUUA
c w uusu i r v b GAGA u s = judlbasll tz v
vv
:'v'ithoui, seE-restraint, for a constant exercise of judicial
revie117 would initiate the wrath of the other branches and/or
make eacMecision lhe court rendered that much less forceful and significant, Thus, by maksng the court a fully separate
branch of government, the orientation sf the court shifted
fram an emphasis on the exereixe of its wiU to the exercise of
its 24dgemea;;t. In other words, the court was meant to be a
body concerned with proper judgement rmore thara anything
eke,
The Constitution was to be considered the supreme law of
the brad, i.e,, the fundamental law or the law of last resort.
Each time the CouA expounds the Constitution it confirms the
permanent nature of this law and invites us do consider the
founder's inten&ions." Yet how can any p o u p of men be
entrusted with the job of reviewing the laws? The basic
answer is that the Court has no material power and thus no
immediate interests. A decision one way or another on a case
is not likely "c increase their personal fortune nor give the
judges any ore actual power than has been enumerated to
them. To preserve the Constitution as a permanent body of
law i s the only theoretical justgication for investing the judges
with permanent tenure. Moreover, the permanency of the
a
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law, I.) is not likely to promote judges who want radical
changes, and 2.) is likely to promote an attitude in the judges
which is concerned for the pubfic interest, i.e., that which
fully reflects the truth about the nature of the good for society
(as fundamentally dictated by the Constitution) and a
discerned judgement as to whether a law maintains that good.
If it seems to some (as myself) that the present Court (or
recent history of it) has not lived up to these ideals then this
may be attributed to the fact that the Court is often involved
in what Eidelberg calls ""ceative interpretation7".This interpretive power is that which most fully influences our Eves for
better or worse. Yet if one's position toward the Court is that
the Court has presently eased its interpretive power t o the
detriment of society, then I would suggest that one look to
(re.$., phdosophy, or the terms of
more cultural infl~~ences
dominant ideolog.ies, etc.) than to the removal of the Court's
interpretive ability as the corrective measure. Even if it were
possible to completely stamp out ""creative interpretation"',
which it is not, it would not be desirable to do so. The Court
must be permitted to have enough flexibibty to deal sffectiveBy with changing implications of rights and so~ialcbcumstancesOz5
Without this interpretive abgity the CouI-t would
soon degenerate into an archaic body.
In short, my vision of the judicial branch is one which views
this branch as the main protectorate of objectivity, It is t r u e
that this objectivity is more of a legal than a ph2osophic
nature, but in a world without the philospher king Pegal
objectivity is normally that which is most desirable and necessary to maintain.
Our summary of the debates of the convention is now complete. In the next section we shall turn to a brief exposition of
the debate over the general nature of society and government
as expressed in the debate over the rat8icatioa of the Constitution between the Anti-federdists and the FederaEsts.

We now turn to one of the most fascinating and important
debates in American history -- the debate between the Federdists and the Anti-federalists. Despite the importance of this
debate few people seem to be aware of the general features of
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the debate. Yet as Herbert Storing suggests, the Anti-federalists should also be considered as founders for two reasons:
1,j the GederaEsits won the debate but did not simply win, and
2.) the C~nstitutionis the basks for a continuing debate in
American poEties and the Anti-1ederaEsts were the first participants in the debate, Indeed, as Storing also suggests, much
of the iater debates m American politics were anticipated by
the Afifi-federaHisk Moreover, one will reesgnke in what $01lows that some of the present day attitudes on the nature of
government and society were in large part enumerated by the
Anta-federalists as were some of our present problems,
Before presenting our summary ol the debate ;a word of
@axtionis in order, The Anti-federalists a p e e d on absolutely
nothing, i.e,, there was no oae position on which all the Antifederalists ~ ~ e e d , ~ " ~ rfact,
a
some Anti-federaEsts even
voted for the Coa~sti%uda;nl
$.Paweverthis may be, the Antifederalists are generally those =en of this period who had
strong reservations about the Constitution, Furthermore,
there are certain points on which many or most agreed. In our
dis-?rssioa belra.ra,~we shall try to focus 04 these m a h features.
It is generally conceded that James Madison is the father of
the American Constitution, As such, it is oRen Madison whom
the An$%-federalistsare attacking, Because of this we shall
spend a brief mornent on Madison's general philosophy of
government (recognizing, of course, that many Federalists
were less moderr, more aristocratic, or more democratic than
Madison),
A basic maxim can be applied t o Madison's philosophy of
government: YepubKcan solu"iiaans for regubBican problems'.
GeneraUy Madison sought to construe6 sa government which
was cognkant of the problems of republicanism but which
solved such problems by largely repubEean measures.
Like most of the Founding Fathers, Madison stressed a
balanced government, Yet, unlike most, Madison" vision was
more moderan, He a r o e d that baianced government, as it was
employed in Britain, could not be employed here because
there were no well estabEshed and traditional classes in
America, as in Britain, to balance off* Some men, such as
Dickensors, agreed but felt that the major elements sf the
balance should be the states. Others, Eke Hamilton and
Adams, "Ehought that the balance should center around dichotomies which are inherent in the nature of any society, such as
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the rich vs. the poor or ~erchanatsvs. landed interests. Madlson's position was neither of these; he arwed that the balance
should be a constitutional owe, i.e,, that the branches of government set up by the constitution win be balanced off against
one another with less emphasis being paid to the balancing of
cultural dzferences or ink ere st^.^'
Governments which have relied on merit or ow a balancing
of "natural" cultural differences "rave not worked well in the
past. They have a tendency to either "heeze9't h e classes balanced (i,e., almost institutionalke the views of the particular
classes involved such that the government becomes hopelessly
13ividedbetween the classes) or to degenerate into oligarchy
or the rule of the few or into democracy (the rule of the many).
In both cases, human rights and liberty tend to fall by the
side,
Madison's great and ingenious solution to the problem of
fked and warring classes or the problem of relying simply on
men of merit is his notion of the "'extended repubgc9'. Madison
believed that a number of basic repubKcan problems could be
solved by an extended republic, In the first place, the danger
to rights and Kberty comes not so much from the rich as fr?pnzn
the poor. As such, the passions of the poor or many must not
be aIkowed to SUB-face
to the extent of having rights (especiagy
property rights) abrogated, There are two basic solutions to
this problem. The fbs%is to have a fluid, expanding, and com~ e r c i a ?s ~ i e t y(possible on$ i~ an extended repiibhc)
whereby the pwrer members do not actually suffer from
need. On a more general level the question was whether
democracy could mahtdn or secure property at all, This was a
question because it was felt that as society p e w and resources
became scarce those without much property would come to
demand that the ~ n o r i t y(the rich) not be permitted the absolute right to keep what they haare, There were three basic
ways to insure as maintenance of property rights: 1.1 leave suffrage only to freeholdersz8(which Madison rejected basically
on the pounds that freeholders would considerably dwindle
as society expanded), 2.) have one branch with property and
the other without, and 3,) have one branch represent property
and the other everyone. These last two seem most appeaEng
(escpeciauy to such men as Badltsn) but Madison remained
highly sceptical of the ;kbiKty of working out such solutions in
practice. His proposal was to deal in large districts. In respect
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to this problem, large districts would promote men of means
because it is most Bikely that in large districts only men of
means will be enough in the public eye to be in a position for
office, Since men of means have an interest in remaining men
of means it is l&eiy that they will not consent to an erosion of
p r o p e ~ t yrights?'
More generally, the extended repubEc was designed to
stem the problems which develop Rom minority vs. majority
faction. In an extended republic the will of the minority is not
likely t o emerge. If it does and the minority d m s gain control
of the government then the minority will have to either proceed in secrecy or by deceiving the people, for K the minority
ruled in the open against the majority the majority would
eventiaally rush in and reetgy the situation. Yet to rule in
secrecy or by deception in a large republic is not 1&ely to be
successft~rilin the long run basically because it would be quite
dzficult to close off all channels sf exposure.
The problem of the wig1 01 the majority is mueh more
severe. If the will ofthe majority does take h d d of the government it is dmost impossible to remove. The extended r e p u b ~ c
notion is an attempt t o combat %heproblem at its root. In an
extended republic, composed of an d m s s t infinite variety of
interests and attitudes, it will be quite d3ficuBt to get a majority t o a p e e on much of anything that ~nighl;threaten mholPity
rights. In other words, an extended republic is not liIaely to
give rise to a majority which conceives of itself as a majority.
Thus an extended republic is not P,&elyto foster a majority of
men and women who are self-conscious about a. "majority
interest" per se.
Basically, an extended republic is designed to de-cbss the
ciasses, No elass, whether rich or poor, will come into government with a class consciousness, i.e., no governmental office
holder will. conceive of his duty as being the promotion of his
class interests, An extended repubfie is an attempt to defuse
rigidly dichotomous interests which seem to develop in most
societies. The idea is still to promote men of merit and property (or whatever characteristic is weeded) but, in an
extended repubiic, the promotion is designed t o assure that
(for example) the only meaning men of property will attach to
the notion of property rights is the meaning spelled out in the
Constitution.
T h e Anti-federalists were generauy for the notion that the
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major part of governmel~tought "b be carried on by the slates,
The reason which they offered is s i ~ p l e o: d y in small terri.An extended
tories can repuBsiEcan government be sue~essfu.1~
republie wiZ1 nor, promote Reedom o r respect for the laws b u t
will destroy it, Sarntael Bryan in "The Letters of Tentinel"'
sums up the view this way,
If one general governmenf, could be instituted and maiwtshed an the
principles of freedom, it would not be so competent to attend to t h e various local concerns and wants, of every paP.$Pclpant district, a s well as t h e
peculiar governments, who are ameare-r the srrane, and possessed of
superior agaeans of informatian; besides, if the business of the u ~ k a b
union is t o be managed by one government, there -;k-ou:d be no time. Do
we not already see, that the inzhabitaiits in a number of laager S~ates.
are loudly eomplabhg of the inconveniences arid disadvantages they are
subjected to on this account, ar,d that, to enjoy the eordo&s of Bma3
government they are separating into smaller di.aisioas"?'

Since a large or extended republie is not close to the people,
the Anti-federalists argued that confidence in and vo%untary
obedience to the laws could not be maintained. And since a
large republic cannot secure voluntary obedience to the law
because people aye not close to it, freedom will be destroyed
because a p e a t deal of compuksion ~ ~ be2 needed
1
to enforce
the laws. The Anti-federafists saw that the Constitution would
develop a huge burear~ncratiemachine in order to enforce these
laws. Moreover, the Anha-federaEstsfele that the only wap to
secure law enforcement was; by utilizing e large maitary force
(which is one reason they feared a standing army). As Richard
Henry Lee put it:
There is more reason to believe, that the genera: government, far removed froara the people. . will be forgot and neglected, and its laws in
many eases disregarded, unless a mul"eitude of officers and miiitsry force
be eontinrlously kept in view, and employed to enforce the execution of
the laws, and to make government feared and respec.tedS3'

The Anti-federagists thought that almost any %arm of
representation was aristocratic and should be avoided. Their
position was that the le@s!ative body shonHd merely reflect
the people. On the lather hand, the Anti-fedeaEsts never had a
satisfactory response t o the question 0%why there should b e
representatives at all since no representative body Iosks exactly like the people. The reply to this was that the representative body instituhed by the Constitution was much too aristocratic eaieaz sanding that so~x~raerepresentation was needed,
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Their solution was to make sure that the representative body
contained enough middling type or mediocraties in order to
mitigate aristocracy. They also felt that a frequent and continual rotation of office holders was necessary in order to insure
that the representatives returned frequently to their loca1ities
so that they did not become too far removed from the people.
Basically the Anti-federalists thought that the law and the
wgl of the people should be pretty close to the same thing. If
t h e people and the law do not get along then there will be an
end t o free government. The Anti-federafists saw the people
as public spirited, homogeneous, and sehE-restraining. Any
attempt to enlarge the republic would undermine t h e w basic
political virtues, But the Federafists had two rejoinders to
this, 1.)we cannot rely on the virtues and good morals of the
people or the officials (supposing there are these vktues) to
make government work, and 2.) the kind of continuous popular consent the Anti-federalists wanted was dangerous. Pspular eonset is a eat exertion and should be refied upon only
infrequently -- an inflamed public was not a tranquiJ. one,
'Moreover, the passage of time x~ouldinsure the \~enera.e,ionof
t h e laws, though the Aeti-federalists doubted this would
happen. The Federalists also arced that what the people
reaBly wanted was an effective protection of their rights and
not necessarily a government which is close to the people. The
Anti-federalists might respond t o this view by saying (as
implied before) that even if it were p a n t e d that the Constitution ""more effectively" protects rights, what is required for
this protection is far from the best mode of securing a free
society, A free society is one where men obey the law more or
less voluntarily. Thus even if the Federafists could protect all
rights effectively, the pofice force needed to do this would be
so large that, 1.)the danger to freedom would be p e a t , and
2.) people would actually be unfree, even though their rights
were protected, because they would only be obeying the law
out of fear and not consent.
The Federalist position was that there must be enough
power in government t o insure that the ends government was
set up to secure were actually secured. Thus it is somewhat
mistaken t o say that the Federafists were for a limited government in the sense of Emited powers, Actually the Federalists
!at least Madison) were not for limiting the powers of government at all; they were only for bianiting the ends of govern-
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merit, According t o the Federalists, to h a i t powers in a constitution is, in effeci,, to put a limit on the abdity to secure
proper ends which in practice means that sgch ends will not be
secured at all, The Anti-federalists elaim, however, that asaxe
should always g ~ a a kpower [or the ppossibiEty of power) cautiously, that the Constitution p a n t s too much power, and t h a t
it is better to u a n $ more power if needed than to set up
initially a system whereby power can be easily increased. If
the Anti-federafists had a nlaxlm it would be something like,
"'keep government as poor as possible9'. In their esys, the big
problem with the Constitution was that it IaUs between simple
and complex gsvemment (Ii'ke Britain) and thus is neither
Since the Constitution has no genuine or natural balancing
(only osonsti%utionaibalancing) and since it $.is not a simple government, the Constitution utilkes the worst of both the sin~ple
and complex worlds--there was no genuine responsibiKty and
no genuine mixture. %",s always easier to grant goirerame~t
more powers if need be than t,,o take palweirs away.
The An"&-federalistshad twa other basic worries. The first
was that they felt the Constitution was: founded solely on the
pursuit of sell-interest. Such a principle could not serve as the
foundation for a government, for it wouid lead or degenerate
into luxury, licentiousness, and thereby a bck of concern for
vhtue by the citizens, This ties into their sseond worry. i.e,,
the worry that the Constitution provides no means fm civic
education or character formation, A t Beast in a small repubEc
the community could oversee what its members were doing
and thereby keep them in line with what is right and good. An
extended republie cannot do this.
Our examination of this debate has been all too brief, but we
must move on. It is hoped that the reader will catch st least a
gEmgse as to the importance of the above debate and how it in
many ways still applies to today. While we h 8 ~ 8not covered
it to say that in
a13 "te issues here je,g., ta~a"bion),~~suffiee
many important u7ays the debate stiU rages, Only by
attempting to eom1e to p i p s with the debate will we be able t o
come to grips with many of olar own present prlrabiiems.

W e have spent a good deal of time in the lasx two sections on
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sumnnarizing s0ig7be important features of the two related debates. Now we come to the questions of, '%.sshy was al]. that
important?" As stated in the beginning of this paper, we shaU
t r y t o brieay answer this question by indicating how the foregoing discussion appfies to the two points with which we
began.
The first of the two points stated ""tat a. position which dieeates absolute adherence t o human rights, liberty, and Emited
government is not inherently eonmitted to any partkcu3ar
form of limited government", If this view i s correct, then owe
could properly opt for h G t e d monarchy as the best means by
whieh to form a government, However, the position stated
above (i.e., the rights and liberty position) normaUy associates
itself with a democratic or republican regime, The argmernt
against limited rnonal-chy by such people is basically of the
type that a monarchy, I.) is very 1QeSy to secure for itself too
much power* and 2.)that the very 3a"cu. of a monarchy is
cwdnter to the notion stated in the Declasatior; of X~dependenee that 'an men are created equal'. 1 am not certain that
monarchy is n e e e s s a ~ l yopposed t o the principle stated in the
Declaration of Independence. However this may be, our coacern here is not with the second more theoreticai. point but
rather with the first,
To argoe that limited monarch is xnost fikely to abuse
power is to emerge from questions on what the enrls of government are to how these ends should be secured. In other
words, to argue against monarchy on more less practical
pounds is to engage in the type of debate that the Fotanding
Fathers engaged in, Yet to engage in this debate is to "@l somewhat non-committed as to the particular form of governmeat,
If our ends are the same as those of the Founding Fathers
(rights and %i$e9-tyithen there 1s nothing in particular in the
nature of those ends which precludes our entering into the
same sorts of considerations as they did, In short, in rejecdr-ng
monarchy we have said that this means monarchj wiU not or is
not Ekely to secure the ends desked,
T h e importance of our foregoing summary sf the constitutional debates centers around the truth of the point above,
The Founding Fa"ieers were debating about whax instihtional
structure would best secure rights and K~er", and why. There
are two areas 01 importance whieh must be recognized: 1.1
much of the debate concerned nega"cive matters, i.e,, matters
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devoted to o recognition of forms of degeneracy and the s o h tions for degeneration. For example, the Founding Fathers
felt that democracy coalld degen~erateto a Bevel whereby t h e
rights of more well off members of society would be threatened. On the other hand, many were concerned with the degeneracy of the rich whereby government would be used t o
further the position and status of the rich, These kinds of
concerns can, and I bekieve always will, pose problems for
. put
those who seek the maintenance of rights and E ~ e r t y To
it more expficitIy, to accept a rights and Ebertyr doctrine d w s
not commit one to any position with regard to, for exampie,
the question of whe"ier the executive and judicnary ought t o
be combined (or whether an executive is needed at all), T h e
beauty of the constitutional debates is that they offer us a firstclass example of high level psfitical discourse and thus a
means to judge whether those of us who hold similar ends a s
they, have taken into account all the eompiexities associated
with such ends.
Our second (2)point is that it is not simply enough to
suppose that all that is needed for the good society is to have
proper laws on the books. The debates over the Constitution
show that not only were the Founding Fathers concerned with
the establishment of good laws but that they were also concerned with the question as t o what institutional structure
was likely to secure these good laws over time. Shce these
men had various a t t i t ~ d e sand opinions as to what the best
institutional form should be there is at &east a prima facie ease,
to be made that there are a variety of plausible claims t o eonsider when thinking of the best institutional form. This, thew,
is what 1 mean when 1 say that a position which accepts t h e
ends of rights and liberty is not committed ko any particular
form of government, The Founding Fathers have indicated
no"inly what kinds of questions might be discussed but also
t
how the debates on such questions ~ g h proceed.
This Beads us to the second, and less obvious, position with
which we began, namely that it is not inconsistent with t h e
right,s and liberty position t o a r w e that men need to be governed (where being governed means something distirmct from
having an institeatiow which merely estabfishes r i g k s , judges
violations of them, and has citkens who enjoy those rights).
The Founding Fathers have indicated, and we have stated
above, one reason for the plausibgity of this claim., i.e., that it
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is not enough merely to concern ourselves with putting gmd
laws on the books--we must also be concerned with securing
such laws over % m e ,In this context, being governed means
having an hstitutional apparatus which attempts to ward off
the passions, or in more modern terms, the attitudes of men
which might destroy or severely threaten human rights and
Eberty. Thus ""being goversaed" does not always have to carry
with it the meaning that someone is "bielling someone else what
to do". What it means is that, like the individual man who resists temptation or stops to think before he acts, some means
for filtering the valid from the invalid objections to the present
state of things has to be established. The term ""gvernment"
or ""being governed" is a proper term in this context beca~ase
not a?B men's expressions or beEefs w e perdtteed t o have a
political manifestation.
Those contemporary men and women who a r w e for the
rights and Eberty position seem to have made two stakes -one naive and the other from ignorance, The naive mistake we
have akeady mentioned, i.e., the mistake of supposhg that
eL
...bug nriers: recoruing of good laws and the maintenance of a
police force is enwdgh (simp?y)to insure t h a ~ i g h t and
s Eberty
will be secured over time, This mistake stems largely from the
second one. There seems to be a general ignorance about or
Iack of concern for the abrogation of rights and fiberty. What
is reeognked 6s how government threatens our rights or how
intellectual doctrines do. Yet throughout man's poEtical history such basic human vices as envy, p e e d , honor (a mere
concern for praise), and the desire for power have had important political mangestations against sights and Eberty, Some
of these vices seem to be continuously associated with certain
poli"ci@a%
forms. For example, envy and p e e d seem to be the
vices of democracy while honor and power are the vices of the
upper classes. A political philosophy which d w s not at some
point concern itseK with such issues will not be a convincing
and complete doctrine,
On the positive side I am saying that the vices of any political r e d m e must be checked. If we are convinced, as the
Founding Fathers were, that republicanism is the best form of
government we must construct some means whereby the
defects of this form are checked, As we have seen in our summary of the debates, the Founding Fathers dsfered as to how
to go about solving this $a~-obHem~
but at least they recognked
51
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the problem as a. probleme Contemporary market anarchists
who want law seem to have little recognition of this probtem,
Since these people believe in no government whatsoever they
have no real means by which to f i h r the various poEtieal
pressures which wiU be placed on the law. Since the pressures
to change the law for the worse will always be present either
the anarchists must adopt some means whereby these pressures are modsied and channeled (which means establish a
government, i.e., an overriding institution which is more than
a mere police force) or they must see their law collapse under
continual revo$utisns, This latter point is likely to be the case
because the people and the Iaw will confront owe another directly. Without a mediathg body (e.g,, a govenrment) the
changes in the laws are H&eEy to be radical and therefore revolutionary since there would be no way of separating le@timate
revisions from illigitimaee ones. If, however, some reasonable
option for change could be provided in an anarchistic sodety,
those changes would be founded on a merely democratic principle, "W'e have not only seen from our summary of the debates
that this principle was questioned and checked by khe Fonnding Fathers but also that such a psinciple is still open to debate. In other words, it is quite an open question as to
whether a society founded solely on the democratic principle
can maintain rights and Biberty over a long period of time,
The criticisms of the preceding parapap'ln impEcitSy house
a t Ieast two basic questions. The first question is that did t h e
decline of the free-market come as a result of the increased
application of the democratic principle to government (e.g.,
popular election sf senators and the president) or by e,alculatirig individuals in positions of power acting as individua1s"an
other words, were changes in the law antithetical to the freemarket the result of efforts by populist leaders and sympathizers or mainly f i e result of power seeking barsin~essmesdand/
or government officia1s"aMeBlko notwithstandb~lg,the assertion
that the present day violation of rights and liberty stems
largely from the democratization of law is nod an implausible
claim. If the decline did come this way then the following kind
of general problem is raised. Since the market place is a completely democratic phenomenon, the anarachist must show
that since the content of law would be determined by the
market the market would respondfi~stto "clae maintenance of
the law rather than t o demands to change it, If this is not the
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case and the law was initially good and the changes demanded
were bad then how would the market sustain the good law?
Would no&any csmpHetely market institution which could be
pointed to as a possible filtering mechanism for the preceding
dzficulty itself fundamentally depend on the democracy of the
market? If so, then at least as a matter of principle, the question a s to the relationship between democracy and the law
serflains. It may just be that the peoples' relationship to the
law and to a commodity requke rather different sorts of institutions, It would seem that this k h d of possibgity is not open
to the anarchists.
There are two ways o u h f the preceding problem. One is
to argue that the market place is not as democratic as we have
supposed. However, this is an unEkely alternative since freemarket advocates have long a r e e d that the market as a social
mechanism is as completely responsive to demand (whatever
those demands are) as is humanly possible. The second alternative might be the generd result of the second side of our
previoaas question ii,e., the side which claimed that the decline
of the market was mainly the result of power seeking individuals acting qamindivbdua1s). Here the claim would have to be
that democracy does nothing to threaten rights and liberty in
"erms of altering the law in this rights and liberty threatening
way. This must be the elaim since any admission that democraey might be detrimental t o rights would in principle ianvolve
the problem of the preceding parapaph. In o t h r words, a
non-democratic means would have to be employed to check
the demwratic, which means that not every demand or erpmbination of demands would be allowed to dbectly influence the
law. 1shall not arme that this second alternative is mistaken
bart shall only say that our summary of the debates of the
Founding Fathers gives reason Its question it.
The secs~ldbasic question is simpler but more fundamental.
This question is the following: is the market a generic or derivative feature of social interaction. In other words, does the
operation of the market depend on the establishment of certain kinds of legal precepts or is the market more or less intrinsically endowed with its own seK-enforcing laws such that
once government is removed a free-market mode of socid
interaction necessagly develops (the generic claim)? 1believe
that t h e market anarchists; consider (and probably must
consider) the market to be generic. However, this question is
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much too complex in all its implications to go into here. VJhile
the Founding Fathers had no fully conceptual understanding
of the free-market, I think it is safe t o say that they would
have held "cat the market structure is derivative, i.e., that
the law and the market are rather different kinds of things
and that the market would necessarily depend upon the law as
a foundation in order for it ithe market) to operate. To say
that the founders might have felt that the market was in some
a onesense derivative is not t o say t h t they would be right, Y
theless, whoever is right the question remains as one t o be
answered by both sides.
The present day limited governmentalists are similar to the
anarchists. They have accepted the anarchists' elaim that the
only proper function of ""gvernment"' is to be a defense
agency. Thus they have ignored one important aspect of government that the Foundirng Fathers were trying to teach us,
namely, that it is not ellough mereHy to enforce rights and
arrest violators, Ewcl~adedin a government must be some
means for fatering or halting various claims. Our summary of
the debates has shown the various means by which such fatering might be done. Fortunately, 1do not beEeve that those
who have argued for the fimited government equals defense
agency view have necessar~yprecluded this piece of wisdom
of the other aspect of government which the Founding Fathers gave us. In other words, a t Seast the limited governmentaEists have an apparatus whereby the other aspect of government can be incorporated. This is not the ease with the anarchists. In more explicit terms, since there musk aBways be
some means for amending the present body of law there
must also be a means for trying t o assure that the amendments are in accord with the nature of the most fundamental
Iaw (rights). The elaborate governmental structure of the
Founding Fathers was designed t o insure just this point.
To say that men must be governed in the sense of having an
institution which weeds out various pditlcal claims is net to
take a position which is inconsistent with the rights and
liberty view, The reason why such a position is not baeconsiste ~ ist quite simple: to estabfish a government whereby the
house has elections every two years, or where the serlate is
elected by the house, or where the judiciary has no material
power is not to violate anyone's rights, No one's rights are
violated whether the tenure of the house be one month or fif-
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teen years. Moreover, there i s nothing inherent in an argtlment for a more demoeratie or aristocratic government which
constitutes a rights violation. As such, the claim of the second
position of this paper seems plausible.
In this paper we have tried to indicate some reasons for considering the two positions with which we began. We did so by
first summarizing the debates of the constitutional convention
2nd the Anti-federaEst/FederaIist debate. We also tried, in
this last section, to indicate the signsicance of these debates.
Some questions have not been touched upon, such as what
legitimkes authority. Yet it is hoped that the foregoing discussion has provided a means whereby serious men may sit
down, much as the Founding Fathers did, and debate the basic
questions, It must be emphasized again that we have not set
out in this paper do prove a particular point about what the
right form 04: government should be or even whether we
should have a gove~nment,Instead we have tried to se"c0vb.n
some considerations regarding where the foundations of the
important political questions may lie. It is not enough to begin
debatilag about what is right and wrong in political matters;
we mus"&irst have some idea of w h e ~ eto begin.
T h e r e may be higher ends than liberty and rights outside the strictly
noiitical s ~ h e r e .
''The aichy/anarchy debate of recent times comes closest to this kind of
discussion but is rather unhelpful. The anarchists, of course, argue for no
government, but when the archists argue for government they never specify
what that government should lmk like nor how government is supposed to
go about fulfilling its functions.
I am speaking of pojiticai science in the old sense, i.e., a science concerned
with principled arwments about what the relationship between the government and the people should look like.
4 ~ shall
e be ignoring compietely the complex question of how to interpret
the debate of the Founding Fathers. For a good discussion of the various
positions, c.f., Jack P. Green, The R e i n t e ~ e t a t i o nof the A m e ~ c a nRevolulim 1763-1789, Harper and Row paper, pp. 2-45.
5I owe my interpretation and generally most of my knowledge about the
debates to Professor Herbert Storing of the Department of Political Science
at t h e Univeristy of Chicago. The following should not, however, be necessarily regarded as Storing's view of the proceedings.
6
Max Farrand, The Records of the FedemE Ccpnvention of Ilr89, Yale
University Press, paper, 1968, Voi. I., May 31. All notes unless otherwise
stated will refer to Farand" sedition and wiU state the volume and the date
and shall refer to Madison's notes.
7C.f,, Paul Kidelberg, The Phikosophy of the American Cmstitution, Free
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Press 1968, p. 60.
"401. I: May 31.
"2, f., Eidelberg, OF. dt., p, 6.
"Val. I, May 31.
''Eideiberg, op. i7;t., p. 79,
( 2 ~ h idoes
s not mean that Madison would reject the means just mentioned
hut only that they are not the only means.
1 3 .g,,
~ c . f . , Voi. it June 6. Madison's posi"iion. Also note the i~plications
of
Dickensonk view of the same day,
' j ~ o ar discusssion of marry of the aspects of the debate over the executive
see Vol. 11, July 17-21,
'5C,f., .fiderdisi; $apers #TO for a discussion of unity in the executive.
16Vo1.
July 19,
17@.f., Eideiberg, op. ekt., Gh. 9 for a superb discussion of the quite remarkable character of the electoral college.
IsCf., the debates of June 6 (Vol. I) and July 21 (Val. 11).
'"01.
II, July 21.
2ci~,<>
6 "1, 111July 2%.I t8ke the essential position of Strong, Martin and Gerry
on this matter to be a telling objection against the n~slrketanarchists who
wan: the maintenance of iaw and the protection of rights, but also place the
legislative, e x a c ~ t i v eand
~ judicizil functions aU in the courts.
aTC.f., June 5, June 15, JTo!, I; and July 26,VOI, 11.
22Eidelberg, 5p. dl., Gk, lo, pp. 202-246.
W n e main purpose of Eidelberg's discussion was to argue that the founders really did isstend some form of judicial review. We s h d not, however, be
concerned with that issue here,
2d~bde!beyg
i.1 this con9"e&ionn1think aig&tiy, against the Jeffersonian view that every so often the law should be more or iess completely
revised, Eidelberg p i n t s out that s ~ c ah policy encourages disrespect for the
law (a shan@og law can hardly he regarded as f~ndamenlal)and invites the
rule of passion or whim (since each changes invokes the desire to mold the
new law to one's own vision of how society should he).
2 5 ~ oexampleF
r
the Court may want to apply some notion of property rights
to gowds normally considered free, e.g., air and w d e r .
"There is also not as much coherence on the FederaXist side as the Federa!isl Papers might Lead one to believe.
2 7 ~ ~does
i s nut mean, however, that certain kinds of men wa not be attracted or proms"ted by certain branches of the government. This will indeed
be the case, but Madison did not want to be limited to the padicular hterests
or socia! orrtlmk of any g o u p of men d any specific time.
28E.g.,c.f., VOI. 11, Aug. 7'.
'%t was generally believed at this time that the best protection of property
rights was the maintenance of freehold suffrage. However, Hamston seems
to suggest that freeholders can adequately be replaced by mereharats who
will be concerned with the anahtenance of a healthy eonrn~ercia)society
~ h i c hwill benefit all.
30CeceIia.M. Kenyon, 2% Antqederdsks, Bobbs-Meran1 Go. 1966, Second
printing, "The Letters of 'Centinel' ", p. 11.
31
Kenyon, ibid., Richard Henry Lee, ""Letters from the Pederd Farmer",
p. 214.
32 E.g., c.f., Kenyon, i M . , "Debates in the Vi-ginia Convention.

THE AUSTRIAN BUSINESS CYCLE THEORY
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
ECONOMIC STABILEY UNDER EAISSEZ FAIRE
Charles Maling

BItiis today almost universaly believed that laissez fake capitaaism is not the most desirable of social systems. There does
exist however a significant minority which takes exception to
this view both on e c o n o ~ cand moral pounds.
I t is not surprising that manay members of this minority look
to t h e writings of such prominent advwates of capitalism as
Mgtorz Friedmkin and other economists of the ""Chicago" school
for a partial economic jus"cicat%kioaof their views. But perhaps
even more than to these economists, they look to the economists of the "Austrian" school for support. Associated with
this school are such we91 known economists as Ludwig von
Mises, Friedrich A, Hayeah, Lionel Robbins, and Murray N,
Rotkbard.
The adjective ""Aaastrian'Yis generally associated with three
major contributions to economic theory. First, following the
lead of Carl Menger, was the development of the maar~nal
utility analysis and the identification of individual (subjective) valuations as the ultimate source of all economic values.
Second was the famous capital theory introduced by BoehmBawerk. Wh2e these have "c some extent been incorporated
into t h e accepted body of economic theory, the t h b d major
contribution remains outside of mainstream economic thought;
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and the acceptance of its importance most clearly distineishes present day Austrians from other economists. This contribution is the so-called ""monetary overinvestment" theory of
the business cycle.
Perhaps of all aspects of economic theory, theory of the
nature and causes of business cycles has the most direct import for an evaluation of Eaissez fakee,for it was to the aBleged
instabsty of capitalism that the @eat depression was attributed, providing a justification for the massive and eves expanding government intervention into econornic a f t i r s ,
beginning even before the New Deal and presumably not ending with the wage and price controls of today (1972).Before dismissing the efficacy of laissez faire on economic ~ o u n d s one
,
should evaluate the business cycle theory which is offered to
counter the a r e m e n t s of interventionists which today rule
supreme. It is towards such an evaluation that this paper
aims.

The Austrian theory of the business cycle was first presezted by Ludwig von Mises in his book Tkeom'e Gees GeMes u d
der Umhufsmittek published in 9912, The second edition
(1924) of this book was later (1934) translated into English
under the title The Tfbeory of Monea~a d @;peckit.Though only
a smau ---".
pt"""1on of this book was devoted to discussion of business cycles, it was not until the publication of H ~ m Anc t i m in
1949 that a fuller EngEsh Iangraage exposition was to be had
from von Mises.
It is not surprising therefore that. despite von Mises' o r i g n ality, it was through the more accessible writings of Friedrich
A. Hayek during the 1930's that most English and American
economists became aware of this theory. Hayek's first work
on business cycle theory was his Geutheorie unc?3Konjunkturtheom'e published in 1929 and later f 1933) published in English
e
But
under the title Monetary T h e o w and the T ~ d Cycle.
before this translation was published, Hayek had already introduced the theory to the English speaking world with the
publication in 1931 of what was to become one of the most
controversial books on econoaraic theory of the decade, P ~ c e s
and Pzpoduction. Despite the controversjr starrounding this
book, the theory never gained wide acceptance before interest
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in the theory was lost in the enthusiasm lor Keynes9G~eazerd
Theom and the ""new" economics. A third book by Hayek,
P~ofits,Jnterest, a d Investment, comprised of essays and
articles revising and clarieing his version of the theory, was
paabEshed in 1939, but it failed to arouse the interest accorded
to his previous book.
When von Mises' B u m n Action was published in 1949, it
received relatively little attention, and as it was a general
treatise on economics, the portion devoted -lo discussion of
business cycles received correspondingly Pess, The same can
be said for Murray N.Rgtthbard's presentation of essentially
the same theory in his M ~ EEconomy,
,
erM- State, published in
1962,
Applying the theory t o explain the depression sf the 1930's
are Lionel Robbh~s'The &eat Depession (1934) and Rothbard's A:r,e;-lca9s Great Depressim (1963).

The wide and broad-based fluctuations which the Austrian
theory of the business cycle seeks to explain are a relatively
recent phenomenon, Before the industrial revolution and the
development of sophisticated capital markets, business cycles
as we know them today did not occur, Of course severe fluctuations could and did occur, but they generally took the form
of crises and dislocations, caused by obvious and identifiable
external shocks, and the recoveries therefrom, Typical causes
, royal expropriations. The
were wars, places, f a ~ n s s and
boom phase characteristic of modern cycles was notably
absent from these earlier fluctuations, or at least K one terms
periods of good harvest as booms, then such bosrrls were not
necessarily foclowed by depressed conditions except in a relative sense.
With the advent of the industrial revo%ationcame Buctuatiosrs which had no obvious external causes. Fluctuations
seemed to arise horn within the workings of the economy itself, and their existence cast doubts about the viabiEty of the'
capitaGst system. Booms characterbed by widespread optimism, increasing productive activity, and rising employment
were followed by periods when the error of the previous opti~sm
was revealed, gving rise to general pessimism, with
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output and employment fauing. There were however two regular and recurring features of these fluctuations which indieated that, whatever the verdid on the inherent stability of the
capitalist system, the fluctuations had a common orian. One
was that during booms prices were generally rising or a t least
not fafling to accommodate rising output, and conversely that
during depressions prices were generally falling, The other
feature was that the effects of the business cycle were much
more pron.sunced in the capital-goods industries than in those
industries producing consumer goods.
Implicit in most business cycle theories is that there exists
some fundamental source of business error which accounts for
tPaese g e a t e r fluctuations in the capital-goods industries and
is the immediate cause of the bushess cycle. During the boom,
businessmen miscalculate in such a way as to Bead to overinvestment and overexpansion in the captial-goods industries,
those industries providing new plant and equipment and the
raw materials needed for the& construction. When %he
overexpansion of these industries becomes apparent, a crisis
and financial panic may ensue accompanied in due time with
widespread unemployment, unused resources; and excess
capacity particularly concentrated of course in those industries which had previously overexpanded. A pahfu'%;lb
period of
adjustment or nonadjustment foHaws. What business cycle
+b.-.re;vrlesd2fer oir is the nai-are and source of such widespread
bushess error.
According to the Austrians, the nature sf the error is an
overestimation of the resources becoming available for investment in new plant and equipment. More precisely, bushessmen believe that more resources will be released from the
provision for current consumption (bee.,saved), and will thereby become avadable for the provision for consumption in the
future, than actually are released. If this happens, businessmen will find that fewer resources are available for investment in pbrak and equipment khan were expeded, and perhaps
some investment projects b e p n in the past will have t o be
abandoned. In any case those capital-goods iwdustries which
had overestimated the investment in plant and equipment wiU
face less demand for their products than they had anticipated.
This situation has been compared to that of a centralked
communistic economy where a five year plan caHhg for mase
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sive industriaEzation was ordered by the production czars, but
is later abandoned because the necessary sacrzices can not be
made or are deemed too g e a t a burden. The ori@nal p k n may
have called for the production of power plants, steel us, and
tractor factories while keeping the production of fwd, clothing, and other consumer goods with existing primitive methods to an absolute minimum. But since the fruits of industrialization would only "Qcome avadable in the distant future, perhaps only after many five year plans, this would involve enormous sacrifices by the populace in the meantime. If the plan
was too ambitious, then the industrialization will have to be interrupted, and the energies devoted to the abandoned projects
will be lost.'
The effects of this sort of miscalculation on the p a d of production czars would have no parallel in capitaEst economies if
there were no fundamentd source of bushess miscalculation
which affected a Iarge past of the bushess community.
One possible source sf such miscalcuHation would be a sudden, subs"tntial, and unanticipated decrease in the rate of
saving, This would, c e t e ~ ps a ~ b u s ,decrease the funds available for kvestment, forehg up interest rates and revealing
the error of all caleu%ationsassumkg a more or less constant
rate of saving. Investment activity would have to be curtazed,
causing depressed conditions in the capital-gmds hdustries
which had anticipated the maintenmce of investment. Conceivably this could precipitate a crisis and financial panic leading t o a full-3edged depression. The possibdity of such a phenomenon under normal circumstances is rather unlikely and hlstoricaUy unirnpoT"tant, although it may be what one should
expect if the end of the world were suddenly to seem imminent,
and a s a result all s a v h g and provision for the future appeared
useless. Of course even 3 such a shift in the rate of swing
were t o occur, it could only precipitate half a business cycle
without the usual antecedent bwm.
A much more impoAannt source of miscalcu%ationi s a monetary change affecting the loan market, such as a credit exgansion accompanied by Bow hterest rates. Such a source as this
can not only explain bushess miscalculation, but can also
explain the general movements of prices during the cycle.
Easy money and low hterest rates stimulate investment in
plant and equipment and the expansion of those industries
providing these captial goods, However the fact that the in-
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creased credit avagable is created by the bankLqg system and
is not supplied by the voluntary savings sf income earners
sows the seeds of destruction for the boom thus created, The
increased L~vestmentfinanced by this ""forced" saving first
causes the utiiization of any previously idle resources, The
increased incomes received by the owwenas of these mobnked
resources are then spent largely on c~ns"wmergoods. Thus
when unemp~oymeatand excess capacity exist and are general*
increased investment and expansion of the capital-goods
industries will cause the demand for consumer goods and the
output of the consumer-goods industries to increase also,
However as the economy approaches full empHoyment of resources, expansion of the capital-gmds industries can only
take place at the expense of the eonsumel--goods industries. If
eredit expansion encourages con%inuedexpansion sf the eapital-goods industries, then the incomes of the owners of %he
resources bid away from the consumer-goods hdustries will
increase in money terms at the same tgme the output of csnsumer goods is being reduced. At this point trouble is unavoidable, The owners of resources will try to use t h e k bcreased
incomes to maintain their consump$iosp at a h k h e r level than
the trmsfer al resources from the consumer-gmds hdustries
will permit. This .isrill raise the prices of consumer goods, and
the consumer-gmds industries will atten~ptto bid back the
n t output
resources they had lost, The increased h v e s t ~ ~ e and
of the capital-goods industries is now threateaed unless
enough additional credit is created to keep the capital-goods
industries one step ahead of the consumer-goods hdustries in
the bidding for resources. When the credit expansion stops,
investment drops and the output of the capitaj-gwds industries can no longer be soid at remunerative prices, forcing production to be cut back and releasing resources faster than they
can be absorbed by the consumer-goods industries. The values
of those assets which cannot be easily transferred to the production of consumer goods suddenly drop. En the face sf falEng
asset values, an increased desks for liquidity develops and a
financial panic may ensue, s t r e n ~ h e n e dof course by any
questions raised about the overextension of the banking system. Lack of smmth price adjustment to the now defiationary
conditions makes adjustment more dzficult, and unemployment of resources may spread even to the eonsaame3r-goods
industries, This essentially is the b%asa.nesscycle as it is seen
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by the Austrian theorists.

There are several tools of analysis used by the Austrians
which must be introduced before a more detailed presentation
of their business cycle theory can be attempted.
One tool of analysis is the analysis of interest rates s i ~ l a r
to that orignally ddeeloped by the Swedish econorPaist, Rmut
Wicksell. Essential to this analysis is the distirretion made between the "natural" or ""pure" rate of interest and the net
""money" or "'market9'rate of interest. Natural interest is simply the discount of future goods. This discount results from the
fact that people prefer consumption in the present to consumption in the future. The various discountiwg valuations or
time preferences of individuals will be represented in a single
discount rate for the economy as a whole, which will equate
the present demand for and provision for consumption in the
Eearar and rpl?q_~tpr
futures. This single dise~a_?ni
rate will determine whether the present structure of production will be
geared to the provision for more or less consumption at various dates in the future. The net market rate of interest diEfers
from the structure of floss market rates by the rate premiums
charged for the various anticipated risks and for the expected
changes in the value of the monetary unit. Individuals seeking
out the highest rates of return will tend to push all net interest
and also net profit rates to a single rate which in equifibrium
will be the natural one.
If the wet market rate is below the natural rate, borrowing
for investment will be stimulated so as to make investment in
real terms s e a t e r than voluntary saving, and forced saving is
said to secur. This can happen if new money enters the
economy through the loan market either by a credit expansion
or by the introduction of new money proper, Conversely 8the
net money rate is above the ndlLural rate, more will be saved
than can be profitably invested at that rate, and some real
investment opportunities will be thwarted. This can occur if
money leaves the economy through the loan market either by
the contraction of credit or by the destruction or hoardkg of
money which previously would have been offered on the loan
market.
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Some eonfusion exists about when forced saving or thwarted investment opport~lnitiesarising from natural - net market interest rate d3ferelatials actuauy oeeur. Can, for example,
saving be forced or investment thwarted if tbe ecsnonly has
adjusted to a $iven net rate of money entering or leaving
through the loan market? This confusion stems from the fact
that, in some presentations, naturd'- net market interest rate
equaEty was defined so as to requhe equality in money terms
of investment and voluntary savimsg For our purposes we
shall state that no saving is forced, no investment is thwarted,
and no natural - net market interest rate differentials exist if
the money entering or leaving the economy ehrongh the loam
market is already anticipated and adjusted for in the actions of
the populace,
Ano"ker tool used in analyzing &hebusiness cycle is the analysis of the structure of production. Production is visuaiked as
divided into many stages with dzferent time dimensions. The
eargest stages are those the products of which are to contribute to the production of those consumer goods which wiU
become avagable in the most distant future of any consumer
goods for which any provision is eurr-resraaly being made, The
latest stages are those which put the finishing touches on the
goods becoming avai4able for crirsent consumption, and the
intermediate stages are those kntesmdhg to conkribute t o the
production of those consumer goods which will become available after those in the latest stages brat before thsse being
provided for in the earfiest stages. The products of the earlier
stages then are &emporal&BIY
funher removed from consumption than those of the later st.ages, Goods produced in the earliest or first stage of any productiocan process are produced only
with what the Austrians term "origiaa19hea?nsof produetio~~
or rather only with land and Eahor. (Land as an s r i ~ n armeans
l
of production does not mean "'pure'yand exclusive of all past
improvements such as the clearing of land, the dig@ng of
mines, and even the construction of roads, buadings, and
machines to the extent that such improvements are permanent. To the extent thahsracb improvements have to be mdntained or replaced, they retain their capital character, The
important thing in the present structure of production is not
past history but the present plans and provisions for cornsumption in the nearer and remoter futures.) Goods produced in the
second stage are produeaed with o r i ~ n a lwaeans and the
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product of the first stage; goods produced in the third stage
are produced with o r i ~ n a lmeans and the product of the
second stage, and so forth, In other words, except for the first
stage, the product of every stage is produced with original
means of production and the product of the previous stage;
and if one traces the cari~nof any good back to its first stage,
the product of every stage is produced ultimately only with
orianal means, The product oi a stage might only be a service
which renders the product of the previous stage more valuable, QP it may be a physical good which by passing through
later stages is rendered more valuable. A physical good may
eventually be transformed into a consumer good, or it may
become a captiaS good which is consumed in the production
process. The consumer good itself of course ~ g h only
t be a
service.
Corresponding to &Sfereall; stages of production, in the
terminology of the Austrians, are goods of different orders.
First order goods aye gwds ready for current consumption.
Second order goods are those used directly in the production
of first order goods, third order in the productZon of second
order goods, and so on. First order goods, then, are produced
in the last stage of production, and the highest order goods are
produced in the first stage of any production process.
A t any point in time, the number and forms of the various
stages form the structure sf production. A hypothetical structnre of production represeathg an economy in eqraflibrium is
dlaastrated by Diapam #I:
Orienal
means 3:
production
( l a ~ labor)
d~

F*

1
I

Stages of Production

DIAGRAM #1

The d i a ~ a mshows an economy with four stages of production, the value of each hdieated by the shaded areas with the
earEer stages on the left. Each stage represents a dzferent
industry, and only owe consumer good is produced. No ioan
market exists, and all saving and in~restmewtare done by
entrepreneurs. Oridnal means of production are applied in the
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first stage to the production of goods later to be used by t h e
industry representing the second stage, This indusby uses
the product previously produced in the first stage in conjunction with original means to produce goods to be used by t h e
industry representing the t h k d stage, and so on until in t h e
fourth stage consumer goods are produced to be used by t h e
owners of original means of production. Money exchanged
against goods and services flows in the opposite direction
through "ce stages of production. Revenue from the sale of t h e
consumer good is used to compensate the orignal means used
in the final stage and t o purchase the produet of the previous
stage. The industry represerntinlg the previous stage does lkewise with its revenue and so on until all revenues accrue as
income to the owners of original means of production. The
flow of goods and services is indicated by the arrows pointing
right and the Bow of money exchanged against them is indicated by the arrows pointing Heft. In this equiEbrium situation
there exists no riet savings or investment, and the output of
consumer goods equals the net incomes accruing to the owners
of original means.
An example might make the structun-e of production easier
LIV v7:"..-l:-VbSbLalu
P. S..-----.Lbuppusa b r i a ew~lsumergood is bread, and t o simplify matters, suppose also that no maintenance is required for
toois and equipment. Then the first stage of production might
be the mining of potash to be used as a ferti8ker in the @owing
of wheat. The mine owners will sell their potash to the wheat
farmers in the second stage, The wheat farmers will in turn
sell t h e i ~wheat to the milPers in the third stage, who wig3 sell
their flour to the bakers in the fourth stage, who wiB sell their
bread to the miners, farmers, and malers.
In our structure of production, the value of each successive
stage of production is @eater than that of the preceding
stage not only because of the value added in that stage, but
also because its product is discwonted less by virtue of its
being temporally closer to consumption. According to the
Austrians, an economy's rate of discount determines its structure of production. Suppose the entrepreneurs of our economy
change their time preferences so as t o discount future goods
less than they did before. Suppose also that mere stockpiEng
of consumer goods wiU not satisfy their increased desires for
future consumption, Then the new lower entrepreneurial rate
+A
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of discount will mean that the entrepreneurs w31 now save
and invest a larger poA-tion of their incomes so as to be abje to
i ~the
n future. But since resources
increase their ~ o n s u ~ n p tin
are presently fully employed, output and consumption cannot
be increased in the iuture with the existing structure and
methods of prasdudior%.Output and consumption can only be
increased if a new, more productive structure of production
can be adopted. If a more productive structure is available, it
will tend to be a longer one involving more and temporauy
more distant stages of production, both because lower- rates sf
discount permit longer processes of production and because
more productive and more capitalistic processes are generally
more roundabout and involve more stages. In the absence of
sechnslo@cal change, a more productive but shorter structure
of prsdenctisak cannot be adopted, for if such a structure were
avaaable, it would have been adopted even before the chmge
in time preferences. Let us assume that a longer, more productive structure of production is avaaab%e,and that it is consistent with the new time preferences. A hypothetical eqepaibriurn structure corresponding to this mew lower rate of discount
is illustrated by B i a p a m #2.

Original
means of
- production
(land,labor)

Ii

Stages of Production

I

DIAGRAM #2

With the time spans between and withh stages assumed to be
unchanged, the new longer structure of production is represented by five stages compared to the previous four. The
lower rate of discount also means that the interstage price
dsferentials are relatively smaller than previously, The effect
of t h e Bower rate of discount then is to make the structure of
production longer and, in terms of hterstage price
dzferentials, narrower. (In the sense that goods of a higher
order are produced, the structure is also higher.) If the total
money value of a1111 stages has not changed, then the money
value sf the earlier and later stages will be more and less res-
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pectively, In this case it should be recognized that, although
the money value of the output of consumer goods is less than
previously, the real output of consumer goods is gseater, for
otherwise the new structure of production would not have
been adopted.
To continue our example of the production of bread, Suppose that the entrepreneurs who change their time preferences see opportunities t o invest their increased savings and
divert resources into the production of new labor saving farm
machinery, and that this involves the creation sf two new
industries: one construding the machines and the other mining the metal t o make them out sf. The resulting n e a t e r paoductivity of the wheat farmers will release Ihe resources needed by the other industries t o contribute t o the increased output of bread. Of course when the new equilibrium is reached,
no net saving or investment again exists, and the produetion
of new farm machines only serves t o replace those old ones
wearing out. It should be noted that, in the new structure s f
production, the industry constructing the farm machines
occupies the same stage as the industry mining potash
because they both seBE to the same stage. The only entirely
new stage is occupied by the industry mining the metal t o be
used by the industry constructing the farm machines.
This analysis of the structure of production is meant only as
a conceptual aid, and no attempt is made or could be made to
classzy products, in any sort of cardinal order, according t o
their stages in the structure of production. The structure el
production of any actual economy has many stages with cornplex interrelationships. For example, the same physical good
or service may be used in several stages of a production process or used in dzferent stages of production processes leading ultimately t o the creation of different consumer goods,
which may themselves require different numbers of stages of
various Len@hs, Salt is used in many dzferent industrial
processes as welE as on the dinner table. The mining of salt
therefore cannot be assigned to any one stage of production.
Also any production process could eheoreticauy be divided
into a vbtually infinite number of minute stages, A modern
assembly line is an easily visuaKzed example sf goods moving
through many stages within a single firm.
Nevertheless, production in many industries or ~ o u p of
s
industries may be identified as belongng more or less to earl-
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or later stages of production. Broadly speakhg, the industries representing the earlier stages are industries providing
raw materials f o n t h e r early stages, industries constructing
heavy capital equipment and machinery for use in later
stages, and industries constructing and maintaining structures to house the manufacturing and management of the
various stages. The consumer-goods manaafackuring and retaaing industries represent the later stages of production, and
somewhat earlier are the industries providing the raw materials and lighter equipment which they use.
A s may already be apparent, the important distinction between earlier rend later stages of production is that their
products are not equally distant from consumption and thus
their relative values are influenced by time preferences,
Another factor determining a good's temporal distance from
consumption, besides its order, is its durabgity. The more
durable a good is, the more distant it is fro= consumption, for
the services which any durable good provides are distributed
over a relatively long period of time. A durzible good is got
consumed until its contribution t o consumption ceases or
rather until it wears out and/or is depreciated to its scrap
value. A capital good then might be distant from consumption
not only by virtue of its being sf a high order, but also by
v k t u e of its being relatively durable.
One last tool of analysis sometimes used is that of the
""Ricardo effect" introduced by Hayek. According t o this analysis, the change in a fbmfs profit rates due to changes in selling prices or in prices paid to factors of production wiU not be
unaffected by the firm's capital intensity, or rather by the
len@h sf time it takes for the capital invested to turn over.
Perhaps this can best be glustrated by a table simlilar t o one
used by ~ a y e k . ~
2
years
Initial a7,~ountof profit on
each turno-aer in per cent.
Add 2 per cent additional
profit on each turnover due
to rise of price of product.
Resulting profit rate per
annum (compound interest
negiected).

Money capital invested for
9
6
3
1
year
months months month

12
6
3
I I/z
l/z
(all corresponding to 6 per cent per annum)

14

8

6

3

2%

7

8

10

14

30

18
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A rise in product prices of 2 per cent will, c e t e ~ spa&bus,
increase the amount of profit on each sale by 2 per cent k r e s pective of the 3ela@h sf time it takes far the revenues thus
obtained to yield a return on the captial invested. But s h c e
the amount of profit on each sale must9 ceete&s pam'bus, be
smaller for enterprises with higher rates of turnover if all
enterprises are t o receive equivalent per ansaum rates of profit, an increase in the amount of profit on all sales by an equal
amount will increase the per annum rates of profit for enterprises with higher rates, or shorter periods, of turnover more
than for enterprises with lower rates, or longer periods, of
turnover for the capital invested. This is shown in the table for
Investments in which capital turns over in dsferent Ien@hs of
time. Thus an increase in product prices or conversely a general fall in the prices of factors of production will provide a n
incentive to shift to processes in which capital. invested turns
over more rapidly. For a firm this will mean more labor intensive use of existing machinery, and a shift in purchases t o
cheaper, less durable machinery and to machinery which takes
less time and fewer stages to produce. For an economy a s a
wholes this
mean a shift to a shorter, less capital intensive
structure of production. Of course a fall in product prices o r a
general rise in the prices of factors of production wiM have the
opposite effect of lowering the per annum rates of profit more
for enterprises with high rates of turnover, and will, for t h e
economy as a whole, encwhirage a shift to a longer, more capital
intensive structure of production,
V
Having presented these tools of anaIysis, we can now take a
closer Book at the business cycle of Austrian Theory.
Let us assume an economy in the depths of a depression,
Unemployment and unused resources are widespread but are
particularly concentrated in those industries encompassing
t h e earlier stages and producing higher order goods, i.e., the
capital-goods industries. Furthermore the depression so far
has been masked by massive denation and unprecedented
demands for liquidity. Beat as the depression advanced to its
present stage, individuals, firms, and banks became increasingly successfu1 in their attempt to hold money balances, and
as their money balances grew and as prices fell, the incentive
for continued hoarding tapered off. Thus the contraction of
total monetary demand, or of MV in the notation of the qjuan-
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tity theo9gsts, has finally come to an end. Conditions are
now ripe for a revival of trade. As time propesses and
nothing triggers a new rotand of bank runs or some other
deflationary phenomenon, congdeslce "cat the deflationary
panic has Iinally ended be@ns to mount, Hoarding will now no
longer seem rational, and the dismantling of these hoards, or
rather dishoarding, will bbegn. The previous contraction of
total monetary demand will be reversed into an expansion.
If the banking system does not participate ins the dishoarding, then the fate of the revival will be somewhat uncertain. If
enough adjustment of prices (including wages) had been made
during the depression, then the increase in monetary demand
res~aiitingfrom the dishoarding may be such as to permit the
employment of all existing unused resources (including Labor)
with no further general fa14 in their prices. M o ~ elikely is that
further downward price adjustments will still be necessary,
although in extreme cases prices may be so low and accumulated hoards so great that upward price adjustments will be
called for. If further downward p i c e adjustments are required and are effectfvely resisted, the revival will not be completed. But in any case, unless time preferences have changed
so as t o favor the investment-consumption ratio and the lengthened structure of production of the previous boom, relative price changes and/or movements of resources vis-a-vis
the earlier and later stages of production will still be
necessary if maximum reemployment of unused resources is
to take place. In other words the prices of higher order goods
may still have to fall relative do the prices of lower order
goods, and resources will have to be transferred away from
the industries representing the earlier stages and toward the
industries representing the later stages. It may be however
that any such movements of prices and resources can be postponted to some extent for the duration of the dishoarding
process if those dishoarding spend their accumulated hoards
the economy as a whole is
relatively more on investment &]%an
wgling to spend. This is l&ely to be "ce case if, as is generauy
believed, hoarding takes place more at the expense of investment than of consumption.
It is however extremely unEkely that the banking system
wra4. remain neutral ira the dishoarding process. As the revival
gets under way, the reserves of banks will be high relative to
the now lower demands for redemption, and the banks will be
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encouraged to dishoard, or rather t o expand credit, Also the
return of confidence in the banks will lead to increased reserves as people and firms redeposit their money and thus
further encourage credit expansion, More importantly t h e
gc~vernme~at
through the central banbhg authority will probably be encouraging credit expasasion by such measures as
the Lowering of required reserve ratios, kswaring rediscount
rates, and the purchasing of various obkgations, such as government bonds, from the banks. The government may also
directly introduce lnoney into the economy so as to lower interest rates and t o favor investment by purchasing various
obligations from non-bank institutions and from individuals,
Since the credit expansion will almost surely not be adjusted for in the actions and plans of the populace, it will force t h e
net market rate of interest below the natural rate and probabIy also cause an underestimation of the rate premiu~saswhich
should be charged to compensate for future changes in the
value sf money, If there is no reaEzation that a general expansion of credit is really underway or if the effect of a credit
expansion on the value of money is not generally understood,
the latter passi"sility mag be of no small import. In any case
the real rate of return on loans w21 be reduced below the natural rate and forced saving will mciar, Of course underestimation of the risk premiums which \vou%dbe charged or too liberal rationing of credit may simaarly Indicate forced saving,
The low interest rates of eh," credit expansion will attempt
to act on the structure of production like a lowering of the natural rate of interest. In other words the %owinterest rates will
stimulate lenghening and narrowing the structure of production as provision for more and more distant future consumption is encouraged.
Some tendency to len@hen the structure of production may
have already existed due t o the working of the Ricardo effect.
Inadequate wage adjustment relative to fa%Engproduct prices
during the panic induced deflation may have produced some
encouragement to shift to a longer structure of production,
but this would probably have been more than offset by the
reHative5y high interest rates of the depression, (Interest rates
may be low absolutely during the depression, but a r e probably
high relative t o those needed t o maintain the investment and
the len@-thenedstructure of production of the previous boom.
This may be due t o the hadeqaaacy of negdive interest rate
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premiums adjusting for the risirlg value of the monetary unit
and a panic snsduced reluctance t o incur debt for the purpose of
investing in a seemingly highly uncertain future.) As long as
~xidespread~nemploymsntof resources still exists during the
recovery, the Ricardo effect will probably st21 encourage a
lenehenisag of the production structure as there will be little
upward pressure on product p ~ i c e sand an easing of downward
pressures on wage rates. The rising psofit rates characteristic
of the recovery will more Bkely be due to increasing volume
than t o the rising of prices received from the f ale of goods and
services relative to the prices paid for chose factors used in
their production. The Ricardo effect then may work for some
time in eonjunction with the ensuing credit expansion and low
in~erestrates to len@i~enthe strsecture of production,

As the credit expansion gets under way, the increased
credit available will be used to finance the holding of larger
inventosies sezch as t k efY-rouad increase in trade will. make
desirable and t o fi3anee capital s"mprovements of all sorts,
Industries in all stages of the structure of produrnion wid be
eneauraged to expand their operations with the use of borrowed funds until their m a r ~ n arates
% of proEts approach the wow
low r a t e s of interest. To accomplish this, industry will be@n
reemployiiag idle labor and capital e q ~ ~ i p m eto
n t increase current output and will begin investing in new pHanhand equipre
Those industries in the
ment SO as t o increase f ~ ~ t ucapacity,
earBler stages providing the material, plant, and e q u i p ~ e n t
used in she later stages will be doubly stimulated by the
expansion of credit, dkectly by the How interest rates and kdirectBy by the incre2sed dennand of Hater stages. The stimulation
provided by the low interest rates tHaere%o~*e
will have a magnified effect on the earlier stages of the production s"%riiacture.
This magnified stimulation of the earfier stages will produce a
tendency to narrow interstage price dzferentials as the products of earlier stages, or rather the higher order goods, have
their prices bid up or at least supported by the increased
demand of later stages, $he credit expansion will also tend to
act on the structure of production in another way, the result of
the fac-tthat some new kinds of investment projects previously unprasfitab!e will be rmade profitahBIe by the Sow interest
rates, The adoption of new processes of production, perhaps
leading t o the production sf new types of producer and consu-
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mer goods, will be stimulated, and probably the myority of
such processes will tend to be of longer duration or lead t o the
production of goods temporally more distant from consumption. In this Hatter respect the Ricardo effect will probably be
of some help. This provision for more distant future consumption, through the adoption of longer techniques of production
and through the production of more durable goods, will .give
rise to a more lengthy structure sf production involving the
use of more and earfier stages of production, In sum then the
credit expansion and the resultkg low interest rates will
stimulzlte p e a t e r investment and wBI do so in such a way as to
encourage a more lengthy and more top heavy (in the sense
that relatively more higher order goods are produced) structure of production.
With credit expanding, the pace of the recovery wgl be substantially quickened. This will not only be because total mcneeasy demand will be increasing a t a faster clip, but also because low interest rates will be stimulating relatively more
those industries of the earKer stages, where unemployed
resources can be mobilked easily and without the discouragement of having to be bid away fronl alternative uses. But the
effect of newly created credit on the economy will not end simply with the mobilking of idle resources. %he owners sf the
mobdked resources (including laborers) will now have
increased bcomes at theh disposal, and how they dispose of
them will of course affect the economy and the course of the
revival. Presumably a portion of these incomes will be saved
and invested; and to the extent that they are, the credit
expansion will create the real savings needed to finance continuation of the inlvestmermt ori@na%lyfinanced by the creation
of credit, But no doubt the p e a t e r portion of the hcomes
created by credit expansion will be spent on consumption. The
resulting increase in consumption expenditures w2H stimulate
the later stages of production, and as long as conthued
creation of credit maintabs low interest sates and as long as
consumption expenditure is expected to be maintained permanently at higher levels, this stimulation will be magnsied in
its effects as it is relayed back t o earfies stages in the form of
increased demand for t h e b products, In other words the later
stages will again be stimulated to invest in material, plant,
and equipment as well as labor for the purpose of hereasing
both present and future output and will in so doing further
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s t i m u l a t ~the earlier stages, This added stimulation of investment and of the earlier stages will create additional demands
for borrowable funds and thus will permit additional credit to
be cseated without the disincentive of further lowering interest rates and of perhaps "&businen-easing awareness sf the
eredi"a,exp%nsion9sexistence. WhGe &herecovery is still relatively young, then, the secondary elfects of the credit expansion might only serve to further the expasision of credit and
the pace of the recovery.
But as the economic expansion propasses and as the structure of produdio~n assumes a shape refiniseelat of the
previous boom, the supply of still unemployed resources will
begin to dwindle, land corltinued expansion of credit will no
longer be able to isduce continued expansion sf output,
Expansion of ersdibwigl lead more and more to hereases in
prices and less and less to iazcreases in output and employment,
If the expansion of credit were to stop and thus halt the deveHopn~entof inflationary pressures, other unpleasant eonsequenees w ~ u l dfoilow instead. Vnless, as is unl&ely, time preferences change so as to favor the investment-consumption
ratio arnd the Ben@"r,hewd structure of production which the
credit expansion has fostered, the voluntary savings of income
earners will be insufficient to mai~tainthem. Still increasing
~bonsumptionexpenditure and higher iaterest rates resulking
from the reduced supply of loanable funds wiill force a lowering
of t h e iaveatmerml-consumption ratio and a shortening of the
structure of prodtactios,, But such a change in the structure sf
production may require substantial frictional unemployment
during the transition process as resources would have to be
transferred from the earlier to the later stages and as the
prices of higher order goods wouHd have to faU relative to
those of lower order goods. To avoid this result, the government gnay go to vest len@hs to insure that the expansion of
credit does not end, let alone force such a development in the
interests of avoiding inflation.
Let us assume then that the credit expansion continues unabated, If credit can be created on such a scale as to raise investment to still pester levels and to further len@hen the
structure of production, a situation impossible to maintain will
soon develop. As resources are now relatively scarce, the
increased csedit available will have to be used largely to bid
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away resources from the consumer-goods industries if investment and the earlier stages are to be expanded. But if this
happens, the owners of the transferred resources (especiaKy
laborers) w6U attempt to use their increased incomes to increase consumption while the transfer itself wiM reduce the
available supply of consumer goods. As a result the prices of
consumer goods will be bid up even higher than they otherwise would have been, and the consumer-goods industl.ies will
be stimulated by higher prof& mar@ns t o bid back t h e lost
resources, The len@.ehened structure of production will now
become propessively more difficult to maintain, requbing
ever increasing amounts of additional credit to keep t h e earlier stages one step ahead sf the later stages in the competition
for resources.
But there is another consideration which would indicate
that no amount of additional expanlsion sf credit could long
even maintain the len@hened structure of production, let
alone len@hen it still further, As the owners of resources
msbilhed by the credit expansion spend their incomes on consumption, the profit margns of the consumer-goods industries
will "Ql hcreasing. However unl&e previously when unemployed resources were stin widespread, this stimalatiora of the
crnnsumer-goods industries and the later stawes
6
will be more
diminished than magnified as it is relayed back to the earlier
stages. This will be due to the increasing importance of the
Ricardo effect. As the prices sf consumer goods are bid up relative to factor prices, the Ricardo effect will work more and
more to shorten rather than to leng$hen the structure of production. This shortening will come as the csnsumer-goods
ind.astries change "ce mix of products they purchase from the
preceding stages. They will flow spend more on purchasing
materials to increase output in the near future and less on plant
and equipment to increase output in the more distant future.
Those expenditures for plant and equipment which do take
place vviU tend to be for shorter term capital improvements invorving less durable and less complex plant and equipment
which can be produced in fewer stages. Ira sum, increasing eonsumption expenditure will through the Ricardo effect stimulate
more and more just those stages immediately preceding the
consumer-goods industries and less and less the economy's
earlier stages, and will in so doing shorten the structure of production. If, as we have assumed, the credit expansion is eontinuiwg unabated, the consumer-goods industries and the Bater
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stages will be in the best positior~to obtain the increased
funds. But they will no longer use the funds to invest in long
term capital improvemen$s and t o thus stimulate the earlier
stages, but w3l now use the funds to bid away material and
labor from the earlier stages so as to be able to increase the
output of consumer goods in the nearest possible future. The
continued creation of credit will now actuauy serve to lower
the real investment-consumption ratio as the hereased funds
will be used to prevent provision for relatively distant future
consumption so as to increase provision for current and relatively nearer future consumption. The existence of continued
credit expansion, then, cannot ckcumvent the pressures to
shorten the structure of prodtaction and to lower the investmenb-consumption ratio.
One more factor may add to these pressures to shorten the
structure of production. As income earners face higher prices
for consumption goods, they may spend larger portions of
their incomes on maintaking their desired levels of consunption. If they do so, interest rates may be adversely affected
as higher net market interest rates and higher raze premiums
adjusting for the falling vdue of money are demanded. Higher
interest rates will further hurt long term investment and the
earlier stages as the lower supply of credit wiU be rationed
increasingly towards the eonsumer-goods industries which are
being inhenced by the Ricardo effect, for only they will be
able t o afford the higher interest rates.
If the banks try to offset this development by further
increasing credit, the lkeEhood of financial panic will be p e a t ly Increased. As the expansion of credit reaches ever gp'eater
heights, fears about the ever more precarious reserve
positions of the banks will mount, and almost anything may be
able t o trigger a series of bank runs and thus force the contraction of credit, As the economy approaches fuU employment,
there will be no lack of possible triggers. A rash of corporate
bankruptcies in the higher order capital-goods hdustries,
such as the Ricardo effect may cause, d g h t be such a trigger.
Or perhaps the dramatic failure of enterprises begun with or
heavily dependent upon borrowed funds, enterprises which as
factor prices and interest rates are being bid up are unable to
raise a t profitable rates the additional funds necessary to continue. This Batter possibifity may be especial'ay important if the
credit expansion is already being slowed or halted.

In any case, let us assume that runs m banks do begin,
What otherwise would only have been a reIaiively miEd setback due to a structural readjustment of produetion will now
develop into a fu%rH%-fledged
depression. Once begun, the running
on banks may mushroom as the early f3"iBuresf some banks win
cause questions to be raised about the abiEty of the remaining
banks to honor their debts. In the face of ensuing and/or
threatened runs, banks w2h be forced to eontract credit. This
will be done by calKng those loans which are on caU and by not
reloaning as outstanding loans are repayed, As individuals
and nonbanking institut~onsh o a d the money they ~ t h d r a w
and as banks are forced to hoard by contracting credit, the net
market rate of interest will be forced above the natural rate,
further diacoura~nginvestment and working to the detriment of the earlier stages. Any further bankruptcies t h d this
and the resulting deflation may cause wiU encourage a new
sound of bank runs, and a spiraling deflation may develop, If
the lowering sf important produd or factor prices (e,g., wage
rates) is successfeaBIy resisted, unemployment will no longer be
frictional and may even be extended to the consumer-goods
industries. If the deaationary pressures are strong and if they
are fiercely resisted, the unemployment of resources it will
create may be massive and quite prolonged,
This, in somewhat more detail, is the Austrian theory of the
business cycle.

In 194s Ludwig von Mises wrote the following:
In the th&y-one years which have passed since the first edition of my
Theom of a n e y a d Credit was plabkshed no tenabje argument has
been raised against the validity of what is commonly called the '6A~s&rian" theory of the [business]cycle. It was easy to prove that all objections
brought forward were either fudge or founded on a k s t a k s n interpretation of the dwtrine attackedS5

It is my belief that the passage of twenty-nine more years
has not altered the truth of von Mises' prornouncement, In
fact, to my knowledge, no new objections have been brought
against the theory during the interim, This is, no doubt,
partly due to the decline of interest in business cycle theory
aRer World War 11. Since most countries have abandoned t h e
gold standard ai%d taken to insuring bank deposits,
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deflationary panics have had .little chance of developing and
of thus precipitating massive depressions. As a result, the
need to explain and find cures for the business cycle no longer
seemed as pressing as it once did. Nevertheless, business
cycles have continued, even though on a smaller scale, as
recent years have amply demonstrated. The need therehre
for a proper business cycle theory still exists, especiauy if
present ""countereyc~ca~.l"
policies are to be evaluated.
But it is not my inten"con here to debate the subtleties of
this or any other theory of the business cycle. I wish only to
stress what I consider the most important contribution of the
Austrian theorists in this area. This is the correct identification of monetary disturbances, such as the expansion or contraction of credit, as the sine qua non of the business cycle.
Various nonmonetary theories "pave been brought forth to
explain the phenomenon of the business cycle. For example,
discontinuities in the number and importance of inventions or
innovations have been accused of stimulating cyclicd swings
in investment activity. E&ewise, relatively small changes in
consumption expenditure have been heid to be responsible,
"emugh "Lhe working of the acceleration principle, for large
cyeEcal changes in investment expenditure. But these and ajtl
other nonmonetary theories must, as Austrian theorists have
pointed out, loecaBy assume the coexistence of monetary
changes with their more explicitly identsied
But
given this, the superiority of the Austrian theory becomes
apparent, for it allone can claim to have identsied a cause
which is both sufficient and necessary.

It is evident then that the question of economic stability
under Iaissez fake reduces to a question of monetary stability.
It is also evident that the question of monetary stabfiity
reduces to a question of the existence of credit expansions and
contractions, for presumably the cyclical changes in hoarding
are largely induced by the fluctuations in confidence which the
changes in credit bring about. But since the accepted deffini%ionsof laissez faire do not speci$ the nature of the monetary
framework, the relevant question becomes this: can a laissez
faire or free market society be organized so as to prevent the
monetary disturbances such as can result from changes in
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credit? 1 will consider two 11roposaBs f ~ SIEC%I
r m orga,aizaation
offered 'by Austrian economists as well as third sinlilar to one
offered by Milton Friedman.
According to Ludwig von Mises, the government should
simply refrain from insiigating credit expansions for the purpose sf fostering easy money and Iow interest rates. To t i e the
hands of government in this vital area, he proposes that central banks be abofished and that a full goEd standard be allowed to rule. Without a central bank and the resulting pyiramiding
of reserves, he argues, a credit expansion would never be able
to proceed fast enough to cause any maiadj~stmentsin the
structure of production, Those banks which attempted to
expand credit would soon find that their reserves were being
drawn down, and they woald move to reverse the situation f o ~
fear Ghat otherwise public confidezce would be lost and bankruptcy would result.'
Another Austrian economist, Murray Rothbard, also
recommends the adoption of a full gold standard but with the
requirement that all bank deposits be backed l&aOO/o by gold.
Anything less, he claims: would be fraudu%en%,t,
This would of
course make credit expansion or contraction impossible, and
a31 investment would have to be provided for out of voluntary
sawing.
Whatever the merits of these two proposals, "cey share a
common defect, There is no provision for increases in &he
money supply, This ~ ~ , ~ obe
u l dno problem except that in an
expanding economy prices would have to be falling, But with
smooth price adjustment even this would be no problem
except that gross market rates of interest wsuad have t o embody negative interest rate preerail~msadjusting for the rising
value of money. This is the crux of %he problem. A strongly
negative interest rate premium may attempt to push the gross
market rates of kterest to zero or below, But id, is elearly
impossible for it to succeed, as people will not be motivated
to $elad out money at a rate approaching zero or beiow, There
may develop then a situation where the Pigogl effect takes
command and forces a iowering sf the economy" investmentwhich is deshed by the popuconsumption ratio below %ha%
lace. Whether this situation would ever delye3op is sf course an
empkiral matter, but nevertheless the potential W O U ~exist
~
under the conditions proposed by Rothbard and von Mises..
The solution, I think, is something akin do the proposal out-
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lined by Milton Friedman in his A P ~ s g ~ a~ mO hT f o n e k a ~
Stabilitp* In that tvork he suggest that present fiat currencies
be maintained as such, but with the stipulations that a lOOo/o
reserve requirement on deposits be imposed and that the
money supply be increased at some fixed rate to be set
between 3 and 5 per cent per year. This would probably
require continual governmental coercion to insure against reemergence, in private transactions, of a gold standard, but
given the choice between the "right" to own gold and the
"righe" do benefit from a populacek high investment-consumption preferences unobstructed by a. Pigou effect, the choice
seems char, The additional money entering the economy
every year would insure against the delae$apment of strong
deflationary pressures and against the emergence of high Regative interest rate premiums. The existence of n %OOo/o reserve
requirement would prevent any expansion or contraction of
credit, But if such a proposal were sdopted, it would be neeessasg to stipulate that the anew money entering the economy
enter in a relatively constant fashion. I t could not enter now
through the loan market in the form of bond purchases and
now through government expenditures w i t h u t inducing the
ma~adjesstmentsin the structure of production we have been
analyzing. An ideal free market situation would be if
government expenditures could be reduced to a level where
they could be financed ewthely out of the newly created
money, This ideal solution would efiminate not only the business cycle but also the need for an Internal Revenue Service!

'
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h Hayek, Profits, Intereat and Izvestment: And Other Es:slsags
on the Themy of Indust'$dgi n ~ ~ t ~ ~ t(New
i o nYork,
. ~ 19691, p, 9. On the
Ricardo effect, see also Friedrich A. Wayek, "'The Ricardo Effect,'Econowiea, %X,No. 34 (new series; Magi, 1942), 121-162.
5 " "hastic
Expectations' and the Austrian Theory of the Trade Cycle,"
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Economics, X,No. 39 (new series; A u a s t , 19431, 251.
'See Ludwig von Mises, Human Action: A Treatise on Economics (Chicago,
19661, pp. 554-555 and 580-586.
'bid., pp. 434-448 and 471-478; The Theoly of Money and Credit (New
York, 1971), pp. 395-399 and 413-457.
8von Mises, Human Action, pp. 860-879; Murray N. Rothbard, Amemka's
Great Depression (Los Angeles, 1972), pp. 29-33.

A PWOBLEM CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION*
Charles King

The current call to favor women and blacks' in employment
and educational opportunities recommends a practice which is
itself unjustifiably discriminatory.
In order t o defend this position I m s t Pist state eevesa:
assumptions and explain several points about my intespretation of the original call, The argument I advance here is
entkely negative in that it is intended only to rebut the suggestion that women and blacks shouBd be favored in education
and employment. I try to show that even on its own terms,
i.e., relying on prhciples which are presum&1y needed in
order to support or explain the o r i o a l call, this poEcy is
unjustifiably discriminatory. I leave for another occasion the
task of presenting as part of a larger moral. theory (such as a
theory of natural rights) princip1.e~of rectification of injustice
from which one might a r p e in the present case? I would hope
therefore that the present argument might be convincing even
to those who would not a F e e in regard to more general points
csncernhg justice,

"This paper was presented at the Eastern Division of the American Philosophical Association in Boston in 1972 as part of a syrraposium of papers
s u b d t t e d in response to a call for papers on the question, ""There is
presently a call to favor women and blacks in employment and educational oppop-dunities.Is t%lispractice umjusti8iably discrilminatory?" Since
the paper has been fairly widely ckcralated and even mentioned in print,
it is published here with only minor changes and additions for clarzication.
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1assume that wdsmen and blacks have suffered unjustifiable
discrimination in employment and educational opportunities.
Further, 1 assume that the chief reason for calling the offending practices uazjustgiable discrimination is that women and
blacks have been barred from employment and educational
opportunities for reasons unrelated "itheir fitness for education and employment, i.e., because of their sex or race. Thus,
I assume as well that in an oyagoing perfectly just society
neither sex nor race would be employed as criteria for employment or educational opportunities and that in such a society
these positions would be awarded on the basis of ability to
perform In them? I interpret the call to favor women and
blacks as asking that women and blacks reeeike ad-santages in
employment and educational opportunities eater than these
same women or blacks would receive in an ongoing just
society. That is to say women and Icelacks are t o be chosen for
positions even when white =ales who are better able to p e r form in the positions are avazable. This weans that the expectations of white males are t o be lowered below what they
would be in an ongoing just society, assuming the same relative levels of ability. This is not merely the lowering of t h e
expectaLions of white males resulting from reaovin-b the
unjust advantages they have had, but represents lowering
their expectations below what they would be in an ongoing
perfeeay just system in which sex and race were conside~ed
lrretevant to employment and educational opportunities, Phis
interpretation seems to me necessary t o make the problem
inlteresting since most of us would easily admit that the expectations of' white males should be lowered t o what they would
be in an ongoing just system:'
Thus, I: interpret the call t o favor women and blacks as suggesting a practice designed t o move from a state of ing'us$;ice t o
a state of justice. Its jaaskification therefore must appeal t o
principles which most of us have not worked out in theory as
wela a s we have other principles of justice. This much does,
however, seem clear; practices which in an ongoing perfectly
just society would be ruled out as unjust, m y be justzied as
ways of moving from a state of injustice to a state of justice.
Thus, we cannot rule out the practice under consideration on
the sale g ~ o u n dthat it discriminates (as it does) against white
males on the basis sf sex and race, even though we admit that
such discrimination is usually unjust. Rather we must
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consider the case on its merits in order to discover whether
specid features related to past and present injustice and the
attempt to move to a state sf justice render such
discrimination in current circumstances justziable. An impor"cant point does lollow from these considerations, Since the
suggested practice is on its face, and in its own terms, unjust,
those who would recommend St must advance special considerations to show that it is nevertheless justifiable irr the
present case, Those who would argue against it need only
rebut the argument for these special considerations. I shall
therefore support my own thesis by formulating and refuting
what seem to me the three liir~dsof special consideration most
likely t o be advanced in support of favoring women and blacks.
The first agd most important kind of special consideration
can take number of specific forms but in essence turns
around a claim that women and blacks deserve special treatment as reparations for past wrongs and t h a ~white males are
the appropriate p a p e m f these reparations either because
they have profited from the past injustices or are gu3ty 8s
perpetrators of the past injustices. Obviously, the elements of
reparation for the p a s h r o n g * repayment of undeserved past
gain, and punishment for past injustice can be combined with
varying emphasis, but the basis of the argument important
here will remain roughly the same,
In a]? its forms this line of argument fails to provide jrastgication for the p~acticeunder consideration because as a
method for reparation, repayment or punishment that practice is inefficient and anfab. Its defects may be summarized as
follows: under this practice the more one has suffered from
discrimination the less repayment, one receives and the less
one has profited from or been a party to-past injustice the
more one is penalked, Consider for example four persons--a
black or woman ten years of age, a white male of the same
age, a black or woman fifty-five years old, and a white male of
t h e same age. Notice that the older white male has profited
more from past injustice, while the older woman or black has
suffered more, But the older woman or black will profit much
less from the proposed favoring of women and blacks than will
the younger woman. At "zhe same time the younger white male
wllf suffer much more under this practice than will the older
white male.
E v e n if one insisted on a r m i n g in terms of the class of
women or the class sf blacks over many generations as well as
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the class of white males over many generations, the same
basic inefficency and unfakness in the operation of the reparations and repayments will be present. F a r p e a t e r reward
or liability falls on small s e p e n t s of the class having no
special desert of them,
The unfakness and inefficiency of the practice in question as
a method of reparation can also be shown in another way. A s H
have interpreted it the practice would impose another important cost which would be borne as much by the women and
blacks it is intended t o aid as by white males. Since the practice would requke @ving positions to persons less qualified for
them than some who are available, it would result in setting
the quality of services and goods a t least somewhat Bower than
it might have been. This is a cost of the practice which must
not be overlooked, but of course it falls on women and blacks
as much as on white males. This point would be well illustrated by the sad irony of a yoalng woman or black who was given
preference for admission to an educational opportunity oaaly t o
be confronted by a teacher less able than she or he ~ g hhave
t
had, but who had been hbed on the basis of being female o r
black.
It is important to emphaske that my argument is not intended to show that current blacks and women are not due
repardions. What my a r w m e n t does show is that the practice
under consideration is neither efficient nor fair as a method of
reparation and tha"hdesert of reparation cannot therefore
serve as a basis for justzying that practice by overriding its
discriminatory features,
A second special consideration which might jtsst8y the discrimination involved in favoring women and blacks is based on
the a r w m e n t that discrimination against women and blacks is
so deeply imbedded in the attitudes and thought patterns of
those who make the choices of persons for emp%oymeator educational opportunities that only by adopting a policy of favoring women and blacks can those in authority actually provide
them even with equal consideration of t h e k abgities. Clearly
the h r c e of this armment would depend in part on the
s t r e n e h of the psycholo@.iea%
evidence one could adduce in its
favor, Such evidence could not be argued out in a brief paper,
but one important point can be made. Since what is at issue is
justification for overriding an important prhciple of justice,
i,e., the principle that sexual and racial discrimination is
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wrong, the evidence for these psycholo@cal claims would have
to be very strong. Even if it were very strong, issues of principle would stdl remain to be argued out, but since we do not
at presenlt have such strong psycholoHcal evidence, we need
not confront these issues now. Lacking the psychological
evidence we do not have reason to accept this line of argument
as a special consideration justzying the practice of favoring
women and blacks.
A t h b d special consideration which might be advanced to
justi$ the practice of favoring women and blacks is based on
the claim that there is important social value in having all
races and both sexes weU represented in a91 positions throughout a society. For example such a distribution might be said to
guarantee an important multiplicity of views and approaches
to problems. This value claim itself may have considerable
merit, but it does not seem to me to be able to bear the weight
required of it here. First, we should notice that this same
va?ue would be realked by simply adopting a completely nondiscriminatory practice in regard to educational and employment opportunities, although it would presumably take some
years longer to accomplish? Thus, we are asked to let earlier
achievement of this social value override an important principle of justice. Second, in the context of a theory of natural
rights, I would be prepared to a r p e that it is never justifiable
to let a social value override an important individual right, but
that is a very large issue and clearly cannot be undertaken
here. Suffice it to say, therefore, that it seems to me very
implausible to Bet an important principle of justice be overridden by what is in any case still a rather indefinite smial
value of undetermined importance. I: have not seen any
account of this value which even nearly makes the case for it
strongly enough for present purposes. If the special eonsiderations based on reparations were acceptable as justffication
for t h e practice of favorhg women and blacks then this value
might be pointed out as a favorable result of adopting a justifiable pradice, but 1cannot see that this value itself has been
supported in such a way as &O provide the just8ication itself.
I conclude that none of the most 1&ely special considerations
which might be advanced to provide justzication for the discrimhation involved in the practice sf favoring women and
blacks in employment and education is smcessful and that
therefore until other, stronger, considerations are provided
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that practice must be regarded as uwjust3iably discriminatory.
'The terminologgr "'women and blacks" was chosen by the Eastern Division's
program committee so I let it stand here, Clearly the whole controversy
covers other d n o r i t y groups as well.
2
I have adopted the term "rectification" from Robert Nozick, A ~ m r c h y ,
State, and Utopk (New Uork: Basic Books, 1974), p. 152. Both Thomas
Nagel and Gertrude Ezorsky have written articles concerning preferential
treatment in which they argue that more basic principles of justice must be
settled before this issue can be fully treated. Sinee they both seem to base
much of their argument 9n either a rejection or radical amendment of the
right to property, I find their arguments unconvincing. That is, however.
another issue and a large one. Thomas Nagel, ""Equal Treatment and Compensatory Discrimination", Phdosphy avdLDublie&fairs, Summer 1994.Gertrude Ezorsky, "Re'sMine", Ph&sophy m,~!
Public Aijzai:*s, Spring 9974.
' ~ ya "perfectly just society" 1intend a society in which both institutions
and individuals are just. I leave open the question of the division of spheres
between a legal order and a private order. To whdever degree both of these
are present I call the society perfectly just only if both are just, The arguments 1 present here do not depend on any particular division between a
legal order and private conduct. P'tlua I interpret the original call as either a
suggestion for a legal policy or a private policy. My a r p m e n t applies in
either case. Thus, 9 leave aside the question to what extent a legal odder
should enforce a policy of preferentid treatment if one were m o r d y justhfiable since h argue that such a poiicy is not justified.
I have often heard it suggested that while one s?~ouldsot favor minorities
when their qualhfications are not as good as those of white males one is justified in favoring them when the qualifications are equal. E find this ironic Lo say
the least when I remember that one of the bitterest complaints of black atk.,letes has been that they had to be better, not merely as gmd as, whites to
make teams or get to play. In the just case various factors would influence
choices of candidates when abilities were about equal. To have the scales
tipped against one for sure in the case of equal abiEty is discrixlination as
much as 3 one had never been considered at all.
5 ~ o many
w
years would depend on various factors in the society such as the
degree of social control, the extent of private prejudice, etc. In any society
with much room for private action and a reasonable percentage of rational
persons it would not take long, since rational persons would see the group
discriminated against as a valuable source of employees, padners, etc. In a
society in which such changes are left primarily to government coercion the
natural resistance to such coercion would doubtlessly result in a longer
period.

%BRAINWASHING'

AND MANAGED GROUP EXPERIENCES:
CBNVERGBNG WNEW' TECHNIQUES?
T#Ziam Marina & Thomas 9..
Breslin
f l j . ~ Atlantic
&
k:n&~ers*s.ikg
Institute fi'~'
hTkvnmneSts~dies

We were the first to assertthat the more
complicated the h r m s assumed by civiiization, the =ore restricted the freedom of the
ir,dividi~a,lmust become.

Preface
The thesis developed here is that there is a convergence sf
technique between managed n o u p experiences, as they have
pawn in the West in recent decades, and Communist efforts
at "brainwashing," or thought reform, and that neither of
these is new, or 8 result sf technslo~calsociety, but existed in
sim2ar forms in civdkations which flourished several mglenia
ago, This emphasis s n the c o u p tended historicaBlyr to accompany the p o w t h of the totalitarian state, itself not a new phenomenon. As such, it is danngerous to the freedom of the individual, quite apart from the personal problems of a particular
c o u p leader, That government in the United States 4s now
involving itself in such ~ o u work
p
is a dangerous new development.
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The Emergence of the Group
In the last few years there has been a vast increase in the
emphasis placed upon the n o u p within Western society. In
the area of sex, for example, avant garde magazines
and newspapers carry in their personal sections advertisements for ""groupies," and it is clear that the phenomenon has
spread to sections of the middle, upper middle, and upper
classes. Such an emphasis is quite difkrent from the earlier
epoch of Western individuafism.
One aspect of this emphasis on the p o u p has been within
the field of psycholorn in the area of p o u p sensitivity experiences, often conducted by those who cdl themselves ""hmanistic psychol@stsWand believe they are helping to free people
from inhibitions and ""hang-ups." Many businesses have explored the possibifities of the g o u p dynamics resulthg from
such mara%ged experiences. The varieties of p o u p experiences have multiplied; though owe book lists twelve basic
types?
Some psychologists who, defend g o u p work have become
concerned about many of the more exaggerated claims and
Furthermore, it
activities of the most devoted pra~titioners.~
is admitted that there is little data on the long-range effectiveness or consequences of p o u p experiences: Even a defe~lder
of the idea acknowledges that in the hands of the wrong p o u p
leader group therapy can become like brain~ashing.~
A powerful technique in the hands of an individual without
personal intepity, or with his own '"hag-ups" is, indeed,
cause for concern. But what if the techniques themselves are
sirngar t o those employed in ""bainwashingWUs it possible
that these g o u p experiences are simply o m more facet of a
larger assault on the individual and his privacy which has
come to eharaeterize much of our social development in recent
decades? Finally, are these techniques radically new
phenomena in our age of science and technolo=, as claimed by
many proponents who worship the notion of newness, or are
they fundamentally variations on an old theme?

A Personal Encounter
Whae words can never completely describe an event, this is
certainly the case 3 one has not actually experienced a p o u p
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session. A personal dispession can, perhaps. help to explain
how one of us first came t o consider the question which this
essay attempts to answere6 In ~ a d u a t eschool in the early
1 9 6 0 ~I ~wrote a paper on Chinese Communist efforts at
thought reform, or control, of their own people, and of the
""bainwashing," as it came to be called, which was attempted
on a number of American prisoners in the Korean War.
In 1968 I was doing some consulting work on Adult Basic
Education projects in a Mivawt and Seasonal Workers ProP a m administered by a Community Action Agency under the
Office of Economic Opportunity. In this progTarn the teaching
was "sing done by a number of Volunteers in Service to
American workers, who had enlisted in the War on Poverty.
When I arrived a t She site one ms:nSh, 1 was told that the
planned ch;saiculum work had been cancelled because a sensitivi6ky1.or 6rT'9
session was being conducted on a nearby university c a ~ l p l by
~ si%7es%inghouse
Educational Corporation, which
had a federal contract to select and train VISTA workers.
Whew 1arrived a t the universiky 1was shown l o a classroor~~,
where a proup session dbecked by several psychologists,
trainers for Westinghouse, was in propess, 1was a t that tinle
not yet acquainted with "7'" sessions, and other aspects of
p o u p dynamics which were then already being developed
quite exteasive%gthroughout the country,
Hw t h e center of the room, a young woman, one of the VISTA
workers, was seated, Surrounding her in a ckcle, were about
twenty-five s f i e r peers, She was highly ageated, and soon in
tears, as they continued to bombard her with examples of the
many faults in her persoaaEty which made it difficulfio work
with her, and because of which she was disl&ed. A f e r awhile,
under the direction of one of the trainers, the comments of the
~ o u toward
p
her began to sh3taIf she would just modgy her
behavior, the n o u p could come t o accept her and even love
her, several members seemed t o be saying, And she appeared
quite eatlfied that the g o u p was willing t o do so.
Wi"Lhin a few weeks, however, she quit the propam. As I
had come So know her, I believe that what irritated members
of t h e p o n p was that she was am inteuectual and held an M.A.
from a leading eastern university (none of the others did), and,
envying her abzities, they accused her of being 'bnfeeling,"
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"stuck-up," and ""insensitive."
Over the long weekend each member of the p o u p was ill
the ""ht seatS5at one time or another. Interspersed with these
sessions, which left the participants in a highly emotionak
state, were some content classes, again conducted by Westinghouse, that dealt with American history, in particular that
of the Cumberland area, Taught by young, radical, student
organizers, they focused on a very strong class exploitation
interpretation of the American past.
I was disturbed by the whole process, especially the p o u p
therapy sessions. Though I had not attended one before, the
techniques seemed, somehow, famiEas. Suddenly, I realked
that what 1had witnessed were variations of the techhques of
thought reform as employed by the Chinese, about which I
had written some years earEer.
In the next few months 1 came to know several psychologists who were workhg on doctorates in counseling. One of
the requ$ed courses bvolved encounter p o u p therapy and
&%endance at several weekend encounter p o u p sessions.
When 1 spoke with these friends, what struck me was t h e
tremendously high regard which they felt for members of t h e
g o u p . A f er only a weekend together, they had really come to
""know" these people, and t o "&are9' with them, and found
them among the most "marvelous" people they had ever met.
These comments came Rom individuals I had known for many
years, and whose abdities to dzferentiate between persons P
respected. Yet, they seemed unable to discriminate very well
when it came to members of the poup.
My friends regarded my comments on the similarity between thought reform and encounter p o u p s as a hostgity tsward all psychotherapy. But the most interesting reaction
came from the professor who taught the course, I had an
opportunity to discuss the question with him, and n d e d that
the Chinese technique of making the person in the "'hot seat"
formally write an autobiogaphy for criticism by the poaap
was a much more "efficient" method than discussion alone.
The group could constantly return to the written record for
repeated criticism of "errors" unt2 the document had been
reworked to its satisfaction. He smzed, and then informed me
that some of the more advanced encounter p o u p s around the
country were now employing that approach,
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The Recurrence of the 'New'
One of the most fascinating aspects of the study of history is
the awareness on the part of the historian on the extent to
which people in every age, and certainly in our own "Modern"
period, tend to believe that much of their social development
is new and has not been experienced by other civiEzations,
This attitude is not confined to the general population but is
shared, and often promulgated, by intellectuals and opinion
makers.
Among the numerous examples that might be offered,
Future Shock, Alvin Toffler9sbest-seller of a few years back is
indicative of this idea. He appears to believe that our society is
the first to experience ""fatuse shock," which is simply the
cuHtarral shock which the individual experiences when confronted by rapid social changes. Granted that perhaps modern
teehnolog'acal swiety has experienced a. g~eatteerd e ~ e of
e such
change wit"mixa the Eves of each generation durhg the Bast few
hundred years or so, most of this is overkia. That is, the
sense of shock that leads to social disorientation is much like
schbophrenia; once a person has received enough dislocation
to send him over his threshold, any additional shmk is overkill, and the organism is ns longer much affected by it. That
modern society has this overkill capacity is, therefore, much
less signsicant than the fact that other eiviEzations i~ history
have undergone periods sf intensive and rapid change which
led to a dishtepation of the older society and its values.
These civ%zations also experienced "future shock.'"
Elsewhere, one of us has traced the parameters of rapid
dislmation in several civiEzations; What should be noted here
is that, as these changes occurred, those in control of the State
became especially receptive to the development and refinements of techniques of p o u p dynamics as means of smiaE control. Most of those writing about contemporary techniques of
noup dynamics seem bEsslEully unaware that other civBHations thousands of years ago developed methods of g o u p control. A recent study on the subject, for example, which has a
section ""A Short History of the Study of Small Groups" notes
that $he"[s]eient3ic study of ~ o u p iss largely a twentieth-centnry phenomenon," and indicates that in the nineteenth @entury socisls~stswere preoccupied with major historical
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trends8 Another study, by Frederick C, Thayer, waxes
ecstatic about the ""emerging orgar~ha"Lonalrev01ution.'~~
This emphasis on the newness of the study of p o u p s is
closely related to the quote from Benito Mussolini, cited by F.
A. Hayek, with which we began this article: ""Lat the mox-2
complicated the forms assumed by civibzations, the more restricted the freedom of the %ndividual,"Behind the whole push
for c o u p dynamics rests this basic assumption which Mussolini fancied he was the first to comprehend.
Closely dKed Lo this notion is the view that the rise of totalitarianism is interwoven with the growih of industrial society.
Thus, even those who woulid oppose the $o"bEtarianism which
they feel is made possible by industrialism, concede that the
seeming complexities of this "new'bsociety saecessitate the
cudadment of individual freedom in favor of the larger cornmeanity or s o u p .
The scholar who has, perhaps, done most to question the
assumption of the relationship between "&o%;K%i"tarianism
and
industriaEsm is Barrin@on Moose, JF., whose Socid Om3ins
of Dctatorskip a d Democracy: E o ~ da d Peasant i% the
Modem WOTMattempts to show the totalit aria11 elements in a
number of pre-industrial societies beghning with the EngGsh
Revolution in the seventeenth centur$P That book, however,
evolved out of an earlier essay on ""Totalitarian Elements in
Pre-Industrial Society,""'in mrhich Moore offered a great deal
of e-sidenee with respect to ancient Chin&. We will f w t s on
C h h a here, though there is cedainlg data with repect to other
eivi;K%i"z&ioaas12
China
Whde students of Chbese history disapee as to the fundamental causes of the breakdown, there is no question that the
society was undergoing a considerabEe social tension in the
sixth century B.C. during the period that produced critics
such as Confucius and Lao Tze and culminated in the establishment of the centralbed empire of the Ch'in dynasty in 221 B.C.
One of the most remarkaMe documents dating from this era
is the 4th century Book of Lord Shaag, dating from aroeand 360
B.G. As in Greece, with the laws attributed t o L g e u r p s in
Sparta or Sdon in Athens, the changes credited to Lord
Shang probably t m k place over a much extended period of
time, In An End to Hie~a?*chy,F
An End to C~rnpeiition!~
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Thayer discusses the recent research into small-poup processes which has culminated in the choice of five as the ideal
number for the noup'.3 Consider that ""newv9discovery in the
light of Lord Shang9s advice to reorganhe the people into
g o u p s of five and ten ""t control one another and to share one
another's punishments. They were also obBged to denounce
each other's crimes." As The Book ofLord Shang put it:
Now the people in $soups of five are responsible for each others crimes,
they spy on each other to discover transgessions, they denounce each
other and cause hostL%erelations. By thus establishing enmity the people
harm each other, they injure friendly feelings, destroy benevolence and
kindness and damage scholarship and culture. Those of friendly spirit
are few, but those who desire to cause harm are many, and the way of
virtue has been destroyed.'5

It is difficult for a normal human being t o comprehend that
this monstrous system is being advocated in the passage.
Thus, Prof. Duyvendak, the translator, comments:
It would seem as if here is given a description of the state of affairs as
desired by Shang Yang. For, as we have seen, the reform which came
before all others was the organization of the people into g o u p s of five or
ten men, who were mutually responsible for each other, and were
obliged to denounce each other's crimes; at the same time the old
patriarchal famzy-system was broken up!6

If one did not denounce a crime, he received punishment as

if he himself had committed the crime; he would be cut in two.
The study of g o u p dynamics by the ancient Chinese may not
be ""seient8icn enough to satisfy modern scholarship, but we
suggest that Lord Shang knew quite well what he was about.
He wished to smash the extended famay, destroy the scholarIy works of Confucianism, and concept of individual virtue,
thus placing all power over human action in the hands of the
State, It is dia"ficult to find any modern totalitarian system the Ch9in even resorted to book burnings - that goes any
further, and impossible to accept the myth that modern
t e c h n o l o g is a necessary condition for totaKtarianism. When
the Kuomhtang pushed a variation of this spy system in the
twentieth century, it did not go so far in its attempt to break
up t h e extended famay, though the Communists would go farther. But both found clear precedents i
n the Men of Ch'in. It
might also be noted that the Cuban gove~nmentof Fidel
Castro has made efforts to institute such a neighborhood spy
system.
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Western Gla.ssicel CiviEzatican
The Greco-Roman world does not appear to have developed
anything comparable to the early Chinese in the way sf formally worked out teehaiques anti~zingthe group. In Battk fod;iar
the Miaad, William Sargem has an excellent chapter on "Brainwashing in Ancient Times," in which he compares many sf the
procedures used by the priests to those used by contemporary
psyckstherapistsi7 It is not clear, however, what role was
played by &hen o u p itself ia any sueh experiences, as cornpered to that played by the pries",About g o u p techniques in Christianity we shall deal later,
though many of these probably go back to the earliest Christian communities, We have suggested tlzat such an e ~ ~ ~ p h a s i s
on the group as a shaper of values and af a meaning for life is
closely correlated with the breakdown phase of a civiEsatis5-n
where there has beernan erosion of the old values and a search
is underway for some replacement,
In CivilG~tisna d the Caesars, Chester A. Staler has br2liantly recounted the decay and disintegration of Roman soeiety under the Caesars."It was in that atmosphere that Christianity eventeaagy triumphed. But there were many other
p o u p s also in contention for the ailegianee of Roman society.
It has, of course, become cormmoapIace to speculate on cornparisons between the contemporary United States and the
Roman Empire These speculations are usually couched in
terms of pswer: the decline of '"law and order" and 642 the
pswer of the State in general.
Wh3e Edward Gibbon even went so far as to blame Christianity for undercutting the gl;~on;es
sf Rome, it is the virtue of
Starr" analysis that he reverses Gibbon" aarament and
demonstrates that the first and fundamental factor in the decline of Rome was that Classical Civakations had reached a
dead end in terms of values and any sense of feeGng about a
meaning of life. For a long time the State, and the power
which it could bring to bear, attempted t o fill that void, But in
the long run it failed,
What characterkes our simi4ari$g to the Classical World, a s
Nietzsche and Spengker so elearly g~asped,was the cultural
exhaustion, the lack of a r y value hase.It is in sueh a disintsp a t i n g situation that one finds a despera%esearch for ""meaningBy9
often in x n a ~ and
c other fads. Peter F, Bauer has pointed
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to the profiferation of such phenomena in the poor countries,
where the old life style is being completely ripped apart, Hm
Rome, Gibbon scggested, many "keonverted "ce study of philosophy into magic."
For those Romans who enjoyed a degree of aMuenee, Epicureanism held out a promise of restoring some meaning to
life. The Cowus 1~'azscn)
tioaurn LakBa'mmm, for example,
speaks of "$he Epicurean band full of joy
Starr observes
that such comments "strike one as a weak expression of social
.'j2*

MThiEe discussing this wider cultural context In which the
shift of emphasis to the joys of the g o u p takes place, we
would he rcrniss no"co mention Wdbam C. Schutz, much of
whose encounter p o u p work is described in his book Joy and
a secozd volume, More Joy, Perhaps the ulti~raatein such
titles is Herbert Otto's Peak Joy, We might also note here
that the Elysium Institute, whose very name recognizes a
simaarity betn?een the Greeo-Roman experience and our own,
came up with a seminar on "Cosmic Joy," foHlswed by another
on "Advanced Cosmic d"oy,"??
It wm%dbe dsficuit to match the wit with which Asndrew
Malcolm has treated Schnrtz and other faddists. The reader is
simply advised to peruse those sections of his important
st~dgp.2~
To capture the fu11 flavor of a ccomparison with Roman
phenomena, the portions from Malcolm's work should be read
in conjunction with the seetions sf Starr and Gibbon describing the rise of cults, and $argent's description of dance
therapy and the use of hallucinogenic drugs such as hellebore,
There is a marvelous passage in the memobs of the Emperor
JuEan (4th century A.D,$ where he talked about the bearded,
unwashed youth in tattered clothes frequently found along the
Roman highways (read ""Hitehhikhg 13ippies'yf,What angered
Julian, who had respect for the learning of the Stoic and Cynic
ph3ossphers, were the claims of these ignorant youth that
they, too, were philos~phers,He referred to them as "'PseudoThe general boredom with life of many of the wealthy
Romans led to some of the youth seeking excitement in gladiatorial contests and to the increasing advocacy of suicide as a
way out after sex, drugs, and other efforts to find joy or thrills
had been exhausted. Only a2 obtuse reader wd%fad to note the
simgarities with our own civBkation,
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Christianity, Conversion, and Group Conformity
The pheraomenon of intense personal behaviorah change o r
conversion has always been associated with Christianity* But
in the sixteenth century, while the Roman Catholic Church
was being challenged by the Reformation and was attempting
to initiate a centralized hierarchy with strong vertical control
over the membership a t large, Bgaaatilas Loyda, founder of t h e
Society of Jesus, the Jesuit Order, developed the Spiritual
Exercises to systemize the conversion process and to lead
those converted into the obediewhervice of the Church.
Whether conducted for three days or for as many as t h k t y ,
the Bgnatiaw exercises be@n with a meditation on sin, in which
the exercitant is to consider his own soul as though it were
imprisoned in his body, then the sin of the rebeuious angels,
and finally the fate of a soul damned for committing but one
p a v e sin. The individual is asked to compare his malice, iniquity, weakness, and ignorance with the goodness, jars"&ice,
omnipotence, and wisdom of God; "to see all my corruption
and foulness of body;. . . t o Book upon myself as a sort of ulcer
and abscess, whence haere sprung so many sins, and so many
wickednesses and such most hideous venoma'"'
Eoyola structured the Spiritual Exercises so that individuals would pass ow to the next stage only when they had experienced contrition, grief, and perhaps tears. To that end,
koyola counselled reductfon in sleep, food, and light, as well a s
the sex-infiction of physical penance. Then, after purHng
themselves in a general confession of the sins of their past
lives, the exercitants would begin a series of mediktisns on
Christ, their Icing and savior, cauing them to his g1orious
service.
The Spkituai Exercises of Loyola have remained the core of
the Jesuit Order and, combined with various disciplinary
practices such as group criticism and pubtic confession, have
remained the source of its strengdh and proverbial discipline.
At first, these exercises were gvew only to selected volunteers; later, Jesuits and members of &her refigious orders
were required t o carry them out in abbreviated $ o m each
year. In this way the Ignatian exercises became a r e p j a r and
formal instrument of group discipgne, a sort of revival, as the
C h ~ r c hand especially its reEd:lous societies became more iso-
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lated from and threatened by the emergng modern world.
A contemporary of Ignatius Loyola, John Calvin (b, 15091,
used the dyrsaniics of reGdous conversion to estabEsh a religious dictatorship in Geneva, That city had been passing
through an uneasy period of profound social change during
which the old order lost its grip on the politically divided populace. Rejecting reason and historical tradition as p i d e s for
human conduct and as bases for human society, Calvin offered
the Genevans the Judaeo-Christian scriptures as the unique
and necessary soalrce of befief and the foundations of a new
social order. ARer years of effort, Calvin established a State
in which every activity, every word was judged in Eght of his
religous values and mandates. No"chg was private. Spies
were everywhere. Believers were held responsible for their
own behavior and that of their famgies. Reeaicitrants were
banished or put to death; the wayward were punished. The
rest oE the cithenry prided themsefves. and rested secure, In
the belief that they had been chosen by ~ o d a '
Communal religious responses t o social stress did not end
with Galqin. Both in Great Britain and later in the United
States, the Protestant churches and their members found
themselves threatened by the rise of the industrial way of Me.
The religious revival became an important way of imposing
order on society. In Engjand, the Wesley brothers spearheaded revivalism. In the fast-changing United States, the best
known and most infiuential of the nineteenth century revivali s o r e a c h e r s was Charles Grandison Finney. Firaney was not
oniy an effective revivalist but he was also an analyst of sevivalisrn, His own L e c t u r e s on Revivab of Religion clearly witness t o his oratorical strategy of cultivating distress among
his listeners and then, in a g o u p context, of providing a sense
of relief, of personal safety or salvation. ""Iis of p e a t importance," he wrote, ""that t h e sinner should be made to feel his
guilt,and not Ieft t o the impression that he is unfortunate."
Until you can make the sinner blame and condemn himself,
Pinney believed, "the gospel will never take
Those in whom the revivafist stirred up a sense of guilt
were urged to make their guilt public by moving forward and
sitting in the "anxious seat." By thus putting aside what
Finney termed "false shame" and breaking the ""@hains of
p r i d e 9 2 h e individual would open himself to the assembly
which might then comment on his past behavior and pray for
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him, thereby accepting him on its terms and assuring him t h a t
it accepted his decision to be a fervent Christian?*
To help the newly converted on the straight and narrow
and to win over new converts, Firrney urged that church
members go k s m house to house exhorting their neighbors?'
But the g e a t revivalist realized that:
A revival will decline m d cease, unless CBln~tkm( ~ r e ~ % e ~ d e nreeontlg
verted. By this I mean, that Christians, in order to keep in the spirit of a.
revival, commonly need to be frequently convicted, and humbled, and!
broken down before God, and re-converted. I have never labored in
revivals in company with anyone who would keep in the work and be fit
to manage a revival continuauy, who did not pass thrsiagk this process of
breaking down as often as once in two or three weeks. Revivals decline,
commonly, because it is found impossible LO make the church feel their
guilt and their dependence, so as to break down before God. It is importarit that ministers should understarad this, and learn how to break down
the church, and break down themselves when they need it, or else
Christians will soon become mechanical in their work. and lose their
fervor and their power of prevazng with God. 30

No less than Finney, twentieth century evangeljsts have
attempted to master the process of inducing conversion, sadical behavioral change. Thus Bryan Greeo, Rector of BfrmingL-naru, in The Practice o f Z ~ a n g e l u m
points out that in des?l'an,g
with individuals the evangelist ought to do more than
emphasize failures against honesty, love, etc., and allow
people to get them off their chests, "Instead of true conversion," he notes, the result of that technique was often "only a
psychological release." Instead the evangelist should b e g k
with the '"superficial or surface needs" of the iaadivid~~al,
such
as fear of death, loneliness, weakness of will, aimlessness,
failure to achieve, and shame, and then work to convince t h e
individual that behind these hies a need for God. ""Te first
principle is that the soul must come to a real sense of need to that point of despair when it is crying out, TI God I need
Thee. Come to me and save me.' For it is in the despair of t h e
soul that faith is bosnaW3'
Brainwashing and Thought Reform
While Western scholars and students of industrial psychology studied g o u p dynamics for various reasons, it was the socalled ""hainwashing" efforts of the Chinese C~rnamaun"~s on
United Nations prisoners taken during the Korean War in the
AS
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early "a950s that focused public attention on such techniques.
In this short essay, we shaU not describe those efforts to
indoctrinate forcibly prisoners of war. There are several. excellent studies which do so?' A mystique has flown up about
srach ""l;ainwashiwg," which was actually muck less successful
than is commonly imadned - about 13O/o of those subjected to
the process were converted by it but their conversion was
temporary.
As Robert Lilton has pointed out, the term has come to be
used quite looseiy," We prefer the phrase ""ehoght reform,'"
as used by LZtoa and others, coupled with the term ""coercive
persuasion," employed by Edgar ~ c h e i nA, ~more
~ descriptive
phrase might be ""thought r e f s r n ~through coercive pessuasion and continued follow-up."
W7e are prirnarBy concerned here with the efforts of the
Chinese, going through three pl~ases,d s indoctrinate their
own people, %tis these techniques which we wish to compare
with group experiences as they are now de- eloping in the
West.
The first phase of indoctrination of the Chlnese population
began after their takeover of mainland China in "a949, though
aspects of it had been in use earlier. A major effort was made
to wipe out any vestiges of attachment to capitalism and the
profit motive. As WgBiam Sargent notes, "'Orgies of group
confession about political deviation were encouraged." 35
A good description of this process is given by Andrew Maicoim in his excellent study, The T y ~ a m yof the G o u p :
Apart from these p e a t spectacles the Chinese aiso made extensive use
of small-pomp training, which makes the Chinese experience partieuhrly relevan&to the subfeet of this book. These training courses all took
place a t isohted camps. Students were kept in a condition of eonstant
mental and physical fatigue. Tension was always maintained at a high
ie~e1.3~

Such techniques are Standard Operating Procedure for
many sf the Encounter Groups in the West. Weekend sessions
are usually held a t isolated retreats. This is a not so subtle
aspect of coercion, for even if the individual chooses to break
with &hegroup, he may find it rather difficujt to make his way
back t o civaization. The effort to f a t i w e the individual is 2kh0
common in t h e "marathon" encounter p o u p s , for this dulls his
ability t o cope with the pressures of the g o u p and its leaders.
The recent Erhard Seminars Training (estj* groups even deny
the individual the opportunity to t o the bathroom, so that
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coping with one's kidneys becomes a major problem.
Malcolm describes the language in the Chinese small p o u p s
as "vicious and humour was utterly lacking." In each p o u p
were informers who were very difficult to identzy, He concludes:
One characteristic of the Chinese ideolo@.icalg o u p that is stiU not used
in American organHationaI development g o u p s was the writing of autobiogaphical statements. These comprehensive narratives were read
and criticized in the small gsoups. They would then be revised to refleet
an even more perfect understanding of Maoist thought and would finally
become the proper@ of the state.37

Malcolm is correct to emphashe the great efficiency of the
Chinese use of the written autobiopaphy. He is in error, a s we
noted earlier in recounting the admission by an Encounter
Group teacher, in his view that the autobiopaphy is not yet in
use in advanced Encounter Groups.
In the Chinese traharing techniques, after about six months
of group meetings a crisis develops, at, roughly the same time
in most members of the group, ""@haracterized by hysterical
weepiwg.'"n this atmosphere, the trainers b e ~ to
n introduce
the Communist revolutionary ideas, followed by four more
months of reinforcement*38
rnL _
1 r r e o r e a t Proletarian Cultural Revolution of the last Baecade, including the public d e ~ a d a t i s nof those seen as not
sympathetic to the r e ~ m eand the development of cadre
schools for training, is simply an extension of these early
efforts.
R. L, W a k e r has listed six factors that form the basis of
thought reform: the isolated camp; fabipe, with no opporkuity for relaxation or reflection; tension: uncertamty; vicious
language; seriousness, with all humor forbidden?' These are
devejoped by making the hdividual feel guilt and disillusionment about himself and his past. As John Wesley and Charles
G. Fisaney both realized that continuing meetings were necessary t o reinforce the conversion, so do the Communists,
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is an admission
that such g o u p training mus"eecome a permanent way of life
in Chinese society if they are to create the ""new man." In the
face of this agonizing process, we can perhaps take some smau
#T

*We have foliowed the practice of using lower case letters -est-- to abbreviate Erhard Seminars Training so as not lo confuse it with -EST- the
usual abbreviation for Electra Shock Therapy.
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solace in the knowledge that Chinese rulers have been attempting such a re-creation since a t least the time of Lord Shang.
The Present Situation

Earlier we touched upon the bednnings of the study of
p o u p dynamics in the West during the late nineteenth and the
twentieth centuries. Recent studies of group dynamics are
hard pressed t o enco~npassthe varieties of @sup techniques
now so widespread in business, pyschotherapy, and religion.
Only on occasion do advocates of group techniques show an
awareness of the historical dimensions of what they are proposing. Wh2e he does not mention other civilizations and only
probes recent Western "nstory, an advocate of encounter
g o u p s . Thomas C. Oden, notes:
Most. oof the leaders of the "'encounter eulture" have not been trained to
think historieaUy, and make no pretenses to do so. So the service of
thinking historically must be rendered by those in touch with the historie
tradition, but it must be rendered in a way that can be appreciated even
by those who had i m a ~ n e dt h a t they were doing something entirely
ianpreeedented.4"

Oden does not wish to debunk encounter p o u p s but to sups
port t h e movement by "'shswing that its historical o r i ~ n are
connected with rich western religious sources from which it is
now estranged ," Those sources, he claims, are Protestant
pietism (puritanism) and Jewish hassidism. He points t o the
curious fact that "if you can convince the encounter clientale
that the medita"con they are doing comes from eastern religions, and not from the west, you can proceed amiablya4'

Some Observations
We have attempted to show that these p o u p techniques not
only spring from religion, but go back to totalitarian societies
of t h e past, especially when the society and its values were in
a s t a t e of rapid change. The refinement, and widespread use of
these techniques by the Chinese Communists is but the latest
example of the effort of the State t o utfiiae such procedures.
W e beEeve in the inherent dignity and freedom of human
beings as rational individuals, We do not oppose pyschother-
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apy, g o u p or any other, which beagds on the dignity of the
individual and helps him ts learn tea Eve his life more rationally P2
Most people would a p e e that the Chinese p ~ o g a mof
thought reform is a monstrovs crime agains"bthe freedoan and
dignity of the individual, We would suggest that anyone considering involvement in a group experience examine the procedures to be used, against the six points which Walker Ested
as the essence of the thought reform technique. In listing
these aga..in, we shall discuss the new es4, phenomenon in eonjunction with each point, as an example. and because t h a t
gsokap has attempted to keep secret its proeed~sres.4~
1. Xsndation. The est meeting is not so isolated as some of the trziniaag
spats used for many weekend eneaunters, Often ~t is held in a hotei
to accommodate the 200 or so participants. But the g o u p is closed off
for enormous periods of time. What holds many is the $200 which
they have prepaid for the course.
2. Fatigue. The est sessions go on for 16 hours at a time with only two
short breaks, and fatiwe is an obvrous goal of those in charge of the
system.
3.4,%,and 6, Tension, Uncertainty, Vicious Lanmage, and Seriousness.
These are an present In an interlocking fashion. The participants are
castigated for hours on end, with a aeedngly endless floiv of foal
?ar?,grnzge.The ?et resud!t of this r?r?rernittingattack an those present
is to develop a sense of deprivatnon and guilt.

D. C. Bebb, an early researcher in the field of sensory
deprivation - and over-stian~idSatian does the same observed that it could disturb the individuai's "'capacity for critical Judgment, making him eager t o listen t o and believe any
sort of preposterous aonsensep4
In that situation the esk participants exhibit the szme kin6
sf crying and hysterical behavior as was found in Chinese
thought reform sessions, It is at that point that the trainers
begin to impart their own message. Like the Communisr;s, t h e
est people have found it necessary to have a cgantifiuing series
of follow-up sessions. We suggest this is necessary because
the vaporous information they have been given is based upon
the context of the: emotional experience rather than a legitimate, and thought-out system of values, The shallowness of Ply
therefore, demands constant reinforcement, as the religious
evangelists elearly understood.
In closing we would like to touch upon two qeaestions: the
damage done to individuals in these group experiences, and
mo6jl ominous of all, the inexeasing interest and inwo8vement
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by government in group techniques,
It is frequently argued by advocates of g o u p techniques
that such drastic procedaares are necessary to break down the
old patterns of behavior and replace them warith new ones.
While some success is claimed there are few studies on either
these or the casualties. quits apart from whether ""saaccess"
meant a constant need for reinforcement. We suggest that
whateeve~the success, it is not worth 23 technrque that is based
upon depading the individual's sense sf self-esteem and
increasing his sense of g-uilt, One of the few studies on Encounter Group casualties found that goup leaders were very
poor at identifying casualties, and found a sate of 9.4%- among
khose who completed the poups. Apart from a suicide, the
study found:
The severity and type af psgchslo@cal injury varied considerablygr.
Three student3 denrang or ammedlateiy acctilowing the group had psychotic
deeo:aapositioas - cne a rnanlc pyschosis, one an acute paranoid schiaophrenic episode. and the thkd an accke undgferesatiated schkophsenicivserg-ic acid dnsthglam~deepisode. Seterai stUdents had depressive or
aaxiet: syaptoms, or both, raa@ng from low g a d e tension or discauragemient to severe crippling anxiety attacks to 8 major sk-month depresdoaa with a 20-ib, weight loss sad suicidal idea-lion. Others suffered
some disraaptkoi? of their selj-esteem: they felr empty, seZ-negating, inadequate, shameful, unacceptable, more discouraged about ever
growing or cIian@a?g, Several subjects noted a deterioration in their interpersonal Be; they wirhdr ew or avoided others, experienced mere distrust, were less w d h g to reaeia out or t o take risks with okkersP5

The Chinese Communists also found a large number who
simply never recovered from the effect of the training. We
believe that these techniques, based as they are on selfabase~nenhandguilt, will always have a high casualty rate,
regardless of the extent of training of the leaders, and that the
"illusion of success" must be maintained by frequent reinforcement since it is based upon an emotional experience with the
group rather than a reasoned kvorkiag out of a new set of
values.
Finally, we noted earlier thauthese techniques were used
by "OVestinghouse Educational Corporation on a eontract do
train VISTA workers for the fedesskl government. The techniques have increasingly coxaze to be used by large corporations, often in a context where some workers are unaware of
it. and in goverlainent agencies. Werner Erhard makes no
secret of the fact that he hopes to see est utilized a s a means to
change our social institutions. That it is a psychological mech-
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anism and not a value system is seldom considered. As the
Chinese clearly understand, once this crisis has been reached
the individual is disarmingly open to whatever values are then
introduced. And the former encyclopedia salesman turned
entrepreneur may be right, for the article about est mentions
""the recent, Federally funded est training of school children is
a step in that d i r e ~ t i o n . " ~ ~
This is, indeed, ominous. We began by pointing out t h e Base
of these techniques by the State in Ancient China. Evangelists, such as Finney, always understood the p e a t appeal of
these techniques to youth as a substitute for a more diseiplined education. He criticized many religious books written
for the young because they did mot sufficiently emphasize '%he
guilt of sinners, or make them feel how much they have been
to blame?' That the government 2s now subsidizing the development of suck techniques for use on the young is a fearful
prospect for the future.
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'?restitution and Pyschotherapy," paper delivered on June 15, 1969 a t the
Symposium "Sex Disorders in Clinical Practice," held at the Sam Francisco
Medical Center of the University of California.
430ur data on est is drawn from Mark Brewer, ""We're Gonna Tear You
Down and Put You Back Together," Psychobgy To&y (August, 199Sj, pp.
35-6, 39, 40, 82, 88-9.
"Quoted in Mdcolm, Tyranny, p. 27.
451t-winD.Yalom and Morton A. Lieberman, "A Study of Encounter Group
Casualties," P,mhives of Gelzeral ,Dsych&t~ji, Vo1. 26 (July, 19911, pp. 16-30,
and reprinted in Robert 1". Golimbiewski and Arthur Blumberg (eds.), Sensitivity m i n i n g and the Labwatory A m o a c R : R e d i n g s About Concepts and
Applications (N.P., 19'931, p. 245.
46Brewer, "We're Gonna," p. 89.
" ~ i n n e y , Lectures, p.7.

A CRITICAL REVIEW O F
REASWAND COMMBmENT
Douglas B. Rasmussen

In Remsla and Commitment (Cambridge UP, 1993) Roger
Trigg is concerned with defending the notion of objectivity-of things b e h g the case whether people r e c o p b e them or
not--against the various forms of relativism as found in ethics,
religion, ianp~ngeand science, Ry considering the works of
Wittganstein. Kaahn. Hare and others in these fields Trigg
finds relativism as fundamentally unsound and not worthy of
support. We will first consider some of the general arguments
used by Trigg against relativism and then examine his consideration of various thhkess.
Trigg readily admits that we cannot view the world without
employhg some conceptual system, but this, however, d m s
not mean that we are locked ""within9'such a system or that
such a system defies objective assessment. It is simply trivial
to note that we must describe the world by some conceptud
system and most assuredly mistaken to let this h c t be the
source of relativism. The demand for a "neutral way9' of describing the world is wrong-headed; it forgets that cornition is
a relation and that the knower must play an active role. Thisof
course, is not to say that things as they are cannot be known
but only that we should not assume that ""knowing things as
they are" must be accomplished without some conceptual system. Relativism requkes more than just nothg that man has a
consciousness,
W%oreo\7er9Trigg considers relativism as interndly incoherent. The claim that there is no hdependent reaEty but only
"reaGties" relative to the person or smiety is itseu a claim to
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truth, an attempt to declare what is objectively the ease.
"Thus, the very denial. of elae possibgity of some"c,hing baing
bidependently or objectively yea%itself rests on the view that
the various realities are objectively real." (ip 2)I f the relativist claims that the truth of his position is only relative to
himself or his society, there is no poine lo his utterance, for
the whole purpose of his position is t o describe other societies
or persons as well. Thus, relativism in general seems t o be
self-refuthg or, at hast, a meaningless exercise.
Sometimes the defender of objectivity is accused of b e g d n g
the question, for if the objectivist admits that it is impossible
to argue otrtside of all conceptual hameworks, how can he justtifiably critiche those who do not operate in his framework?
How can, for example, the western medical researcher criticize the African witch-doctorWhat the former means byU"evideaee" or ""viruses"'wig1 not count as asmments against the
witch-doctor, for there is a fundamental clash in world views
here. The westerla scientist cannot prove the correctness of his
account of certain diseases (or the witcb-doctor of his) without
b e g ~ n gthe question in favor of his own concephai framework, Thus, how can one's account of disease be called true
whije the oxherQsis false?
me:-,
L L a LL2k ~ ~ CgVgK I - ~&I-C LB
I ~I B ~ LL I~L ~~I , L
K argwment
~
treads again on the
assumption that knowhg the truth must be sccon~plished
without some conceptual system, which, sf course, is absurd.
Yet, the relaktivis"iries to pull more out of this admission than
it ahlows. From the fact that someone must be thkking in his
own terms (after all the western scientist must think like a
western scientist), nsthhg foflosws regarding the impossibiaity
of k i n g objective, ""Iother words, the accusation about begging the question itself presupposes that the objectivist is
wrong, and that a belief that om's conceptual scheme refiects
reaPity must be mistaken, The a r v u m e a t is only a good one
relativism is correct, and that is what is a"cissue." (p. 17) The
admission, then, that we operate from a conceptual framework in no way rules out the possibifity of our criticking the
adequateness of other conceptual systems and our b e h g @orrect in d o h g so. Another thing that Trigg notes in reply is
simply that the mere existence of an unresolved d i s a ~ e e m e n t
still, leaves the relativist-objectivisL controversy wide open.
Just because the western scientist and witch-dwtor do not
accept each other's presuppasitions, this does not mean a
M o that
~ one set sf presuppgisitisans cannot be true. Just as it
--LA-
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takes more than the fact of human consciousness to estabEsh
relativism, so the existence of unresolved disapeements wih
not suffice either,
Part of Trigg's defense of objectivity entails a consideration
of a related issue--namely, 'Why should one be rational?" Isn't
this after ald the basic commitment which cannot be justified
without begging the question? What justification can be offered for being rational"?rCgg earefu1;illyrefrains from attempting
to justgy being rational; he, in fact, finds W. W. Bartley's
justification inadequate. Trigg notes instead that there is
""ssmtking wrong with the notion of justifcation of rationality, because clearly it is itself a concept from .koithiaa rationality. Anyone who wants such a justification wants to stand omtside of rationagty while remaining inside, and this is obviously
incoherent." (p. 149) Thus, one must refrain from attempting
to justi$ that which is fundamental or basic to all justification.
One must realize that where no justification is possible, none
should be demanded. This, of course, does not make rationalt rather soxething akin to
ity a mere arbitrary c o m ~ t m e nbut
a first principle in the Aristotelian sense, for one must use reason in trying to deny it.
So far we have seen that Trigg's defense of objectivity has
been concerned to combat relativism as it pertains to truth
claims. A large part of his book, however, is directed toward
criticizing the notion that the very meaning of a concept is
ultimately determined by one's commitments (usually the
""frms of life" to whieh one belongs) and that it is impossible
for persons with different commitments to disagree in terms
both sides can understand, It is as if there were a ""compartmentaEzation of language and understanding'' causing people
to live in " different worlds." The world views, for example, of
the theist and atheist are so diverse that it is not so much that
they disagree on the question of God's existence as it is that
they really don't understand each other. This attitude, according t o Trigg, is relativism in its most extreme aform, and he
calls it "conceptual
As to whether coneeptud relativism as so described is the
most correct understanding of Wittgenstein's view of meaning
we shan see later; it is however a common contemporary attitude of some Wittgensteimian interpreters, and Trigg's argument against it is most fascinating. Trigg contends that there
must be some objective feature to language because this
allows people of fundamentally difkrent views to understand

each other. If Banmage were solely a conlsentionalked activity, whose very context of operatron was kseE result of eommitment, then there could be s o d i s a ~ e e m e n kbetween people
of varying basic views. Cor~~municaiien
would not be possible
and language itself .;lould be destroyed, for there would kre
nothing a b o ~ ~which
t
to disapee. Yet, people do d i s a p e e
about fundamental issues, The theist and atheist haften- much
effort) do understand each others system and still disavee;
theirs is a real dispute. They are ta&-ing sbwlat the same thing
(this wor%d) but making different claims aSanut it, Trigg
armepi, then, that if "we asan u~ldsrstandthose we disavee
with, lapasage must be understood to be about one world,
where certain states sf affairs ho1$,'7(p 15) Anycsne who wishes t o deny or blur ihe distinction between the way the world is
and wh& we say it is rn11st also deny that disapeemeat is
possible, and this is patently absurd. Thus, we cannot Set the
desire to be tolerant or the d e s k t o understand someone's
system sf thought allow us is blur this distinction. It is only
because this dist,imtion is in principle possible that we can
have belief and d i s a ~ e e m e nh
t the first place. Not only, then,
does the concept sf truth underpin the notions of belief and
disageemeat, it is also the main function of larapage to
-=aariudfu~etionof "atinguage . {is t o
a$~emptto e h d t it,
communicate truth, or a t least purported truth." (pa 153)
Though not the only fuaancties~of language, statement-making
is its central purpose. Whether taEking about the type of
weather or the ultimate nature sf existence, from the simple
to the complex, language cannot be understood without this
objee"bve feature.
Trigg is on s8bd @ou~fJiSn demanding that Banwage rnust
have an objective feature to it. His continued refiance, however, on reductio & absu~&amdoes leave us leas than eompletely satisfied, One wishes that Trigg would deal with the
underlying presumption of conceptual relativism--name%gi,
that language is more Eke a game than anything else, Be
should show more apprecjalion for this contention because the
question as t o whether language can best be understood by a
game a n a l o g is not an idle concern regarding the choice between mere medapnors. It is rather a question regarding the
very nature of language itself, and since many philosophical
problems require clariEsaxion sad cnderstaading as opposed
to hformatlon for their solution, the aethod of analogy is
e^Y---6:
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quite Iegitcimate, for it consists in a search for signsicant similarities between the subject matter under question and something we already understand, Thus, the stren@h of the game
analogy rests ow the recowition that it is to provide a p e a t e r
understanding of language in terms of something we already
understand, i.e., games, and indeed these are many simdarities between them, Both are rule-governed activities with certain 'hoves" required and prohibited. Both have an abdity to
mesdZy non-essential rules but st39 maintain the basic ones.
Merely resorting, then, to reduction ad absurdurn leaves the
impression that the comparison between lanmage and games
cannot be dbectly chauenged. Trigg's defense sf objedivity
should challenge this analom in terms of its own method, for if
the game analogy is successfu2, then language must be understood as a self -connection with the world. It would be purely
eonven~icanaland its rules would not be subject to any appraisal
by reference to the facts of reality. Games are perfectly meani n d u %without such reference, thus, why not language?
The key objection to thls arwment is to admit that there is
indeed an a n a l o g between ranwage and games: but there are
other analogies that are even closer. ""There are many rule
determined activities whose rules, unl&e those of games, are
subject to appraisal as l e ~ t i m a t eor ifledtimate by appeal to
facts external to the activity." (Panayot Butchvarsv, The Concept o f K ~ o w k d g e[Evanaton, 18.: Northwestern Univ. Press,
19701, p. 133.) It has been suggested, for example, that
language is more analogous to fire-fighting than to any game
on the ~ o u n d sthat language and fire-fighting both have
contexts of operation that are not rule dependent wh3e a
game does. (Butchvarov, p. 134.) When one plays a game, the
context is a function of the rules. You use rules to establish the
cora"ce%tin which moves take place. The context is as arbitrary
as t h e rules, e.g,, the kinds of pieces, their arrangement and
stage of the game, are all functions of arbitrary rules. In fireEghting the context is not a result of rules; the context is a
result of objective fact and the rules of fke-fighting deal with
this context, The context for linguistic "moves," ee,g,,""There
are two chairs,99is also .not determined by any rules. That
there are chaks and there are two of them in no way depends
on linguistic convention or comdtment; and, of course, this is
the very point of Trigg saying that language is about the
world. Language, then, though rule governed and highly
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conventional, is more Bike fise-fighting than a game. Thus, the
method of analom can be used to directly challenge the gi&me
analogy and provide a basis for establishing language's objective feature. This realization in conjunction with Trigg's use of
reductio ad absurdurn leaves little support for conceptual relativism.
One outstanding aspect of this work is Trigg's inteeation
of the various positions in dzferent fields into a cluster of
related ideas--ideas which all tend to stress commitment t o
self-sufficient conceptual systems at the expense sf objective
assessmentmBy considerkg various viewpoints on science,
ethics, and religion, Trigg f h d s the notion of objectivity under
attack by conceptual relativism. Kuhn's view of the incommensurability of competing paradigms and the lack of justzication for the choice between them; Hare's view that our
"bilks" (fundamental attitudes and beliefs) are adopted in a
vacuum where nothing can count for or agahst them; and D.
Z. Phillips view that religion cannot be justified or rejected by
any "all-embracing" view of truth are a few of the more prominent examinations made by Trigg. Trigg subjects these positions and others to the same deft criticism we have already
seen. Relathism in any form is Trigg's target, and he considers many fashionable notions as his target.
Easily the most fashionable and certainly the most important
notion examined by Trigg is Wittgenstein" concept of a, " b r m
of life." Trigg seems to be aware that this is a most problematic concept, but he takes "a 'form of life9to be a community of
those sharing the same concepts." jp. 64.) According to the
interpreters Trigg has chosen to concentrate upon, there is no
doubt that a 'Yorm of life" constitutes an ultimate c o m ~ t m e n t
to which all reason and facts must be subordinate. Whether
viewed as a commitment to a social system, as TouBdn seems
to suggest, or as a commitment to a way of life entading a
moral code, as Beardsmore iraapfies, the ""frm of life9' concept
is viewed as incompatible with and opposed to the notions of
objectivity and truth as such. This may be a correct result
from certain views of the "form sf life9' notion, but there is
another understanding of ""frm of lifeq9that does not entaa
conceptual relativism and in fact supports objectivity--an
understanding which in many respects seems what Wittgenstein actually proposed.
In order to u9derstand this view of the "form of Bfe" notion,
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we should remember that Trigg admits that we must use some
conceptual system to understand the world and that it is silly
for anyone to demand that we view the world without some
conceptual system. Thus, we can ask if there is a certah way
of understanding the world that results from the fact that we
are human beings? Or, to put the question in its classic form:
What are the conditions for the possibj4ity of knowledge? If we
ask this question, we see that indeed human beings do have a
peculiar way of knowing-.usually it is called coneeptualkation--and this is one of the conditions for knowledge. Now, are
there any conditions for conceptuse1 knowledge? According to
Wittgentstein there must be certain judmewts which ""sand
fast for us" and constitute the "Hven." These judgments are
the general view of the world we as h u m n beings have
formed or inherited, In C k Certainty these j u d ~ e n t are
s the
propositions which form what Moore cd8ed "Lhe ""cmnraon
sense" view of the world. These j u d m e n t s are presupposed in
any concept being meanhdul, for they are a part sf the very
framework from which we learn the meaning of a esneept.
r-i
b here is no way to learn the meaning of a term by ostensive
definition alone. Some training is presupposed; some basic
j u d p e n t s are aheady made, This "@ven9'is what Wittgenstein calls the "form of life," and it is a condition for conceptualhation and thus knowledge, Tar the extePat, then, that we
reaJize that human beings must employ some conceptual framework, then the preconditions for a conceptual system making
sense must be acknowledged which, for Wittgensteh, is the
"form of life."
In many respects Wittgenstein's arwment is Kantian in
that ""form of Hep9functions 61 a manner parallel to Kant's
"form of sensibiEtyp9*for both are conditions for their being
knowledge. There is, however, a significant difference: our
abiEty to conceive of human behgs in a make-believe manner
as having different conceptual structures or dzferent "hrms
of 13s" fom that which we actually have in no way entags a
subjective view of the world. In fact, any serious or cognitive
consideration of ""possible" would not admit such an
alternative, for there is no way that we could have any conception of what this alternative "form of life9' m&ht be. So,
there are no alternatives to the "form of hZeq9we find ourselves
caught up in, and thus there is no sue& thing as b e k g cornd t t e d t o a "hrm of 13eq'as Trigg suggests,
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An exceLlent statement of this interpretation of ""fsrrn of
life9' is as foUows:
We can raise the question of what is objective or othemise ~ n i ywithin
the conceptual scheme that we have, gkvena our form of liiie, since t o ask
whether something is objective is t o ask whether it is objective as a
such-and-such. To have classified something as a slaclz-and-such is already to have rravoked and applied a set of concepts; we cannot get slatside these concepts altogether to raise questions about objectivity iwdependent of them. This is what is wrong with forms of idealism that
attempt to undermine the possibility of objectivity by emphasking t h e
fact that although the only conception of the world that we can conkemplate is the one that we have come to have, we might always have c o n e
to a dXferent one. The sense in which the last is true does not elata.9
subjectivism or conventionafism such that there ase nn standards of objectivity but all is subjective or a matter of hasman convention. (D. W s
Hamiyn, The Theow ~fBi"720zhiledge[Garden C ~ t y N.Y,:
,
Anchor 3ooks,
19'601, pp. 72-73.)

The key difr"erence, then, between this view of '"form of life"
and the one that Trigg considers is that ""form of life" is here
considered as our conception of reality a s a whoie--our conception of reality as such. As Trigg is so concerned to show, it
makes no sense to speak of "'realities9', and in the same way, it
makes no sense to speak of rival ""forms of iiSeSP'Thus, upon
this interpretation of the notion of "form of life," conceptvai
reiativis~ndoes not follow.
Trigg has a r v e d that the mere fact of human disapeement
(and therefore of humarl communication) implies that there
must be one world where certain states of affairs hold. This
alternative interpretation of the concept of "form of &fewalso
underscores this very point, for it tries to say what some of
these states of affairs must be. Indeed, this is %bevery point of
Wittgenstein's argument against universal scepticism in On
Certainty. "The sceptic must undersstand his doubt, If i t is an
intelligible doubt, it must be expressable in language. In other
words, he must at Peast be certain L B the
~
meaning of his words
in which he expresses his ur%fverssldoubt. If he i s certain he
knows what his language means, he must also be certain of the
criteria which give language its meaning. These criteria are
states of affairs or facts in the world, and hence to doubt every
fact about the world woulck be t o destroy the criteria] finks
with his language, thus depriving i h f meaning." (Patrick J.
Bearsley, "Aquinas and Wittgenstein On the Grounds of Certtairlty," The hff3dem S c h o o l m ~ zLI,
, May, 19'74, pp. 331-332.)
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These facts, as already stated, are expressed in what Moore
caJled the ""comn~omsense9'view of the world, namely, such
j u d v e n t s as: Ghere existed a living human body which was his
body, that he was a human being, that the earth had existed
for many years before his body was born, that he had had
many experiences, and that he bad often observed facts about
other bodies, etc. Further, '#ittgenstein leaves no doubt that
these are not the only facts that a r e presupposed, e.g,, ""My
hiend hasn't sawdust in his head," or even ""The h o l n g point
of w a t m is 100"C, at sea level," are j u d p e n t s which stand at
the foundations of our language. Such judgments according t o
1
$I7i~tgenastefn
A
note the states of affairs, the "'given," the "form
of life" which are a part of the very process by which human
beings know and rs~lderstaa~d
the worid.
A fu14 consideration of Moore-type propositions is most likely one of the key ways of appreciating what Wittgenstein
~
There are many questions that should
meant by 6 ' f o rof~ Ida."
be raised regarding them, In particular, just what is the ladcai status of these basic judgments which "'stand fastW"?ow
are such judgments formed? These are questions that Taigg
would ask and should be answered, bent we cannot go into
these here. I t wid just have t o be sufiicient to say that there is
not necessarily any conflict between this alternative view of
''form of I&" and the notions of objectivity and truth as such,
Further, we even think there are p e a l advantages found in
this alternative view 06 "form of Efe" for defending objectivity
against the standard a r p m e n t s advanced by conceptual relativism, H l Is only because we find Trigg's book, Reason and
Commitment, such an important work for epistemology that
we think such an alternative understanding of Wittgenstein's
central concept worth considering, It may he that nsrs interpretative enterprise of "form of life9kanbe fully satisfactory,
for i t is not clear that Wittgenstein ever fully explained the
notion itself, but this still does not diminish the importance of
the notion.
Trigg9sbook kis a very significant contributions to phgosophy
because be chailenges much of the irrationality that is hiding
under f he guise of commitment. Commitments, themsehes,
must b e tested for their truth or falsity: one cannot step
outside of the responsibaity of judging whether in science,
ethics, 0%religion. This is the breath of fresh air that 'Prigg
brings.
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